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A rrResident Satisfaction Questionnairerr ulas

developed to measure the ttquality of life" of

people who were or had been residents of a large

institution for intellectually disabled people.

Quality of Life was defined as satisfaction with

Iifestyle in seven areas of life residential

placement, work placement, Ieisure time, financial

status, interpersonal relationships, physical

health and seLf-esteem. Questions $tere devised

for each of these seven areas of 1ife, resultingt

in a 136-item questionnaire. In Study 1 the

test-retest and internal consistency of the seven

scales hlere measured'. Thirty-one persons with an

intelLectuaL disability, ranging in age from 18

years 10 months to 50 years 2 months, and residing

in institutional settings' community group homes

and an interrnediate setting, participated in the

study. Tv¡enty unreliable items, including 13

items from one scale with poor internal

consistenCY, r{ere deleted from the Resident

Satisfaction Questionnaire. In study 2 a staff

questionnaire was developed as a means of

measuring the external validity of the Resident

Satisfaction Questionnaire. It consisted of one

scale utilising subjective ratinqs by staff of

resident satisfaction and three scales using

objective items to neasure the degree of



responsibility, autonomy, and decision making

all_owed. residents. The test-retest reliability of

the staff questionnaire was found to be good but

itsinter-raterre]-iabilitywaslesssatisfactory.
Unreliable items ülere deleted and the score from

this questionnaire was then correlated with the

score from the Resident satisfaction Questionnaire.

Correlations between the objective scales of the

staff questionnaire and self-expressed

satisfaction v/ere greater than those between the

subjective scale of the staff questionnaire and

self-expressed satisfaction' In Study 3 ' the

revj-sed Resident satisfaction Questionnaire was

presented to 6l- intellectually disabled persons

30 in an instítutional setting; 11 in an

intermediate location providing training for

eventual community placement; and 20 persons

living in group homes in the community' The level

of expressed satisfaction within the cornmunity was

generally found to be higher than for the

institutional or intermediate groups but was

significantly higher in only two areas

(residential placement and interpersonal

relationships).Expressedsatisfactionwasfound

to be negatively related to the number of other

people in the residential setting, to the presence

of an additional handicap, and to the presence of
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a behaviour problem. study 4 involved a group of

17 intelLectually disabled persons Living in a

residential setting provj.ded by a different agency

to that in the first studies. Satisfaction in

this group v¡as compared with the results obtained

for the institutional, intermediate , and

community groups in Study 3. Again, those in

community settings expressed greater satisfaction

than those in the institutional 0r intermediate

areas, with significant differences in expressed

satisfaction associated with residential

placement, and interpersonal relationships'

Factor Ànalysis suggested that only a general

factor of satisfaction accounted for group

differences.
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CHÀPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The care of persons r^¡ith an intellectual disability has

changed. over the course of tine. This change has been

c]-osely Iinked v¡ith changes in care afforded to people with

psychi-atric disorders, as it is only in relatì-vely recent

times that people with intellectual and psychiatric

disorders have been separated from each other, in terms of

both diagnosis and treatment. Prior to the eighteenth

century, it was generally expected that the fanily would

care for its disabled members (craig and Mccarver, l-983), so

that people with disabil-ities tended to live within their

Iocal communities and to be supported by them. However, not

all such people were cared for by their families and many

became destitute. The earliest forrn of accommodation for

destitute persons who could not provide for themselves hlas

provided in work houses or almshouses, which first came into

being during the sixteenth century. workhouses and

almshouses also came to be used to provide accommodation for

people with psychiatric disturbances and intellectual

disabilities, although no treatment v¡as provided and the

J-iving conditions in many such places were commonly very bad

(Scheerenberger, 1983) -
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During the eighteenth century institutions known as

lunatic asylums \^/ere founded, oD the assumption that

psychiatric disturbance in the individual rnight be modified

or even eradicated by providing the mental-Iy iIl person with

a refuge from the stresses and strains of society. This

period has been called the rrMoral Treatment Erarr (shepherd,

L984) because the general model for treatment adopted was a

humane and individualised approach (Gottesfeld, I979) '

Asylums or retreats developed during this time tended to be

small and to dispense with the harsh treatments (e.g'

mechanical restraints, chaining) that had prevj-ously

sometimes existed in the workhouses and almshouses'

sirnilarJ-y, the care of people with an intell-ectual

disability began to change as educators gradually adopted an

approach to the education and training of people with

intellectuaL disabiLities which assumed. that, if appropriate

procedures $/ere applied, then the effects of intellectual

deficiencies rnight be alLeviated'

The first schools for children with intellectual (and

other) disabilities began to come into existence in the rnid

nineteenth century. These schools began as small teaching

establishments which had the aim of curing, oY at least

ameliorating, the condj-tion of intellectual disability,

through individualised training programmes. The early

educators (among them Séguin and Güggenbuhl) were influenced

by the work of Itard, in France. lrlhile atternpting to

educate a young feral boy, Itard had developed a number of

innovative teaching techniques (Lane, 1977) and some of
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these techniques were l-ater used in the instruction of deaf,

blindandintellectuallydisabledchildren.
However, the new schools also followed a trend that was

developing j-n the field of accomrnodation for people with

psychiatricdisorders.crowingnumbersofclientswere

admitted to the asylums and individualised care, which \^¡as

the basis on which the institutions had been founded, became

increasingly difficult to implement' Às the asylums

increased in síze and became overcrowded, conditions within

them began to deteriorate and they tended to become less

therapeutic and more custodíaI. This trend eventually led

to widespread disillusionment with the early hopes held for

curing rnental illness through institutional means

(Shepherd,1984) .

Sirnilarly,aSeducatorsbegantorealisethatthey

could not cure intellectual disability and that, despite

training, many of their students would continue to need

Iifelongcare,theearlyhopesofthefoundersforthe

effectiveness of the schools faded. As a consequence the

schools became more custodial in nature, with reduced

emphasis on training and on the possibility of integrating

intellectually disabled students within the community at

J'arge.Thesedevelopmentspromptedoneofthepioneersof

institutions, S.G. Howe, to urge in ].866 that as many of the

institutions as possible should be dispensed with (Braddock

and HeIIer, 1985). Howe fel-t that institutions had already

beguntodepartfromtheiroriginalpedagogicalaimsandhad
become too custodial. However, concern like Howers in some

quarters not withstanding) institutions continued to 9ro$¡ in
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size and number. During the early years of the twentieth

century the Eugenics rnovernent further contributed to the

trend for institutions to become custodial places, since

this movement v/as in part established with the aim of
rrprotectingt' society from those with an intellectual

disability (Craig and McCarver, L9B4). At least in some

guarters, it came to be believed that people with

intellectual disabiLities were a menace to society, it being

held that they bred more rapidly than nondisabled persons

and passed on defective genes to their offspring, so that

the average leve1 of ability in the general population would

gradually become reduced. Such fears contributed to the

development of institutions in order to segregate those with

intellectual disabilities from society; within such

institutions, the sexes were separated to prevent

procreation.

ParticuLarly in the past two decades, ho$/ever, the

broad philosophy underpinning the provision of services to

people with intellectual disabilities has changed again.

Famities are now once again encouraged to care for their

handicapped children at home, but with help and support frorn

community services. Where such an arrangernent is not

possible and a child is placed in an institution, then the

predominant change in the direction of poLicy regarding

residential services for those with an intell-ectual

disability has been as/ay from large centralised facil-ities

towards small comrnunity-based facilities (Pratt, I'uszcz and

Brown, 1980; WiIIer and Intaglj-ata, 1981t Zigler and BaIIa,

1977). Today, modern indtitutions care predorninantly for
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those with more severe disabilities who, without the aid of

modern medical technologty, would not have survived one

hundred years ago (Craig and McCarver, 1984; Scheerenberger,

L9821. The population of residential institutions in the

United States of America (USA), Europe and Australia is

tending now towards ol,der res j-dents, who are more profoundly

intellectua1J-y disabl-ed, and who have been diagnosed as

having organic disorders and/or behaviour problems (Eyrnan,

Borthwick, and Tarjan, 1984).

In the USA this change j-n direction of the provision of

services was in part spurred on during the 1960s by the

formation of parent J-obby groups (Emerson, 1985, Heal,

Sigelman and Switzky , 1-9'78) that v/ere aided by research

demonstrating the detrimental effects of long periods of

institutionalisation (such as decrease in IQ and retarded

developmental growth), âs wel-I as by the viability of

alternative models of care derived from the Normalisation

Principle. This principle has been expressed in a number of

dífferent ways but, essentially, it holds that means which

are as culturally normative as possible should be used to

establish or maintain behaviours which are as culturally

normative as possible (Wolfensberqer, I972) . FoIlowers of

the Normal-isation Principle argue that residence within the

community provides a more developmentally stimulating and

rrnormalisedrr living situation for a person with an

intel-l-ectual disability than institutional placement; and

that therefore people requiring support or supervision

shoul-d be placed in community rather than in institutional

settings. \
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Two other model-s (The Developmental Model and the

Principle of the Least Restrictive Alternative) have also

been influential in the movement towards

deinstitutional-isation. The Developmental Model sug'gests

that people with an inteLlectual- disability progress through

the same l-evels of development as people without an

intellectual disabil-ity, but at a much reduced rate and

perhaps to a reduced extent ultirnately. The Principle of

Least Restrictive Alternative suggests that treatment or

habil-itation services should be provided in the least

restricti-ve placement or with the least restrictive methods.

These models wilL be explained further in following

sections.

In some instances, in recent times,

deinstitutionalisation has been accelerated by the public

exposure of deplorable conditions which have been found to

exist in some institutions (e.g. Blatt and Kaplan, 1966) and

also by court decisions to close unsatisfactory institutions
(e.9. tlyatt vs Stickney, 1972). Some social historians have

argued that the movement to deinstitutionalise was aided by

the social cl-irnate of the 1960s and 1970s, when considerable

attention r^ras paid to individuaL human rights (Willer and

Intagliata, 1984), because deinstitutionalisation reflected

a concern for the rights of people with an intelLectual

disability and was therefore consistent with the prevailing

social- climate. In addition to clairning that

deinstitutionalisation would increase the independence and

quality of life of the peopl-e concerned, proponents of the

Normalisation Principle have also cl-aimed that it would
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ultirnately be cheaper to maintain services under the

cj-rcumstances recommended, thereby making the proposal

attractive to adrninistrators and to government funding

bodies (I^Iiller and Intagliata ' 1984) .

However, this impetus towards dej-nstitutionalisatj.on

and community care has generated its own concerns about the

quality of care available to intellectually disabled people

residing in community facilities. Researchers in the USA

who have studied the placements of clients who have been

moved from institutions into the community have râ¡arned of

the need to be al¡tare about where such people have been

placed and under what circumstances. Thus, it has been

noted that many inteÌIectually disabled persons have been

transferred to Nursing Homes, ot other settings not all that

different from the institutions from which they came

(Edgerton, L975; WiIler and Intagliata, 1984) and some

settings used have been far v¡orse than the original

institutions (Edgerton, 1,975). Ànother cl-aim is that many

people have not, in fact, been deinstitutionalised but,

instead merely transferred between institutions (Novak,

1980).

Although institutions in Australia tend not to develop

to the large sizes of institutions in the USA, there has

been an impetus towards deinstitutionalisation in Australia

also, resulting in the placement of people with intellectual

disabilities into comrnunity settings. With this increased

ernphasis on community placement has come an interest j-n the

evaluation of such placements. It seemed tikely that, just

as institutions have beeh shown to vary in the care
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provided, (e.g. McCormick, Bal-Ia and Ziglet ' 1,975)

cornmunj-ty-based facilities may also vary in care practices

(e.g. Birenbaum and Re, 1979; Eyman, Demaine and Lei, L979).

The effects of comrnunity placement need to be studied since,

although the placement of cLients in institutions has been

criticised due to its potential to produce adverse

consequences, it is also important to demonstrate

objectively that improvements have been made in the quality

of life of people with intellectual disabilities who have

been rnoved into the cornmunity (Thompson and Carey, 1980).

Clients must be shown to benefit from community placement

before such living placements can be accepted as better

models than institutional placements for the provision of

care to intellectually disabled peopl-e. For the move to

deinstitutionalise to gain wide cornmunity acceptance, it is

therefore necessary to demonstrate that the quality of life

for intellectually disabled people placed in the community

is better than among those remaining in the institution - or

at least that those placed in community settings are no

hrorse of f .

In an attempt to evaluate the value of community

placements, researchers have focussed on rrplacernent successrt

which has been measured in terms of several variables,

incl-uding the length of time for whj-ch a person with an

intellectual disability remains in the comrnunity (e.9.

Schal-ock, Harper and Carver, 1981; Intagliata, Crosby and

Neider, l-981; Willer and Intagliata, 1981) ; the social-

competence and independence achieved by the

deinstitutionalised person, based on clinical judgement and
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client interview (e.g. Edgerton and Bercovici, ),976) i and by

behavioural and personality dimensions (e. g. Mc Devi-tt,

Smith, Schmidt, and Rosen, L978; Se]tzer, Sherwood, Seltzer

and Sherwood, 1-98I¡ l¡Iil-l-er and IntagJ-iata, 1981). other

studies have focussed on changes to adaptive behaviour

folrowing relocation (e.g. Eyman, Demaine and Lei, r979¡

Elrman, Silverstein, Mclain and Mi]Ier, L977 ¡ Hull- and

Thompson, 1,980, 1981); the use made of comrnunity resources

by deinstitutionalised persons (e.g. Reiter and Levi, 1980;

I^fiIler and Intagliata, ]-982), characteristics defining the

environment of the home in which the deinstitutionalised

person has been placed (e.9. Baker, seltzer and seltzer,

Lg74; Pratt, Lrtszgz and Brown, 1980; Rotegard, HilI and

Bruininks, 1983); and the deqree of normalisation of the

comrnunity placement (e.9. F1ynn, 1975) -

Research in the area of deinstitutionalisation has

consistently shown that the quality of care provided for

individuats in community settings and thus placement

rrsuccessrr can vary widely in terms of the environment, the

use made of community resources by residents and the degree

of freedom altowed residents (Edgerton, L975). Research has

also demonstrated that placernents in community facilities

have sometimes been more restrictive than previous

institutional placernents; and that care practices in group

homes have not necessarily been superior (Balla, I976ì

Edgerton I Lg75; Scheerenberger, I974¡ Will-er and Intagliata,

1984). Furthermore, the availabl-e data do not indicate that

residents of group homes necessariJ-y participate more in
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community activities as the length of time spent in a

cornmunity placement increases (Oko1o and Guskin, 1984).

The resul-ts of research, which have come primarily from

the USA, have 1ed investigators to caution that placement in
community facilities does not guarantee normalisation or

that the'residents wil-l- necessarily become better integrated

within the community, nor that residents are necessarily

better off than they v/ere in an institutional placement
?(Butler and Bjaanes, I97f Moreau, Novak and Sigelrnan, l-980;

Will-er and Intagliata, L982). It is sometimes assurned that
people in a community placement are, as a resul-t of that
placement, part of the cornmunity and that peopJ-e J-iving

within an institution are not (Wingr and Olsen, 1979). There

is also the risk that notions of rrnormal-t' (as in rrnormal

neighborhood'r) could lead to the isolation of persons with

intell-ectual disabilities in settings which are physically

normal (i.e. which are not purpose built and which look like
other houses in the street) but which, despite this, do not

provide opportunities for normaL social interaction within

an appropriate peer group (O'Connor, l-983) .

Others have cautioned against interpreting or judging,

from a niddle class bias, the lifestyle of persons with

inteLl-ectual disabil-ities (Penney , 1977) . Edgerton (L975)

states that t' I intellectualJ-y disabled people whorn] $re have

focussed on seldom come from ¡middle classt families; those

that are did not thernselves attend college; nor have they

established a comfortable pattern of niddle class livingil
(1975, p. I37). However, many of those who are responsible

for making decisions thaL affect the lives of these peopl-e
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typically do come from rniddle class backgrounds. This

rniddle cl-ass bias, oD the part of the decision-makers, can

be reflected in their choices of goals for nore normalised

cornmunity ì-iving (such as sel-ectinq houses in rniddle class

neighborhoods, expecting a high standard of dress and

cleanliness on the part of the person with an intelÌectual
disability and so on).

Normalisation should not be judged by middle class

standards of speech, dress, hygiene, nutrition, or even

recreation, since there are a number of different but

culturally acceptable lifestyles within society (Edgerton,

1975). AI1 the studies above have examined placement

success in terrns of objective outcornes and none has examined

success from an individualrs point of view. Whilst it is
important to have objective measures of placement outcone,

it is perhaps more important that the success of a given

placement is evaluated from the perspective of the

individual- and what is best for that person (Moreau et a1.,

L980), rather than from a purely theoretical point of view.

Residents involved in deinstitutionalisation often have

little say in what happens to them and are rarely consulted

about where they want to live and with whom they would

choose to lj-ve. Rather, they are placed in situations

because other people who have been given the responsibility
for rnaking these decisions feel- that a particuJ-ar location
is best (Se1tzer I 1984) . In such circumstances it i-s

particularly important that the people involved are studied

in order to find out how they feel about where they l-ive and

work. However, there are many difficulties inherent in
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determining the feelings of intell-ectuall-y disabled people.

It is perhaps because there is such a low emphasis on the

rights of intellectua1J-y disabled people, to make choices

about their own lifestyles, that there has been little

emphasis on research to deveLop means for studying the

effect that community living has on the people involved, in

terms of satj,sfaction with their placement and other aspects

of their lives.

This lack of research into the feelings of

intellectually disabled people has been recognised and in

recent years there has been a call to attempt to measure the

personal satisfaction of intel-lectuaLty disabl-ed people with

their particular circumstances (e.9. Peck, Blackburn and

white-Blackburn, I98o¡ Landesman, 1986) in an attempt to

measure their guality of life. As much as possible, guality

of life should be ascertained from the viewpoint of the

individual his/her personal preferences, needs, and

capabilities rather than from the perspective of the

researcher. (For exarnple, âs pointed out by Landesman-Dwyer

(1981), the researcher should not ask "Would I like to live

here?r' but should ascertain whether the individual concerned

likes to tive in that place ). However, there are as yet

very few studies that have attempted to look at the degree

of satisfaction that people with intellectual disabilities

express about their own lifestyles.

This thesj-s provides an account of an attempt to

develop a questionnaire, designed to measure placement

success in terms of the satisfaction that people with an

intellectual disability express about their lives. The
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following sections will outline in greater detail the

history of institutionalisation, the recent research that

has been undertaken into the effects of

institutionalisation, the major factors which have

influenced the deinstitutionalisation movement, research

into thg effects on intellectualJ-y disabled people following

placement within the cornmunity, and research into the

measurement of the quality of life of deinstitutionalised

intell-ectualIy disabled people.

t
I
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1.1 An Historical PersPective

Prior to the 18OOs, there is litt1e l-iterature regarding the

care of people with intell-ectual disabilities. There is

some evidence that early man may have kilted, ât birth, many

chil-dren with visible intellectual- or physical disorders,

although there is also evidence that some tribes cared for

and protected their handicapped children (Scheerenberger,

1983). There are references made to rrthose without reasonrl

in Greek and Roman literature, the Bibl-e, Ta1mud, and Koran,

but there is no evidence that any specific efforts were rnade

to provide shelter, protection or training for them (Kanner,

1964). Such writings as there are suggest that supernatural

explanations were heavily relied on as explanations of the

cause for mental disorder.

By about 4oo 8.c., ât the tirne of Hippocrates, diseases

hrere given labels and inferred to have organic causes (Rinrn

and Somervill , I977') . However, there s/as no clear

def inition of \^that mental disorder or intelLectual

disability was and generally no clear recognition of the

intellectually disabled as a separate category requiring a

distinctive form of care (Shepherd, 1984).

During the latter part of the Middle Ages (fourteenth

to sixteenth centuries) supernatural explanations again

became the accepted explanation as to the cause of

intellectual and other disabilities and such people I^/ere

seen as demons. Martin Luther (1483-)-546)' who is

generally regarded as an enlightened reformer durj-ng that

period, is quoted as saying of a severely disabl-ed child rrl

should take this chiLd to the Mol-dau River and drown himrr
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(Scheerenberger, 1-983, p. 32) . He believed that mentally

handicapped children were changelings who were possessed by

the devil and had no soul. This belief was widespread and

many inteltectually disabled people \^¡ere executed as witches

during the witch hunts of the sixteenth century (Gottesfeld,

TeTe).

Although it is 1ikely that those with serious

malformations or defects died at an early age during the

Middle Ages, due to the lack of an appropriate medical

technologry, many of those with miJ-d1y disabling conditions

survived. Care of such people with mental disorders, and

who had not been labelled as witches, 1ay with the farnily.

Mostl-y they were ignored and l-ived within their own local

communities, others became court jesters or fools (Kanner,

L964; Scheerenberger, L983). Local- authorities cared only

for those who had no-one else to care for thern or who were

viol-ent at home (Gottesfeld, L979).

During the late sixteenth century, specialised

institutional care for peopJ-e with disabilities began with

the establishrnent of St. Mary of Bethlehem ("Bedlam") in

London. Many other persons with mental disorders \^/ere still

incarcerated in alms houses and jails where no attention was

given to treatment (Baumeister, l-970). People with

intellectual disabilities and psychiatric disorders hrere

included in the same category as the poor and in England

rirrere held to be within the ambit of the Elizabethan Poor Law

Act of 1601. This meant that they l¡/ere either supported at

home by a payment made to them or to the family, ot they
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r¡/ere taken into the workhouses . However, conditions in

workhouses were generalJ-y harsh (Shepherd, 1-984).

Towards the end of the eighteenth century the attitude

that the disabled were subhuman and abnormal gradually

changed and people began to believe that rnental dj-sorders

\Àrere caused by changing social conditions and historical

development (GottesfeJ-d, 1-979). New forms of treatment

reflected the humanitarian view of the times and the harsh

treatments that had previously existed in lunatic asylurns

were dispensed with by some of the more progressive

administrators: (for example, Philippe Pinel removed the

chains from inmates at the Bicètre, a Paris hospital).

This change in attitude towards those with mental

disorders al-so had an effect on the care and treatment of

people with intetlectual disabilities. An exarnple of this

is the work of Itard with the "Wild Boy of Aveyronrr. Victor

(the name given to the boy by Itard) was believed to have

been abandoned at the age of two or three, and had gTrown up

in the wild. He was eleven or twelve when found naked by

vitlagers and was taken to Itard in Paris a year later.

Itard believed that sensory perceptions and concept

formation based upon associations provided the basis for the

development of intelligence. He attempted, by means of

educational principles, to apply such stimuli to Victor and

thus to educate him (Balthazaar and Stevens I L975). This

approach h/as contrary to the bel-iefs of many of the

intellectuals of the tirne who believed that Victor had been

left in the woods because he was intellectually disabled and
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not that he was disabled as a resul-t of being abandoned in

the woods.

Itard spent five years teaching victor to recognise

objects and to respond to social affection from people'

Although Itard then ended victorrs training, disiltusioned

that he had not made more progiress, Itard had begun a ne\Àl

approach to education that was focussed on the individual

and adapted to developing needs and abilities. Itard later

used many of the techniques that he had developed with

Victor when teaching deaf and intellectually disabled

children to speak. some of the techniques that he developed

form the basis of some modern instructional techniques (e'g'

shaping and fading) (Lane, 1977) '

Despite Itardrs d.isillusionment, others continued to

believe that intellectual handicap could be cured' Edouard

séguin was a student of Itard and in the 1830s he set out to

prove that children with intellectual disabilities v¡ere

educable, establishing a training hospital in Paris for

intellectually disabled children- GüggenbuhÌ, in

Switzerland, also believed that children with intellectual

disabilities Î¡rere educable and he began the first training

school for intellectually handicapped children in 1840'

Both Gùggenbuhl and sêguin believed in "physiological

educationrr and both cLaimed success for their methods,

although Güggenbuhl later came under criticisrn because his

clients \^rere not cured and visitors to the school- claimed to

find it in a disgusting state (Kanner, 1964; Scheerenberger,

r,e83 ) .
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séguin believed that rrfeebLemindednessrr \/\tas due to a

weaknessofthenervoussystem.Hebelj.evedthatthe

intell-ectually disabled had latent abilities which coul-d be

stimulated by speciaJ- training (Ge1der' Gath and Mayou'

1983) and that systematic training of the senses and muscles

would 1ead. to improvement in intellectual functioning'

Séguin's educational methods included physical exercises,

and tasks of increasing difficuJ-ty. His methods htere very

influential,especiallyi'ntheUSA'towhichcountryhe

movedinl85oandbeganestablishingschoolsemployinghis

techniques.

Thefoundersofthefirstschools'werehighly

optimistic.Theirmainaimsweretocureintel].ectual

handicapandtoreturnstudentstothecommunityaS

self-sufficient members (Dybwad, 1964)' These schools

usually had only a few clients (10-12 pupils), had hiqh

pupil to staff ratios and each child had an individualised

intensivetrainingprogramme.Theschoolsalsotendedto

acceptonlythosewithareasonableprognosisofresponseto

treatment(NovakandBerketey,tgS4).Theirfounderswarned

againstacceptingrrincurablesrr(theseverelyhandicaPPed'

theepi'Ieptic,theinsane,andhydrocephalicchildren)
(Baumeister, :,:gTo; Lazerson, I975). Great claims hlere made

bythesponsorsoftheseschoolsregardingtheirsuccess.

Séguin claimed to have rtirnproved and rnade happy and more

healthyidiots'',sometotheleve].wheretheycouldnotbe
distinguished from young men and \^Iomen without handicaps

(Bright, 1981, p. 9) ' He claimed that "idiots have been

improved, educated. and ev.en curedrt and thatrrnot l in 1,000
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trad been entirely refractory to treatmentrr (scheerenberger,

1983, P. 56) -

Hovtever, this optirnism about the amelioration of

intellectualdisabilitybegantofadeasitbecameobvious

totheeducatorsthatthey\Á/ereunabletocureintellectual

disabiLity and that, despite training' their students still

had residuar disabirities. Despite the fact that some

educators had more realistic expectations with respect to

ameliorati-ng the condition of intellectual- disability (e'g'

,f more of a man and less of a bruterr, Kanner , 1964) , many

educators fert that they were not succeeding and that the

schools were returning many students to the community 'runfit

and unpreparedrr (Baumeister' 1970' p' 9) '

Asthesuperj.ntendentsoftheschoolsbegantorea].ise

thattheirpupilsv¡erenotbeingcured,andthatmanywould

continuetoneedcarethroughouttheirÌives,reluctanceto

releasetheirpupilsincreased.Àsaconseguenceofwishing

to keep their clients where they were safe from harm'

schools began to grow in size and within about twenty years

(approximately 1870-L890) ' schools had grown in number from

1o-].2pupilstohundreds.Mostschoo]-salsohadwaiting

lists.
once it became obvious that many of the students wourd

needlifelongcare,thenotionoftheschoolaSatraining

estabrishment rost support. schoors, which previousry had

made no alrowance for rong-term care, became residentiar

institutionstoprovideliferongcare(Baumeister,L9TOì
Kanner , ir967 i Novak and Berkeley' 1984) ' The desire of most

superintendents changed from returning the students to the
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community to protecting them from the cruelties of society

and to benefit them by being with their ol^tn kind (Enkin,

LeTe) .

By the 18BOs the attitude towards the intellectually

handicapped had undergone another change. The attitude had

changed from that of protecting the person with the

intellectual disability from society, within a benevolent or

charitable approach, to that of protecting society from the

dangers of intellectually handicapped peopJ-e'

InteIIectualIy disabled people \^¡ere no Ionger seen as

rrinnocentsr! but, as a class, they had become undesirable and

were even sometimes viewed as evil (scheerenberger, 1983) -

with the advent of the eugenics movement there was alarm in

some quarters about the damage to society that was occurring

by allowing intellectually disabled people to remain in the

community.

One of the inftuential founders of training schools for

the intellectually disabled in the mid-tggOs in the USA'

Í{a1ter Fernald, used such statements to describe

intellectually disabled peopl-e as rra dangerous element in

the communitytt, trpotential criminalrr and so on (Balthazaar

and stevens, Ig75). In ]-gL2 he claimed that the

ilfeeble-minded are a parasitic, predatory c1ass, never

capabÌe of self-support or managing their own

affairs They cause unutterable sorrow at home and

are a menace and a danger to the community'r (Scheerenberger,

1983, P 157).

Fe_rnald's pronouncements added much weight to the

growingl|evj.dence||of.thedangersofintellectual
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disabilitytothecommunity.otherstudieswhichfurther
added'tothedishearteningpicturewerethepseudoscientific

studies of the Jukes (Dugdaì-e, :tB77) and Kallikak farnilies

(Goddard I L9:-2). These studies represented attempts to show

that i-ntellectual disability and criminality were linked and

inherited.
Thedevelopmentandwidespreaduseofintelligence

tests showed how numerous trmental defectivesrr I¡/ere

(Baumeister,TITO)and,combinedwiththebeliefthatmental

defect was hereditary and that the rrfeebfemindedtt bred more

rapidlythannormal,ledtothebe]'iefthatsocietywas

threatened(Kanner,1964).Toattempttopreventthespread

of intell-ectual disability, calIs for Iifelong

institutionalisationofpersonswithanintellectual

disability were made, as v¡as the prohibition of marriage of

intellectually disabled people' Many states in the USÀ

passed compulsory sterilisation Iaws for people with

intellectualandotherdisabilities,suchasepilepsy

(Scheerenberger, l-983)'

At the same time as institutions were developing in the

UsAinthemid-lgthcentury,institutionsforpersonswith

intellectual disabilities tr'ere also developing in England'

These institutions were rnainry charitabre and the present

notion that the intellectually handicapped are a rrburden of

charity,,isattributabÌetothecharitymodeldevelopedin

Britain(Bright,19B1).Thesei-nstitutionsl^'erealso
segregatedfromsocietyandthesexesweresegregatedwithin
them. with the introduction of the Lunacy Acts of 1890 and

]-Sgl,theseinstitutions'alsobecamemoreconcernedwiththe
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protectj'on of society (Vfing I 1'gTg) ' The Mental Deficiency

Act of 1913 also helped to j-ncrease the number of

intel]-ectuaJ-Iydisabledpeopleinresidentialcare.The

act, which made l-ocal authorities responsible for the

provision||ofconfinementofthenrorall.yandintellectually

defectiverr (Gelder et aI., 1983, P' 704) ' resulted in an

increaseinthenumberofresidentsofinstitutionsor

hospitalsfrom6,000inIgL6to5o,O0OinIg3g(Gelderet

âI., l-983) -

InAustralia,institutionsdevelopedalongsimilar

].inestothoseinEngland.Mindalncorporated,whichopened

inlSgSandwhichhasprovidedmostofthesettingsforthe

studies reported in this thesis' was one of the first

privateinstitutionsinAustraliaanditwasthefirstto

provide a school for children with intellectual

disabi}ities. Prior to the estab]ishment of Minda, care

forpeoplewithintel].ectualdisabilitiesinSouthAustralia
\Â¡aSprovidedinthepsychiatrichospitalwherenoeducation

lvasprovided.Minda,too'l'íasselectiveinthechildren

whom it accepted for training and only those who vrere

considered I'trainablerr !{ere adrnitted'

However,despitethefactthatMindaprideditselfon

its modern methods of care, the attitude that the

intellectually disabled \^tere a danger to the community

persisted until the Late 1940s' âs is evidenced by the

followingcomment:''Veryfewpeopleoutsidethernedica].
profession and psychoJ'ogists realise the gravity of the

problemofthementallydeficient,itsrelationtocrimeand

to the multiplication of .the unf it in the community" (Note
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1). Minda's philosophy at that time was to provide

'lpermanent-careco].oniestomakethelivesofthesechildren
happy and safeguard the community" (Note 1) ' The founders

ofMindabelievedthatitwouldbecrueltoa].Iowthe
ilfeeble-mindedrr to be exposed to a hostile society and that

society needed to be protected from the 'r f eeble-mindedrr who

may I'propagate their kind by marriagerr (Note f') '

Segregationfromthecommunityf^lasencouragedandresidents

were not allowed to mingle freeJ'y in the community'

The eugenics alarm was eventually dispersed by the

recognition that inteltectual handj-cap can be caused by a

variety of factors, with or without inheritance' and that

theintel].ectuallyhandicappedsJereaheterogeneousgroup

with respect to level of disability, personality, presence

of a behaviour disorder and so on' The advent of genetic'

biochemical, and sociological studies of the causes of

intellectua]-handicapgraduallyresultedintheprevious
specurations about interlectuar disability being dispeJ-red

(Kanner, L964).

Arthough some historians have painted a grim picture of

the development of institutions into custodial and inhumane

pÌacesrnotallinstitutionswereso'There$Ieresomeearly

programmes that served as models of care' education and

trainingandwoulddoSoevenundertoday'sstandards
(Rosen,M,1984).Somev'ereestablishedtotrainandreturn

theintellectuallydisabledtothecomrnunityandinmany

casesdid(e.g.TheTrainingschoolforthelmbecileYouth
of Scotland, Prirnrose, L977) '
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AlthoughMinda'sorganisershadtheattitudethat

society needed to be protected from the rrfeeble-rnindedrr' its

founders strove to rnake the institution as little like an

institution as possible. There were no uniforms and each

child had his/her o\^/n clothes. Work or schooling was

greatlyencouragedas\^Ieregameswhichdevelopedthesenses.

rt was each staff memberrs duty.to make Minda a healthy and

happy homeil (Note r). It is unlikely that Minda was unique

in its approach to the care of the intellectually disabled

and thus to categorise all such facilities as inhumane is

inaccurate.

Inaddition,theconceptthatadmissiontoan

institution was the sole ansh¡er to the problem of

intellectual disability v¡as abandoned by even the early

leaders of the field' At no time has more than

approximately 32 of the total intell-ectua1ly disabled

populationoftheUsAresidedwithininstitutions
(Scheerenberger' L98l-) ' Even Fernald' who originalLy

supportedtheimageofthementallydefectiveaSdangerous,

later changed his mind, acknowledging that there were good

and bad ,feeble-mindedt (Scheerenberger, 1983) and in I9L9

he advocated aÌternatives to institutional care

(Scheerenberger' l-981-)'

Furthermore'althoughSomeinstitutionshadpolicies

which $rere based on Legal commitments and release, with

those ilescapingrr from care being caught and returned by

police(Baumeister,I}TO),therehasalwaysbeenafl-owof
populationthroughtheinstitutions.Forexample,in]-926
the discharge rate frorn rinstitutions for intelLectually
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disabled people in the USA was 6Z' This compares favourably

withthedischargerateofapproximatelyLoz'reportedby

institutionsintheUSAfortheFinancialYearL9TS.I9T9.

In::926fewerpeoplehleretransferredbetweeninstitutions

orotherformsofresidentialsettingsthaniscurrentlythe

case (Scheerenberger , L982)' The main difference between

thetwogroupsd'ischargedin]-926andLgTS-Tgisthatthere

\^/eremorepeoplewithrnildintellectualdisabilities

released in the earlier years (Scheerenberger' l-981) '

probablybecausethere\^leremoremildlyintellectually

disabledpeoptewithintheinstitutionalsystematthat

time.

Despitethefactthatdeinstitutionalisationasagoal

\^¡asavisibleconceptinthelg5os(Scheerenberger'1983),
the current movement towards deinstitutionalisation began

following the exposure, in the 1960s ' of the dehumanising

conditionsthatexisted,inSomeoftheinstitutionsinthe

UsA.Deinstitutionalisationasamovementbecamestrongin

the].gTOs.Theproponentsofdeinstj.tutionalisationbased

theirbeliefsonstudieswhichshowedthedeleterious

effectsofinstitutionalisation(onlQgrowth,adaptive

behaviour growth and personality) and upon the principl-es of

NormaI isation DeveI ta1 Mode and the Princ iple of

the Least Restrictiv e Al- ternative , referred to above and to

be discussed in detail in sections to follow' In other

instances the novement towards deinstitutionalisation was

spurredonbypublicopinionandparenta].pressuregroupsaS
weII as by court decisions to close institutions' A more
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in-depth discussion of these influences is presented in the

following secti-ons -
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1.2 The Effects of Institutionalisatíon

Many studies have examined the effect of

institutionarisation on the performance and devel0pment of

people with intel-lectual- disabilities. some have indicated

that the behaviour of institutionalised intellectually

disabled peopJ-e is in part due to the experience of

institutionalisation and is not deterrnined by intell-ectual

handicap alone (Bal]a, Butterfiel-d and zigl-ert I974ì Balla

and ZLg:rer, 1-g75; Burkhart and Seim ' L979; KIaber'

ButterfieldandGould,Ig69).However,theresultsof

studies examining the effects of institutionalisation on

intellectually disabled people are variable and do not

always support the notj,on that institutions are necessarily

detrimentaL to the well-being of intellectually disabled

people (Rosen, C1arke and Kivitz I Lg77) ' Most studies have

tended to focus on changes in IQ and developmental growth,

aswellasonpersonalityvariables,asmeasuresofthe

effects of institutional-isation. These studies are reviewed

beLow.

IQ Changes and Developmental Growth

some studies have found decreases in the IQ of persons with

an inteLlectual disability following institutionalisation'

For example , ZígLer and wilLiams (l-963) studied 49 children

with a mean age of 10.6 years and mean mental age of 6.2

years.Thesechildrenwerepartofasarnpleof60whohad

been tested three years previously. It was found that while

the IQ of four of the children had increased, and for six

remained the same, the IQ of 39 of the children decreased
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between the time when they entered the institution and the

time of the second testing. The authors found that the

magnitude of the decrease v¡as not related to the

preinstitutionaL histories of the chiLdren but that the

initial d.ecrease in IQ was related to the childrs motivation

to perform for social reinforcement (i.e. as social

deprivation, as a resuLt of institutionalisation increased,

the desire of the chitd to interact with the experimenter

overrode the desi-re of the chil,d to be correct in the

testingr situation). zigl-er and williams concl-uded that the

change in IQ reflected this change in motivation for sociaL

interaction rather than an actual change in the child's

intellectual Potential -

clarke and clarke (L954), on the other hand, found

contradictory results. They studied 59 intellectually

disabled children and adul-ts who had been admitted to

hospitals in Eng1and. The sample was tested initially and

again two years Iater, using the Wechsler Àdult Intelligence

Sca1e. It was found that about líeo of residents in the

sample had dropped up to 7 IQ points. However, overall,

there was a significant increase in mean IQ of 6.5 points

C1arke and Clarke (1954) found that age was not closely

related to change in IQ but that initial- IQ was, with those

who had fower initial IQs showing a slight tendency to make

l-arger gains than those with higher initial IQs. It was

also found that those who had come from backgrounds

characterised by neglect, poverty, poor parental attitude,or

crime \^rere mainly ttrose wtro had made the larger IQ

increments; (average incr,ement of 9 .7 points compared to 4.L
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points for those from less disadvantaged backgrounds). IQ

grov/th was found to continue for up to five years after

being adrnitted to an institution (clarke, clarke, and

Reiman, 1958). However, since there was no relationship

between length of institutionalisation and IQ growth, it

seemed likely that changes were due to removal from an

ad.verse environment, rather than because of entry into a

relativelY better one.

other studies have also found increases in IQ when

Iongitudinal research designs have been used. Zigler,

Butterfield and Capobianco (1970) followed up the children

invoLved in the L963 study of Zígl-er and Williams, eight

years after the initial testing on IQ measures, and 10 years

after admission to an instituti-on. Zigler et aÌ. found that

the drop in rQ reported in the zígl-er and williams (l-963)

study had levelled off and that some of the children had

shown an increase in IQ over their admission IQ level.

This time a relationship between preinstitutional social

deprivation and IQ change vlas found and, as for the findings

of Clarke and Clarke (1954), those who showed an increase in

IQ hrere more likeJ-y to come from highty deprived

backgrounds.

Balla and ZígLer (1975) al-so found that IQ gains by

children could be maintained and continue to show

irnprovement for up to six years after admission to an

institution. Gaj-ns were found to be related not only to the

preinstitutional history of the child but also to the nature

of the child's disability. children diagnosed as

nonfamj-Iially intellectuailly disabLed, with the disability
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d.ue to organic conditions ' showed no dif ferences in IQ

betweentestings,whereasfamilia].casesshowedirnprovement.

Historypriortoinstitutionalisationv¡asfoundtobeof

importanceindeterrniningtheamountoflQgrowthforthose

diagnosed.asfami]-ia}lyretarded.Thosefrombackgrounds

which\^¡eredeterminedbytheauthorstobehighlydepriving

made more gains initially than those who came from less

deprivedbackgrounds,althoughthelattergroupnonetheless

showedgrowthafterthreeyearsofinstitutionalisation.
Primrose (Ig77) found that there was no demonstrable

decreaseinlQafter35to50yearsfollowingadmissionto

aninstitutionaÈ,aresultcontrarytowhatsomewouldhave

expected.Hestudied24residentsofahospitalinScotland

whosefitescontainedanlQtestthathadbeencompleted35

to 50 years previousJ-y, f inding a remarkable level of

stability in the results at retesting' In addition'

Primrosestudied5Tchildrenwhoweretestedtwicebetween

lg6sand::gls,usinganunspecifiedintelligencetest.It

was found that the average increase in IQ was from 57 '2 to

63.4,similartothe6.5pointsfoundbyClarkeandClarke
(1954). Children who had been adnitted as a result of

expulsionfromschoold'uetounrulybehaviourimprovedinlQ

results,âswellasbehaviour.Primroseconcludedthatthe

merechangefromabadenvironmenttoonemoresuitedtothe

needsofthepersonwithanintellectualdisabilitymay

result in higher IQ scores' Although the increase in IQ

notedinPrimroselsstudycouldhavebeenduetoincreased
test familiarity, and not to actual growth in IQ, the rnain
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implication of this work is that a lengthy period within an

instj-tution does not necessarily result i-n a lowered IQ.

In a study of 85 nonhandicapped children in 13 nursery

groups, Tizard (L975) did not find any evidence of gross

retardation in verbal or performance TQ as a resul-t of

placement in a home for children. The chj.ldren ranqed in

age from 2 Lo 4 years of â9ê, with nost being admitted

before 1,2 months of age. Scores on both a verbal and

nonverbal measure of intelligence v/ere average, indicating

that the nursery experience v/as not causing intel-lectual-

disability. However, it \¡/as found that there \,rere large

differences between the verbal scores of the children in

different nurseries. Those who lived in nurseries rated as

more autonomous and had a higher mean language comprehension

score than those living in less autonomous nurseries. rn

addition, there was a difference in the quality of verbal-

interaction between staff and chil-dren in the different

locations. In autonomous nurseries the staff rnade more

informative and less directive remarks to the children and

read to the children more often and these activities v/ere

related to the mean language comprehension score of the

children.

other studies, related more to the J-earning of

intellectually disabled children, have found that the

learning performance of institutionalised intell-ectuaIly

disabLed children is inferior in a social- situation, due to

the child paying more attention to the experimenter than to

the task. Harter, Brown and Zigler (1-971-) compared the

perf ormance of nonintelùectuaIJ-y disabled chiJ.dren,
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intell-ectualIy disabled chil-dren living at home, and

institutionalised intel-Iectually disabled children, rnatched

for mental â9e, on a three-choi-ce discrj-rnination task.

overa1l, being admitted to an institution di-d not affect the

ability of the children to perform the task but children in

the institution perforrned poorly under a condition where

social reinforcement l^/as given because they paid more

attention to the experimenter who v/as giving them praise,

rather than to the task at hand. It \^tas assumed that the

chil-dren in the institution had been deprived of social

interaction and thus $/ere distracted from the task-

Other studies have also found that intellectually

disabled people in institutions are more responsive to

social reinforcement than intellectually dj-sabled people not

in institutions (Zig1er, Hogden and Stevenson, l-958), which

has been taken as an indication that institutions provide a

socially depriving environrnent. However, further research

has shown that the effect of placement in an institution on

social responsiveness varies according to the

preinstitutional history of the child (zigler, BaIIa and

Butterfield, L968). Zígl-er et al. found that, ât three

weeks after admission to an institution, chil-dren who came

from highly deprived backgrounds showed greater

responsiveness to social- reinforcernent than those who had

come from less deprived backgrounds. However, this

relationship was not evident on follow-up three years later,

although there v/ere differences between the high deprived

subjects and low deprived subjects in the time spent on the

task in the first and second testi-ngs. The authors
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concluded that social deprivation results in hej-ghtened

motivation for social reinforcement but that this is

affected by the childrs previous history. Being adrnitted to

an institution has a differential effect on residents, with

those children having poor preinstitutionaL histories

finding the experience of institutionalisation fess

depriving than those with good preinstitutional histories.

ziql-er, Butterfiel-d and capobianco (L97o) also found that

children from less deprived backgrounds found

institutj-onalisation more depriving and that this effect was

still evident up to 10 years after being admitted to an

institution.
However, Blai-r and Fox (197 3 ) did not f ind

intell-ectually disabl-ed children in an institution to be

distracted by social reinforcement during performance of a

two-choice discrimination task. They studied 6o

intellectualLy disabled children in an institution, who were

divided into six groups matched for sex, chronological age

(cA), rnental age (MÀ), diagnosis and length of time spent in

the institution. Blair and Fox examined the effect of

various forms of reward, including social reinforcement, oñ

performance. They did not find that the subjects performed

less well under social conditions than under any of the

other conditions. However, the institutionalised group hlere

not cornpared with a noninstitutionalised group, âs in the

Harter et al. (I97I) studY.

Some studies have found that )-ength of time spent in an

institution is related to the Ìevel of adaptive behaviour

strown by children. For example, Burkhart and Seim (L979)
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studied. 40 chil-dren with an average MA of 4years 4months '

who had been rated on the Adaptive Behaviour scale revised

edition(Fogel.man,1975).Thechildrenwerethendivided

into eight groups controlling for MA' CA' and percentage of

life spent in an institution' It was found that those

chil-dren who had spent more tirne in an institution received

Ioweradaptivebehaviourscores'andthatthisv/asnot

relatedtotheMAofthechild.Burkhartandseirnassumed

that this increase in dependency \,tlas related to the lack of

appropriate adult models in the institution. However, the

studywasnotl-ongitudinalandthusitisdifficultto

relatethedependencyofthosewhohadspentmoretimein
the institution to institutionalisation al0ne' In addition'

no measurement of the institutional environment with respect

to staff numbers, training provided or role modelling by

staff ' rlas Provided'

Suchfactorsareimportantbecauseithasbeenshown

thatstaffinSomeinstitutionsdonotspendmuchtimeon

training programmes' For example' Viet' AIIen and Chinsky

(1976)foundthatonlyszofstafftimewasspentonformal

training.Inaddition,theinteractionsbetweenstaffand

clients in the institution under investigation were mostly

initiatedbystaffand'werecharacterisedbytackofaffect.

such environments may not be conducive to the deveropmentar

growthofintellectuallydisabledpeople'Hovlever'ifan

appropriate environment is provided' then growth can occur

in institutionar settings. This is demonstrated by a study

byMitche]IandSmeriglio(1969),whofoundthatstimulation
providedbystaffv/asimpprtantinproducingchangesinthe
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adaptive betraviour of moderately and severely intellectually

d.isabted,children.Mitchel].andsmerigliostudiedtwo
groupsof25suchchildrenwhoeitherhadhadnospecial

teaching or had received special teaching for three years in

an institution which catered for 220 children' It was found

that those who had received special training had improved in

development at the same rate as would have been predicted by

their preadmission social Quotients (as measured by the

Vineland Social Maturity Scal-e; DoIt ' !953)' However' of

those chirdren who had received onry the routine care

provided in this institution, only two children showed any

gain,while22showedadeclineinadapti'vebehaviour'

overall,thegroupthatdidnotreceivespecialeducation

training showed a significant decrease in socj'aI Quotient of

10.64 Points.
Mitchellandsmeriglioalsofoundthattheinitial

Ievel of developrnent of the child was an important criterion

forwhetherornotfurtherdevelopmentoccurred.Those

chirdren who r^¡ere initiarry high in sociar competence showed

more subsequent development than those who $¡ere initially

Iower in social functioning and who showed a marked tendency

to decline subsequently' The tendency to decline was

unaffected by whether or not the child received special

training. Thus, those who \¡/ere high-functioning to begin

with benefitted. more from a stimulating environment, whereas

those who were 1ow-functioning apparently found the

institutional- exper j-ence to be detrimentat to their

dcvelopment,whetherornotspecialtrainingwasprovided.
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In a sirnilar study, Mayhew, Enyart and Anderson (1978)

observed the effects of rei-nforcement on the social

behaviour of 18 institutionalised adolescent fernales who

were severely to profoundly intellectually disabled . The

residents spent most of the day sitting in a day room where

no forrnal skil-1s training or recreational programmes were

provided. Using an ABÀB design, Mayhew et aI. found that

the social behaviour of the residents increased and

decreased as social rei-nforcement of behaviours hlas

presented or withdrawn. The data suggested that the social-

responses of institutionalised intellectualÌy disabled

residents may undergo extinction due to the failure of staff

to reinforce them. This concLusion v/as consistent with the

results of a previous study (Dailey, ÀIIen, Chinsky, and

veit, L974). The implication of these results is that if

staff were to be trained to respond to the social behaviour

of residents, then the institutional experience need not be

so socially depriving.

Thus, the results of research into the effects of

institutionalisation on fQ and developrnental growth have

shown that although institutionalisation may have negative

consequences, this is not always so and institutions can

provide environments in which growth may occur. The results

of these studies indicate that institutionalisation can have

varying effects on an individual, depending on a number of

different variables. one such variable is the

preinstitutional history of the child, with those children

coming frorn deprived backgrounds showing increases in IQ and

finding the experience of institutionalisation less
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depriving than those corning frorn less deprived backgrounds

who show, ât least initially after admission, a decrease in

IQ. Another important variabl-e is the initial level of

skilI development of the chil-d at admission. Those with 1ow

developmental level-s may find the experience of

institutionalisation negative, reg'ardless of whether or not

specialised training programmes are provided.

Characterj-stics of the residentj-al- environment, such as the

provision of formal- skilLs training programmes, having

flexibl-e routines, and positive resident-staff j-nteractions

are also important in determining the level-s of skill

development which children in institutions achieve.

other studies, discussed below, have examined the

effects of institutional-isation on personality variables.

Personality Variables :

Research on the effects of institutionalisati-on on the

personality development of persons with an intellectual

disability has shown sirnilarly diverse results as those

studies on IQ and developmental growth.

Children with intell-ectual disabilities in institutions

have been found to be wary of interaction with adul-ts.

shall-enberger and Zigl-er (196L) measured the length of tirne

spent on two presentations of the same boring task as

utilised in the studies on social deprivation by 20

intellectually disabl-ed children, matched for MA with 20

nonintellectually disabled children. ft was predicted that

those wtro strowed wariness of adults would spend longer on

the second presentation than the flrst and that ttrose who
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were not v¡ary vtould become satiated with the task and spend

l-ess tirne on the second presentatj-on. The results showed

that the intellectually disabled group spent longer on the

second task, indicating a wariness to interact with the

experimenter. Shal-lenberger and Zígl-er felt that, in

contrast to the effects of preinstitutional- history on the

desire for increased interaction, wariness of adults was a

product of institutional- experience, since the scores were

related to length of institutionalisation.

However, Ball-a, McCarthy and ZigLer (1-97L) found that

i-ncreased wariness of adults 'was not an inevitable

conseguence of institutionalisation as they had supposed and

that wariness vtas related to a number of variables. fn

their study of 27 children, with mental ages ranging from

5.9 years to 13.0 years, Balla et al. found that older

children from deprived homes l.r/ere more wary than those not

from deprived homes and that those who s¡ere

institutionalised at an early age v/ere less v¡ary than those

who were institutionalised later in 1ife. It was also found

that those younger children who had regular visits with

parents and relatives were less hrary than those who received

fewer visits. However, older children who were in regular

contact with their farnilies were more wary. Thus, it is

difficult to concLude that the institution alone is

responsible for greater wariness of intellectually disabled

children in institutions.

It has been claimed that intell-ectuaLly disabled

children in institutions have Iow self-esteem, causing them

to set lower standards for themselves (Zigler, Balla, and
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lrtatson I L972). Ziql-er et aI . (1972) studied the perforrnance

of 118 intel-Iectually disabled children, younger normaL

children and older norrnal- children, either living at home or

in institutional settings, on two scales designed to measure

self-image. They found that intellectually disabled

chil-dren in institutions showed a greater disparity between

ideal sel-f-image and real self-image than

nonj-nstitutionalised intellectuaJ-J-y disabled chil-dren.

Children in institutions, with and without an j-ntellectua}

handicap, also had significantly lower ideal self-image

scores than did chil-dren not in institutions. The authors

concluded that children in institutions set lower standards

for themselves as well- as having poor self-image.

Tizard (1.975) studied the behaviour of 2-year-oJ-d

children without intel-lectua1 disabitities in residentiaL

nurseries and found that abnormalities of development were

related to aspects of the environment rather than to the

experience of residence in the nursery. She found that

children in nurseries where there was limited contact with

stranqers, muJ-tiple caretaking so that no relationships

could readiJ-y develop between staff and children as no one

staff member h/as assigned to look after a child, and

constant staff changes showed greater abnormalities of

behaviour (e.g. excessive shyness, excessive clinging and

diffuse attachments), than was found among those chil-dren in

nurseries in which staff practices fostered the deveÌopment

of social relationships.

Institutionalisation has not always been found to have

deleterious effects and, for some, has led to an increase in
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problem-solving ability (Yando and zíql-er, L97I) ¡ and a

d.ecrease in verbal- dependency and initativeness pJ-us an

increase in behavioural variability (Bal]a et âI., I974).

It has also been shown that age at admission, the number of

outside visits, length of institutionalisation and number of

parental visits can affect the development of negative

reaction tendencies (or wariness of adults) among children.

For example, BaI1a, McCarthy and zigler (1971) found that

children institutionalised at an early â9ê, but who both

received and went on many visits v¡ith family and friends,

were less hrary than other children admitted to the

institution at a later age but who also had contact with

their families.

In addition, it has been found that intellectualJ-y

disabled adolescents in institutions have Ìess need for or

dependence on approval from others, âs characterised by

greater conformity and susceptibility to persuasion, than

intellectually disabled adolescents living in the community.

Talkington and Riley (L978) studied 150 adolescents (50

normal, 50 institutionalised intellectually disabled, and 50

noninstitutionalised intellectualÌy disabled adolescents)

and found that the intellectually disabled adolescents

showed a greater need for approval than the normal

adolescents. However, contrary to expectation, the

communityjbased sample of intellectually disabled

adol-escents showed a greater need for approval than the

adolescents with intellectual disabi-Iities in the

institution. The authors felt that inteÌlectually disabled

adolescents living in ther cotntnunity may be tiving i-n a more
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competitive environment than those in the j-nstitution and

that the community provides fewer opportunities for meeting

need approval than the institution. In addition, within the

institution, peers with fess ability are available for

cornparison and thus adolescents in institutions could have a

more favourable view of themselves than those living in the

comrnunity, who often have to compare themselves with more

able peers. This couLd wel-I lead to them having a lower

concept of themselves.

It has often been found that differing institutional

climates have differential effects on residents (Ba]]a,

Butterfield and Zígl-er, I974, K1aber, Butterfield and Gould,

1969), and that the same j-nstitution can have different

effects depending on the preinstitutional history of the

child (Bal1a, Butterfield and Zígl-er, I974¡ Zigler,

Butterfield and Capobianco, I97O¡ Zigler and l^Iilliams,

le63).

rn an effort to deterrnine the institutional

characteristics that could lead to the differential- effects

on residents, studies of demographic features (e-g - síze,

number of residents, daily cost per residents, attendant

resident ratio etc) have been undertaken. fn general, it

has been shown that these factors are not determinants of

differences in the behaviour of residents and the type of

care received by them (Baroff' 1980).

In order to understand the differential effects that

institutions have on their residents, McCormick, Bal-Ìa and

Zígler (L975) felt that it was necessary to look beyond

institutional- size and other demogTraphic variables to the
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socio-psychologicat characteristics of the institution in

question. Using a questionnaire developed by King, Raynes

and Tizard (I971-), they measured resident managernent

practices (the rigidíty of routines, whether residents were

managed together as a group, whether privacy was allowed

residents and the extent to which staff interacted with

residents outside formal activities) . McCorrnick et aÌ.

(Lg7S) found that there was no relationship between resident

managrement practices and the number of children in each

living qroup, resident-staff ratio, or the leveL of handicap

of the residents. The studies of King et aI. (1-971-) and

McCormick et a1. (1975) were the first to look at the

quality of care received by residents in institutions.

These studies will be reviewed in greater detail in the

following chapter.

In sumrnary, the effects of living within an institution

on the behavj-our and personality of intellectualJ-y disabled

residents are not clear and studies have not consistently

shown that the effects of institutions are negative.

However, studies that showed detrimental effects of

institutionalisation were the ones which have been

emphasised by supporters of the deinstitutionalisation

movement.
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1.3 The Normalisation PrinciP1e

The Normalisation Principle has played an important role in

the d.evelopment of communj-ty-based services for people with

intel-lectual disabilities (Mesibov I 1-976). It j-s a model

which has been used both to provide a technology and an

ideology (a means and an end ) for both improvi-ng and

evaluatinq services to the intellectually disabled (HuII and

Thornpson, 1981).

The model was initial-]y developed by Bank-Mikkelson and

Nirje in relation to service delivery to people with

intellectual disabilities in Denmark and Sweden, the

concepts involved subsequently being articulated by Nirje

(1969), published in the USA. Since then, the model has

been transformed and nodified in the USA, largely as a

consequence of the writings of Wolfensberger (1972ì L9751,

and the principle of normalisation has become one of the

most widely quoted concepts internationally in the field of

intellectual disability, and in other human service areas

(Perrin and Nirje, 1985). ÀIthough Wolfensbergerrs model of

Normalisation differs from that of Nirje in a nurnber of

ways, Wolfensbergerrs model is the one most commonly applied

in the United States and Australia and it is discussed

below. This is foll-owed by a review of criticisms that have

been leve1led at the normalisation principle, especially at

IrtroI f ensberger ' s vers ion .

Wolfensberger I s Normalisation

To Wolfensberger, the Principle of Normalisation is a

rrsystematic formulation o.f how to maxirnise the tikelihood
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that people who have been defined as deviant (devaJ-ued)

become socially valued or re-valuedrr (Wolfensberger, f-977 ,

p. 1).This is atternpted through I'the util-isation of means

which are as culturalJ-y normative as possibLe in order to

establish/rnaintain personal- behaviors and characteristics

which are as culturall-y normative as possibl-err

(Wolfensberger, L972, P. 28) -

In a later explanation of his view of normalisation

Vüolfensberger states that applying this princi-ple involves:

a) the use of culturally val-ued means so that people

can l-ive cultura1IY valued lives;

b) the use of culturally normative means to offer

intellectually disabled people l-ife conditions that are at

least as good as those of average citizens; and, âs much as

possible, enhancing and supporting the behaviour,

appearances, experiences, status, and reputation of

intellectuallY disabled PeoPle;

c) the use of means that are as culturally normative as

possible in order to establish, enable, or support

behaviours, appearances and interpretations that are as

culturally normal as possible. (Wolfensberger, 1980).

Wol-fensberger goes on to say that the normalisation

principÌe applies at the following level-s:

Cultural Normativeness: The ro1es, expectations, forms of

address, labels, environments, social services, rhythrns of

the d.y, the v¡eek, and year, should all be typical in

nature.
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Developmental Expectations: The developmental- growth of

individuals, regardless of their level- of impairment, should

be emphasised.

Integration of Rctivities: opportunities, activities, and

services should be as physically and socially integrated as

possible because cuJ-turaJ,J-y normative opportunities are

denied to intellectually disabled people when they are

segregated from the rest of the community.

Integríty of Progrem Models: À service systems model for the

provision of services to people v¡ith an intellectual-

disabiJ-ity should be based on the needs of those

indivi.duaLs. The service itself should also be the most

normative means of meeting those needs. (Janicky,

Castellani, and Norris, 1983).

Basically, however, l.Iolfensberqer has ernphasised that

the ultirnate concern of proponents of the normal-isation

principle is I'the maintenance or attainment of nondeviant

behaviorrr (Wolfensberger, 1977, p. 13) .

criticisms of the Normalisation Approach as an ideology

À major criticism levell-ed at the normalisation principle,

particularly as developed by Wolfensberger, concerns the

problem of def ining the term rrnormative behaviourrr.

According to I^Iolfensbergier (I972 ) "normative behaviourrl

means rrusualrr, rrtypicalrr, or rtconventionalrr behaviour. In

other words, normal is taken to mean what most people do

rather than to have moraÌ connotations about what most

people think should be normal. However, when this concept

is examined more closely the definition is not as simple as
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it would first appear. Briton (L979) suggests that what is

really meant by normative behaviour is behaviour that is

rexpressly regarded as acceptable or appropriate behaviour

in retarded people by the popul-ation at largerr (Briton,

L979, p. 5) . This interpretation is somewhat different from

Wolfensbergerrs original definition. Under Britonrs

interpretation of rrnormative behaviourrr, the behaviour of

people with intellectual disabilities has to be rnodified,

not so that it meets general societal standards but so that

it meets societyrs expectations about how people with

intellectual disabilities should ideally behave. Thus,

under this interpretation, nonmarital sex and homosexuality,

while quite common in generaJ- society, would probably not be

seen as appropriate behaviours for intellectuaLty disabled

people to engage in.

Even l^iolfensberger himsel-f does tend to set different

standards for i-ntell-ectua1ly disabl-ed people than for
rnormaltr peopì-e. For example, hê has stated that a person

with an intellectual disability should not work with

animals, of that a male shoul-d not h¡ear his hair long, oI

that a middle-aged man should wear a tie even in

circumstances where it is rrnormalrrnot to do so

(Wolfensberger and Glenn, Ig75). His position is perhaps

consistent with the aim of improving the image of people

with intelLectual disabilities and avoiding an image of

deviancy, rather than rrnormalcyrr as described by Nirj e.

However, the imposition of such standards can constrict

people in making individual choices about what they wl-I1 do.

!{olfensbergerrs assessmenË ínstrument (Programrned Ànalysis
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of Service Systerns PASS) , which by his own admission j-s

concerned with programme structures and not the feelings of

individuals (Wolfensberger and Gl-enn, T975) | would downgrade

a prograrn which did not encourage its clients to conform to

such standards as mentioned above. This is despite the fact

that, by not forcing clients to conform to such standards,

the service systern may be respecting the personal preference

of the people whorn it serves (Perrin and Nirje, 1985).

Where a conflict arises between an individualrs choice and

more appropri-ate or trnormalised" behaviour then, accordingl

to Vüolfensberger, more normalised behaviour should take

priority (Wolfensberger, 1980) .

I^IoLfensberger's approach also makes the assumption that
rrnormalttis right and the only v/ay to be- However,

according to Mesibov (L976) | 'rdoing what others are doing is

not necessarily doing what is right or what gives one

dignity or satisfaction. 1o aspire to the uncertainties,

anxieties, and isolation of the average person in our

rapidly changing, highty mobile society is to set oners

goals unnecessarily lot{rr (I976, p. 31).

what has tended to happen too often in the application

of the Normalisation Principle is that people have

overlooked the qualifying phrase rras normal as possible'r.

As people with an intelectual disability are heterogenous it

indicates that what is possible for some is not possible for

others (Begab t Lg75). It is dangerous to gj-ve the principle

the status of a philosophical absolute-

Others have argued that the aim of normalisation should

not be to define normal in terms of either organisational
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conditions of everyday life (as in Nirje's approach) or in

terms of normal behaviour (as in Wolfensbergerrs approach).

Rather, the aim should be to takerrabnormalityttas a

negatively valued concept, and align it with the

institution, rather than with the individual with an

intel-lectual disability. Beckey (1982) has arqued that it

is only by J-inking abnormality hlith the institutions (and

thus making them negatively valued) that alternatives to

institutions will become the only placements that can be

positively valued.

Nirje takes issue with Wolfensberger, clairning that by

j-ntegration he (Nirje) meantrrto be able to be allowed to be

yourself among othersrr (Nirje, Ig75,p. 67). He did not mean

that a personrs behaviour should be manipulated so as to

rrpassrr for normal. Nirj e claims that imposing overly

restrictive standards of behaviour that tend to be more

conservative or that deny people the right and the chance to

choose for themselves (for example, a lifestyle that is

j udged inappropriate according to I.Iol fensbergers I s

instrument by PASS) is not consistent with his original

concept of Normalisation (Nirje, l-985) . Tn fact, hê goes so

far as to say that there are so many differences between his

and. Wolfensbergerrs approach that rtcontrary to

woÌfensbergerrs claim, [wolfensbergerrs version of

normalisationl cannot be considered as a refinernent,

reformulation, or operationalisation of the principle"

(Perrin and Nirje, 1985).

Ànother claim of normalisation, namely that Íntegration

will improve public attitudes to peopJ-e with intellectual
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disabilities, has not been proved (Mesibov, 1976). To some

this is not surprising, given that many atternpts to

integrate other minority groups, especially in the USA' have

also met with failure (Briton t 1979). Although

Wolfensberger links norrnalisation with the rnovements of

other minority groups (e.g. blacks, homosexuals), his

process of normalisation of intell-ectually disabl-ed people

does not fotlow the same approach taken by other minority

groups to integration. Normalisation stresses reduction of

perceived deviancy through integration into the community

(i.e. not congregating people with disabilitíes together)

and normalisation of deviant behaviour, whereas other

minority groups do not seek to hide their differences-

Rather, these minority groups cl-aim that their rights are

being denied without having to hide or deny their uniqueness

or change their behaviour (Briton, Ig79i Perrin and Nirje,

1985). The normalisation approach is also different to the

direction taken by self-help groups of people with

intellectual disabilities who have started to demand the

services that they need to cornpete and participate in

society on an egual footing (Perrin and Nirje, 1985) '

In addition, it has not been shown that deviance is

reduced by contact witn others. Some researchers have

claimed the opposite, in that those in regular contact witn

rdeviantsr are sometimes stigmatised as 'deviant' (Thornas,

1978). Goffman (1963) also claims that there is a tendency

for stigma to spread from the stigmatised individual to

close others and he claims that this Itcourtesy stigmatt is

avoÍded rather than sought. This would tend to negate
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Wolfensbergerrs view that there is a reduction in perceived

deviancy if the rrdeviantrr j-nteracts with more socially

valued people.

Another difficulty with the normalisation approach is

its tendency to deny the f^rays in which people with an

intell-ectual disability differ from nonhandicapped people.

Although the behaviour of a person with an intellectual

disability may be made less obvious, the underlying

reduction in cognitive functioning will rernain. The

slowness of behaviour and thinking that results from poor

cognitive functioning will become obvious to a nondisabled

person during interaction (Briton, 1979). To deny that such

people are different is to deny the fact that those with an

intellectual disability do need extra help in many aspects

of their daily lives (Mesibov, L976). The normaÌisation

approach may therefore tend to overlook the fact that

intellectually disabled people, despite the fact that their

behaviour may have been made more rrnormalrr, will stilI be

able to perceive that they are different (i.e. that they are

lirnited in the skills that they can learn and the things

that they can do) and that this self-perceived difference

can cause frustration and unhappiness (Briton, 1979) -

This point also gives rise to another concern about the

normalisation approach. As it is so concerned v¡ith

minimising the contact between people with disabilities and

against congreqation of intellectually disabled people (to

reduce public recognition of intellectual handicap as a

deviance) it tends to deny contact wit'h ottrers who strare

this disability (Rhoades ,and Browning, l-977). This in a
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sense could be seen as doing the same thing that proponents

of the deinstitutionalisatj-on approach criticised

institutions for doing - hiding people away from the view of

society (Schwartz and À1lan, L974). Prevention of

congregation of people with an intellectual disability may

deny them access to important peer relationships with people

who share their frustrations and with whom they can most

easily relate. Friendships r¡ith nonintel-IectuaJ-ly disabled

people will- possibly onÌy be of a lirnited nature and may not

be truly satisfactory for either (Briton, 1979) .

This denial of contact with people who share a common

problem is al-so dj-fferent from the r¡/ay that other rninority

groups function. These groups give their members support in

dealing with a society which discriminates against them. rt

may be that there will always be discrinination against

those who have an intellectual disability as ttrere seems to

be an inbuilt bias in society against difference in general

and against those whose intellectual abilities are

significantly lower than average (Briton, 1979) . Major

attitude changes are needed before society accepts people

with intellectual disabiLities as equal members (Thurman and

Gable I L976). In the meantime, reducing access of people

with intellectual disabilities to a peer group may be

denying them access to a valuable source of friendship and

support.

The concern that Wolfensberger has had with minimising

deviancy can lead to an emphasis on the appearance rather

than the reality of normalisation. For example,

Wolfensberger and Glenn (J-975) stated that a person with an
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inte].]'ectualdisabilityandwithahearingimpairmentshould
not wear an obvious hearing aid even if this is the only way

in which the impairrnent can be corrected' similarly, any

place which provided handgrips or other special aids to

assist with the mobirity or increased independence of

c]-ientswouldreceivelowscoresinanevaluationwhichused

Wolfensberger and Glenn I s rati-ng scale ' PASS ' However '

Nirje'soriginalconceptofnormalisationincorporatedthe

acceptanceofthegroupwiththei-rhandicap,(Perrinand

Nirje, L985) and in a later version of their evaluation

procedure Programmed Analysis of Service Systems

Implementation of Normalisation GoaIs (PASSING) -

Vüolfensberger and Thomas (1980) recanted on the earlier

position against the provision of aids'

Criticismoft'heNormalisationPrincipleasaTechnology

A major criticism of the normalisation approach as a

technologyisthatfollow-upstudiesofintellectual-Iy

disabledpeoplereleasedtocornmunityplacementshavenot

necessarily shown such clients to be well adjusted to

communityliving.Rather,researchershavenotedthatSome

forrow-up studies of interrectuarry disabred people rereased

frorninstitutionsrwhosuccessfullywork'PaYbills'and
stay out of trouble, have nonetheless shown these people to

be socially isolated, IoneIy' uncomfortable in social

situations,economicallyfrustrated,andgenerallyunhappy
(Rosen,ClarkeandKivitz,I}TT)'Theseauthorsinsistthat
it strourd be acknowledged that not arr aspects of a 'rnormalrl

environmentarenecessaritYofbenefittothesocialisation
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of people with j-ntellectual disabilities. Aspiration, ot

being forced to conform to middle-cl-ass, white standards may

lead to frustration and unhappiness in the lives of the

people whose living situations are supposed to be improved.

Another criticism of normalisation is that there is

little empirical evidence providing support for the

approach. Normal-isation is not easily measured or validated

and Wolfensberger tends to present his approach as a tfait

accompÌir (Hea1- and Laidlaw, 1980; Mesibov, 1-976) and not

requiring validation. often, di-scussions about the

effectiveness of normalisation as a technology have relied

on the fact that suggestions sound reasonable or make good

common sense (HuII and Thompson, 1981). Flynn (1,975), with

his study of LO2 systems of service delivery rated on PÀSS

(rneasuring degree of adherence to normalisation as defined

by l{olfensberger) , hras one of the first to exarnine the

concept of normalisation as operationalised in PASS. FJ-ynn

found that average service quality was little better than

the minirnally acceptable Level of PASS but that community

services received better ratings than institutional

services.

However, measuring the degree of adherence to the

principle is different from measuring the principle itself

and its usefulness for improving service to people with

intell-ectual disabilities (Mesibov t )-976) . Measuring

adherence to a principle tends to beg the question since the

assumption is rnade that the principte is, "by its very

nature the most desirable approach possible" (Roos , 1972, p

L4). Roos goes on to qay that action based on this
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assumption is based on faith as opposed to empirical

evidence. Measuring adherence to a principle also denies

the possibility that other approaches, which are not

necessarily in line with the normalisation principle, may

benefit people with intell-ectual disabilities and provide

them with satisfactory tifestyles. The concept of

normalisation as proposed by Nirje, however, did not

advocate onÌy one model of service provision (Perrin and

Nirje, 1985). Rather, Nirje supported the concept of a

range of different types of services dependent on individual

needs and abilities. Thus, nornalisation coul-d be applied

as wel_1 to improve conditions and proqrams within an

institutional setting.

In addition, PASS (InIoIf ensgberger's instrument) has

been criticised on a number of different grounds. A major

criticisn by Demaine, Sil-verstein and Mayeda (l-980) concerns

its scoring system which yields potentiaJ-ly rnisleading

information. As scores provided by the raters are both

positive and negative, then the impact of some items may be

reduced by the summing of positive and negative scores.

Demaine et aI. also felt that the instrurnent is difficult to

use and that the potential for error in adding positive and

negative scores is qreat, pointing out that the instrument

was designed to be used by a team of raters who have to

agree on ratings. The procedure used is time consuming,

elaborate and costly which, âs these authors have suggested,

may explain \^¡hy little research has been done with the

instrurnent.
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Further, PASS does not necessarily return results

consistent with the structure suggested by lrlolfensberger.

Thus, Dernaine et aI. (1980) studied 9B residential

facil-ities, ranging in size from six or fewer clients to

greater than 5o cl-ients, examining environmental

normalisation, âs measured by PASS. Factor Analysis

suggested six factors, âs opposed to the two factors that

Wolfensberger and Glenn (1-975) proposed, the first assessingl

compliance with normalisation and the other five factors

relating to admini-strative poticies, physical location of

service, and the comfort and functional nature of the

physical setting.

Another criticisrn of normalisation is that, whilst the

principle itself is not easily evaluated, some of its

underlying assumptions are, and the research evidence does

not always support these (Roos, 1972). For example, the

normalisation principle predicts that the more normal the

available opportunities for experience, then the more normal

behaviour will become (olshansky, 1972). Thus, facilities

which receive a high score on PASS (i.e. which provide

normalising environments) should also show a greater degree

of developmental growth in their clients. However'

according to Demaine et al. (1980) currently available

research does not find this, suggesting that the

normalisation factor is not necessarily rel-ated to client

development.

For example, Eyman, Demaine, and Lei (1979) studied the

adaptive behaviour, in a three-year J-ongitudinaL study, of

245 mildly to profoundly.intelì-ectually disabled residents
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j.n 98 community homes (87 family-care homes and 11 board and

care homes). Although some aspects of PASS were positively

associated with positive changes in adaptive behaviour for

specified types of residents, some aspects hlere negatively

correlated. Age and l-evel of retardation were hiqhly

related to both the initíal- score and average annual gain on

the Adaptive Behaviour Scale (ABS; Nihira, Foster,

Shellhaas, and Leyland, Lg74) , with older and more rnildly

inteLlectualty disabled residents improving far more than

the younger or more severely intellectually disabled

residents, regardless of where they lived. Using a Path

Analysis to control for âgê, leveI of intellectual

disability, and initial- level of development, Eyman et aI.

correlated the change in development with PASS facility

ratings. They found that characteristics of the service

system (adninistrative policies, environmental blending of

the facility with the neighborhood, location and proximity

of services to the community, and comfort and appearance of

the horne) were rel-ated to positive grov¡th in adaptive

behaviour. However, there was one exception. Progress j.n

adaptive behaviour was negatively related to

ideology-related adrninistration, indicating that a low score

on activities such as education of the public and manpower

development vtas significantly related to gain in adaptive

behaviour, regardless of the personal characteristics of the

residents. It htas also noteworthy that there was no

reLationship between the PÀSS factor of adherence to

normalisation principtes and d.evelopmental changes in any of

the adapti-ve behaviour doìmains.
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others have argued that development does not occur

mereJ-y by placernent in community settings. Thompson and

Carey (1980) cJ-airned that the i-mprovement in skil1 leve1 of

eight severely and profoundly intellectually disabled youngt

v/omen after two years placement in a community group home

was more related to the individualised prograrnming provided

in the group home than to the normalised environment and

that, without the provision of such structured environments,

resj-dents moved from institutions to group homes did not

necessariJ-y demonstrate growth in independent living skiIls.

In other words, developrnent does not occur rnerely by

placement in community settings. The environment has to be

structured so that developrnent will- take place.

rn addition, whilst positive relationships between

normal-ised environments and increase in adaptive behaviour

have been found, individual characteristics such as rQ and

the presence of behaviour problems have also been found to

be related to adaptive functioning (HuIl and Thompson,

1980). In addition, negative relationships between a

normalised environment and adaptive functioning have also

been found to exist.

HulI and Thompson (L980) measured the skills of 369

persons residing in 1-44 residential- faciLities, usJ-ng the

Personal Routines, Community Àwareness and Socia1 Maturity

domains of a revised version of the Adaptive Functioning

Index (Marlett, 1977). In addition, they measured the

residential environment, using a scale based on PÀSS. It

h/as found that quality of the physical environment hras

negatively reLated to adaptive functioning; (i.e. residents
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r^¡ho lived in homes which had high scores on quality of the

physical- environment had Lower scores on the measure of

adaptive functioning). It was also found that residents in

houses which rece j-ved low scores on the adeguacy of

community resources, and where staff addressed residents in

an inappropriate or a demeaning manner, received higher

adaptive functioning scores. The authors v¡ere unable to

explain these negative relationships.

Sirnilar negative relationships vfere found in another

study by the same authors (Hu1I and Thompson, 1981) . They

found a negative relationship between the measure of the

normalisation of the environment and nal-adaptive behavior of

residents. A higher level of seLf-abuse occurred among

residents who Ìived in homes that were characterised by good

environmental normalisation. Those residences with older

populations were more normalised than those with younger

residents. Residences where a high number of clients had

lived in an institution for lengthy periods had lower

normalisation scores than those whose clients had only lived

in an institution for a short tirne. Size of the residence

v/as also found to be related to environmental nornal-isation

v¡itn larger residences being Less normalised than srnaller

residences. OrConnor (L976) also found that síze of the

facility \¡/as related to normalisation of the environment,

with cornmunity homes of more than 2L residents providing

reduced opportunities for normatised living-

Other research has failed to show that residents living

in comrnuníty pÌacements live in normalised envÍronments or

are integrated within thq cornrnunity. For exarnpLe, OrConnor
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(1976) studied 105 community homes in the usA, ranging in

size from one to 10 residents to more than 2I residents.

She found that greater than 5OZ of residents in the study

\Àrere l-iving in nonnormal j-sed facilities. OrConnor also

found that many residents did not use community activities

for l-eisure and many v¡ho did, did so in segregated

programmes.

Another criticism of the normalisation approach is the

confusion that arises over its use as an ideology or a

technoJ-ogy. From an ideologicat perspective, any procedure

may be used to achi-eve normative behaviour, and this is what

Nirje intended, âs long as ethics \,fere observed (Perrin and

Nirje, 1985). According to !'Iol-fensberger, however, only

normative techniques should be used. However, as pointed

out by Aanes and Haagenson (L978), it has not been

demonstrated that normaÌised environments and techniques

will automatically result in normalised behaviour; a service

detivery system should be evaluated not on how it achieved a

particular goal but on whether or not that goal was

successfully reached (Aanes and Haagenson, I978,' Roos,

Ig72). For example, behaviour modification technology Inay

be successful in changing the behaviour of people r/'/ith

intellectual disabilities but applying these methods

involves the use of techniques or special-Iy designed

environments that may not appear to be rrnormalrr or

rhomelike". This may be especially so r¿ith respect to those

with severe and profound intel-lectuaI disabilities. The

normalisation approach does not differentiate between leve1s

of intellectual disability but rather advocates normal
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patterns of living for all. There can also be a confl-ict

when allowing intelLectual-ly disabled people to make

choices. If people express a preference for a particular

food, music, oy item of clothing, then a behavioural

approach would alLow that choj-ce to be respected. Hoh/ever,

if that choice \¡/as not rrnormalrr then the normalisation

approach would suggest denying the person with an

intellectual disability the freedom of choice, in favour of

developing the rrnormal" pattern (Roos, L97o)

Finally, there is the criticisrn that normalisation is

not ori-ented towards i-ndividual cl-ients but it deaLs with

the provision of systems of service. It is assumed that the

individual- benefits because the system is sound and that,

converseÌy, individuats suffer where the system does not

meet certain standards. However, it is felt by some that

the real issue should be the effect of the service system on

the individual and that the target for measurement or

evaluation should be the individual (Landesman-Dwyer' 1981;

Mesibov, Lg76). It has been suggested that a more

appropriate means of evaluating a system nay be to measure

the effect that the system has on promoting positive

self-thoughts rather than on normal behaviour or

environrnents. Ànother hray of evaluation may be to measure

individual development, so as to compare the effectiveness

of alternative service systems (Mesibov, L976) '

Thus, there are warnings in the l-iterature agaj.nst

accepting normalisation at face value, aÌong with the

assumption that the provision of a normative environment

wiLl automaticalty benef\t individuals. The danger in
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accepting this is that desirabl-e support systems may not be

seen as necessary and may therefore not be provided. As

some authors have argued, providing conditions as close as

possible to mainstream society should incl-ude the

consideration of individual needs, including those for
special services and support (Baker, Seltzer and Seltzer,

1974). Still others have argued that there is a need to

consider individual needs and avoid forced conformity, since

the unthinking application of principles could have as much

a detrimental effect on an individualrs life as a positive

effect (Pankhurst and Pankhurst, I9B2).

There is a continual danger that proqramming based on

the values/perceptions of planners will not be in the best

interests of the intellectually disabled people for whom the

programmes are implemented (Lakin, Bruininks, and Sigford,

1981). This concern prompted El1iot (1978) to caution that

v/e should not rr in the pursuit of our own dogma t. . I inftict
a s¡ay of life on a fellow human being who happens to be

handicapped" (cited by Baranyay, 1981). ft is important

that h/e should not impose onto those with an intel-lectual

disability whatever happens to be the philosophy of the day,

as they may not want to change. If there is no evidence, ot

at best contradictory evidence, to show that movement

towards more independent living wil-1 Lead to a better
ì-ifestyle than that previously enjoyed, then administrators

have a rnoral obligation not to force change upon those with

disabilities. Rather, individual-s should be allowed to make

their ohrn choices and have those choices respected, even if

\
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such decisions do not conform to the current philosophy of

care.

The Developmental Model:

Other philosophical- model-s which have been influential- in
deterrnining the direction of services to intellectually

disabled people have been consistent with the normalisation

principle and in many ways complement it. one of these is

the DeveJ-opmental mode1. This model has also been

influentiaL in advocating that treatment and training should

be provided to intellectually disabled people in comrnunity,

as opposed to institutional, settings. The DeveÌopmental

Model is based on the right to education, and the right to

develop and function at whatever level is possible (Hogan

and McEachron, 1980; Klapper, I97O) , with the consequential

assumption that every person must receive active treatment

(Crosby, L980). The Developmental Model is based on the

following beliefs:

f-) That developrnent continues throughout l-ife

2) That development progresse,s in a sequential,

orderly and predictable manner.

3) That developrnent does not occur unless the

environment is suitable (Note 2).

The model recognises that each child or adult with an

intellectual disability is in a continual state of change

(Packer and l,fright, 1983) and that each individual has a

capacity to learn, gro\^/ and develop, regardless of the

severity of the disability (Note 3). In order to develop

appropriate behaviours and reduce j-nappropriate behavj-ours
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in people with an intellectual disabi]-ity, those responsible

for their care need to have an expectation, based on an

individual assessment of needs, that such persons can

change. once needs are established, then individual

training programmes need to be developed v¡ithin an

appropriate environment (Note 2) ' An appropriate
Äeo

environment is defined by Hogan and¿Eachron (1980) as one

which has individual-ised assessments and service delivery

plans, is integrated within the community, has service

delivery hours that meet consumer needs, avoids

overprotection of the individual and allows for some risk

taking.

service delivery plans, whi-ch should continue to be

developed by carers throughout an individualrs lifespan,

should emphasise developing skills which will heJ-p clients

to gain more control over their environment, which includes

other people and themselves. The plans should also contain

goals which will- l-ead to increasingly complex behaviours and

should consist of goals which would increase human qualities

(Note 3). These human qualities are seen as; the ability to

determine oners ohln goals and the strategies to accompany

them; and spontaneity, enthusiasm, initiative and so on

(Packer and Wright, L983). The goals of any programme

should be appropriate to the age of the person and should

also specify the use of age-appropriate materials (Norton,

le83 ) .

The goals of the developmental model are consistent

with the principle of normalisation since they suggest that

servj-ces to people with intellectual disabilities should
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provide programmes which enhance the deveJ-opment and

behavj-our of the clients and thus enhance their image and

acceptability to the community. The principl-e of providing

training is also linked in with the principle of least

restrictive alternative.

The Least Restrictive ÀIternative:

This principle arose from court decisions on the right of

people with intellectuaÌ disabilities to education and

treatment (Katz-Garris, Lg76). The principle impJ-ies that

there needs to be a balance between the amount of freedom

that is given to residents and the degree of protection

that they need (Packer and wright, 1983). In other words,

education or training should be given in an environment

which does not unnecessarily restrict the personrs freedom

but it should not also endanger the personrs well being.

The landmark decision in the usA hlas the wyatt vs.

Stickney case of Lg72 (Cohen, L976). Thi-s class action suit

was brought against the Àlabarna Department of Mental Hygiene

in I97O, alleging that the state had failed to provide

proper treatment for the residents of a state institution

for people with intellectual disabilities (Wi11er,

scheerenberger, and Intagliata, l-980). The challenge was

based on the due process clause of the Constitution of the

USA, which states that when an individual is deprived of

Iiberty then that deprivation should be the minimum possi¡Ie

to achieve the end which is being used to justify the

deprivation (Sprague and Baxley, 1978). The interpretation

of the Wyatt vs. Stickney'. decision is that a bal-ance must be
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found between the amount of freedom that is given to a

resident and the deqree to which the resident is protected

(Packer and lr7right, l-983) .

The Wyatt vs. Stickney decision stated that the

following should apply: that people should move from more

restrictive to less restrictive environments; that residents

should be moved from larger to smaller facilities; that

residents should be moved from larger to smaLler units and

from group to individual residences. It also stated that

people should progress from seqregated to community settings

and from dependent to independent living (Cohen ' 1976).

This decision formalised many of the arguments put forward

by proponents of the normalisation principle. Since then,

further court decisions have emphasised the following: that

alt people with intellectual disabilities have basic rights

that must be recognised; that residential institutions

should serve a select population and return as many

residents as possible to their home community; that each

resident should have his/her needs met on an individual

basis; that restraints, certain aversive stirnuli and the use

of behaviour controlling medication should be restricted;

and that the residential institution shoul-d provide a humane

physical and psychologicat environment (WiIIer,

Sheerenberger, and Intagliata, l-980) .

With respect to deinstitutionalisation, the courts in

the USÀ have decreed that no borderline or mil-dJ-y

intel-lectualty disabled person should be admitted to an

institution unless that person suffers from a psychiatric or

emotional- disorder or is flangerous to him/herself or others.
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Under such circumstances a'person may be admitted to an

institution but only after all- other l-ess restrictive

resources had been explored. Once admitted, a person should

stay in the institution no longer than j-s 3rf essary but at

the same tirne should not be indiscriminateÌy returned to the

community (Willer et al-., l-980) .

As indicated, the normalisation principle, the

developmental model and the principle of l-east restrictive

alternativea have been influential in the movement away from

institutionalisation towards comrnunity pl"acement. It is

assumed by proponents of these models that developmental

growth can occur only in normaLised environments and that

people placed in community settings lead better and l-ess

restricted lives than people in institutional settings.

However, this movenent towards community Iiving has

generated its o\^/n concern. At times it has appeared that

many people with intellectual disabilities were being placed

in community settings that were no better than the

institutions from which they came, mereJ.y to satisfy the

requirements of law. Research has shown that not all

deinstitutionalised clients are living in normalised

environments, nor that they are wel,l- integrated in the

community.

Despite the problems with the normalisation principle

and contradictory results, the approach, ot at least

community placement seems vatid. However, if, as supporters

of the deinstitutionalisation movement suggest' corlmunity

placement is beneficiaL to people with intellectual

disabilities, then this must be demonstrated. It must be
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shohrn that the quality of life of people with an

intellectual disability has been improved by placement in

the comrnunity. However, rather than measure the success of

a community placement in terms of a systemrs adherence to a

particular principle, a different measure of success is

needed one that will take into account the effect of

community placement on the individual. In this respect

measuring the satisfaction of an individual- with his/her

lifestyle may be better than measuring success in terrns of

objective measures such as adherence to a principle or

behavioural competence. This thesis is an attempt to

measure the differences in guality of life between people

with an intellectual disability in institutional and

community settings. The following chapter outlines

previous research into the quality of life of intellectually

disabled people in cornmunity placements. It also contains a

discussion of the development of the model, based on this

research, used in this thesis to measure quality of life.
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CHÀPTER TÍIO

STUDIES RELÀTED TO QUÀLrTY OF LrFE

During the past two decades, following the impact of the

NormaLisation movement, parent lobby groups, and legal

decisions to close institutions, many peopte with

intellectual disabilities have been transferred from

institutions to community placements. However, âs noted by

But1er and Bjaanes (1978), it has often been assumed that
placement of an intellectually disabled person in a

community facility is equivalent to providing a normalising

environment, without carefully assessing the skills and

other traJ-ning programmes available within the comrnunity

homes and the extent of use of community resources. In
other words, placement in conmunity facilities has sometimes

been based on the assumption that community facilities
provide a rel-ativeì-y more normal environment than

institutional settings and that they are therefore more

conducive to personal development and norrnalisation (Butler

and Bjaanes, 1974). However, this assumption has not always

been supported by research which has addressed this issue.

For example, it has sometimes been found that community

residential facil-ities can be equivalent to
nrini-institutions (Edgerton, L975; Moen and Aanes, I97gi

S.Roos, 1978) , that the quality of life of those moved into
the community is sometimes impoverished and unsatisfying
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(Parnicky, Ig77) | and that some large institutions which

a1low residents to move freel-y in the community can provide

more nearly normal experiences than can many large,

traditional- institutions or alternative care facilities that

become minj--institutions (Edgerton, 1"975) .

Researchers have been interested in studying the lives

of persons with an intellectual disability, both within

institutions and foll-owing their release to community

placements. Many of the studies have claimed to be studying

the rtquality of life" of individuals in particular settings"

However, researchers have used many and varied definitions

of quality of life, most of which can be divided into the

foll-owing areas:

(i) the clirnate of the residential placement in terms of

the way in which residents are managed and the nature of

staf f -resi-dent interactions,'

(ii) changes in the adaptive behaviour of individual-s

following placement in community settings;

(iii) integration and the use of community resources by

intellectual-l-y disabled persons ;

(iv) personal variabl-es, such as satisfaction with

Iifestyle, which characterise disabled persons in different

residential settings.

However, it can be argued that these studies of quality

of life could be seen to focus on two different outcomes

objective and subjective. Those studies which have examined

characteristics of the residential climate, changes in

adaptive behaviour, and use of community resources (ie (i),

(ii) and (iii), above), can be seen to be studying objective
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characteristics of the environment. When evaluating

facilities, these aspects are important as they relate to

the quality of care that a person receives; i.e. they

examine what happens to the individual in a specific
placement. However, the reactions of intellectual-J-y

disabled people to what happens to them and how they feel

about living in a specific situatj-on are also important

considerations when evaluating the value or success of a

particular placement and few researchers have exarnined this
subjective aspect of quality of life. The results of

studies into the objective and subjective aspects of the

quality of life of people with intellectual disabilities

living in the community, and in institutional- settings, will
be presented below, as well as a more detailed description

of the definition of quality of life.

2.L Objective Considerations: Quality of care

Characteristics of the Residentiat Climate:

Researchers have tended to use the residential unit as the

basis for research and comparison. However, comparison of

the effects of different residences is difficult because

there are no widely accepted definitions of the terms
ttinstitutionrr and rrgroup homerr. Many researchers have used

the same l-abels to apply to residences which are, in fact,
very different (HeaI and Laid1aw, 1980). For example, the

term ttinstitutionrr has been used to descri-be facil-ities
which have ranged in size from 50 to 5OOO residents and

studies which have examined I'group homesrr have looked at

facitities ranging in sizg from accommodating 4 to BO people
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(e.g.SeltzerandSeltzer'L977).Thereareothervariables

that differ between resid.ences but rrresidential climate" is

a broad term that includes most factors of the social

environment and interpersonal factors (Heal and Laid]-aw,

r-980).

Therehaveonlybeenafewscalesdevelopedtomeasure

and classify residential climates. The first of these, the

Resident Management Practices Scale (RMPS) , r¡¡as developed in

England by King and Raynes (1968a). The scale measured

whether resident-care practices were resident-oriented or

institution-oriented in four dirnensions (based on Goffman,

::96L) of rigidity of routine, bl-ock treatment of residents,

depersonalisation of residents and social distance between

residents and staff. These are explained in more detail

below :

(i) Rigidity of Routine: This scale measures the ability

of management practices to take into account individual

differences between residents or special circumstances' 
'

,'Institution-oriented practices reflect inflexible routines',i

(ii) Block treatment of residents: This scale measures

the degree to which residents are managed together as a

group before and after routine activities (such as eatinq or

bathing). Institution- oriented practices reflect little

I' individualised treatment.

(iii) Depersonal-isation of residents: This scale measures

the degree of privacy and opportunities for self-expression

and initiative allowed residents. Institution- oriented

practices reflect no stìcn provision whereas resident-

oriented practices reflect the opposite'
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(iv) social distance between staff and residents: This
scal-e measures the degree to which staff and residents are
separated- rnstitution-oriented practices refrect the
separation of resident and staff activities so that there
are separate areas specifically for staff or resident use
and the extent to which interaction between residents and
staff is limited to purely specific forrnal activities.
Resident-oriented practices refrect the sharing of riving
space and interaction between residents and staff in
functional-Iy diffuse and i-nfornar situations. (King and
Raynes, a968b).

using the RMpsr of modified versions of this scale,
researchers have assessed different types of residences and
have found that care practices in institutions are generarry
more institution-oriented than care practices in community
placements (Dalgleish, 1983; HoweÌl and May , J,9BO¡ Kingr,
Raynes and Tizard, J., L97I; and McCormick, Bal]a and
zíqrer, 1975) - However, j-t has al-so been found that care
practices between group hornes can vary (pratt , Luszcz and
Brown, 1980), that institutionar- wards can ar_so vary in
management practices (Hernming, Lavender and pirl , r981), and
that units in institutions can provì-de similar care to
com¡nunity-based facil_ities (Howell and May, 1980) .

The variation found in care practices -feu** has led
researchers to investigate variabl-es affect resident
management practices; specifically size of the J-iving unit,
and level of dj-sability.

A study by King et al. (1971) found that size of trie
unit was unrerated to management practices and similar
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results \,ùere found by Howe1l_ and May (f983) . In contrast,
other studies have shown that size of the riving unit is

rerated to management practices, wj.th J-arge units having

more institution-oriented care than smalÌer units (Hemming,

Lavender and PiIl- | I98Li McCormick et â1., 1975; Ztgler,

BaIIa and Kossan, 1986). However, results of studies

examining the effects of size on management practices may

have varied because there has been no account taken of the
nature of the population being studied in each unit (e.g.

leve1 of intellectual disability of the clients).

The level of disability of the residents may be a

factor that affects the type of management practices applied

because, arthough King et ar. (1971) found no association

between leve1 of disabiLity of residents and management

practices, other studies have found such a relationship.

Howell- and May (1980) studied three hosters and 27 wards in
three hospitals i-n EngJ-and. They found that care practices

did not differ greatry between the hospitar- and hostel

settings in units which cared for nildly and moderately

intellectual-ly disabl-ed people. However, severeJ-y

intellectuaÌl-y disabled people received more

i-nstitution-oriented care and this was not related to the
síze of the units or the l-ever of staffing. overal-J-, the
hospitar units \¡/ere rated as more institution-oriented but
this may possibry be accounted for by the fact that the
hospital units tended to cater for more severeJ-y disabled
people. DaJ-gleish (1983) arso found that hospitaÌs were

more institution-oriented in care practices than hostels
administerer.l by local- authorities but that this was
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accounted for by the fact that the hospitals catered for a

more severely disabl-ed population.

It has been assumed by critics of institutions that
institutions, by their very nature, do not change and thus

wj-l-l- continue to provide more institution-oriented care than

community units. However, Hemming, Lavender and Pill- (198f)

have suggested that this need not be the case. Using the

RMPS, Hemming et aI. studj.ed two groups of residents those

Ìocated in seven institutional wards and those transferred

from the seven wards to smaller units in the grounds of the

hospital. Although it was found that the srnaller units
provided more resident-oriented care it was also found that,
over the two-year period during whj-ch this research was

conducted, there was a significant decrease in

institution-oriented practices in the main institution.
Thus, institutions are not necessariì-y unchanging monol-iths

and they can be rnodified to provide better residential
cIi-rnates over tirne.

McClain, Silverstein , Hubbel and Brownlee (L975) used

another instrument (The Characteristics of the Treatment

Environment Scal-e, CTE) in their research on care practices

in residential settings. In addition to a modified version

of the RMPS, l'{cClain et aI. used the CTE which was

originaÌIy developed for use within psychiatric hospital-s.

The CTE consists of 72 items to which a respondent is asked

to indicate on an 11-point scal-e how true or fal-se each

statement is, with respect to hi-s/her unit in the hospital.
The scal-e results in measurement within two factors,.

Autonomy and Activity. Items characterising the activity
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factor assess whether residents are encouraged by staff and

provided with opportunities to participate j-n a variety of

activities. ftems characterising the Autonomy scal-e assess

whether staff mernbers encourage residents to use initiative

in the responsibl-e management of their affairs.

McCIain et aI. studied 43 living units within an

institution catering for 1,8OO residents. They found that

both the CTE and RMPS measures of the residential cli-mate

coul-d discriminate between ward programmes with different

emphases (such as those wards with an emphasis on

maintaining the medical- stabil-ity of residents or those

concerned with behaviour modification) but could al-so

discriminate between wards within the same programme,

refÌecting that management practices can vary within an

institutional setting and between wards which \^/ere designed

to provide similar environments. Scores on the scaLes \^/ere

not related to staff characteristics such as age or length

of employment. As the two measures (RMPS and CTE) $/ere

sensitive to differences in treatment environments, McCl-ain

et al. felt that the measures could be used for determining

the differential effects of various residential settings

upon intellectually disabled people.

One way of doing this is to cornpare the developmental-

growth of residents in different residential climates. In a

longitudj-nal study to examine the effects of community

placement on adaptive behaviour, Eyman, Silverstein, McCl_ain

and Mill-er (L977 ) used these two rneasures of the environment

(CTE and RMPS). Eyman et al. examined the adaptive

behaviour growth of l-t649 institutional-ised residents and
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296 residents in community settings for from two to three

years, using a versj-on of the Adaptive Behaviour Scale (ABS;

Nihira, Foster, SheIÌhaas and LeyIand, I974). The community

settings incl-uded foster homes, board and care homes, and

al-so a convalescent hospital. Results showed that positive

adaptive behaviour changes did occur over time and that

these tended to be related to age (with younger people

developing more than older peopJ-e), level of retardation

(with more profoundly intellectualJ-y disabled residents

making l-ess progress) and facility (with residents within

community facilities rnaking more progress). However, the

finding that residents in community hornes mad.e more qains

than those in the institutional setting was confound.ed by

the fact that residents in comrnunity facilities tended to be

younqer and higher functioning to begin with. The results

also showed that the characteristics of the envj-ronment, as

measured by the RMPS and the CTE, hrere moderately related to

adaptive behaviour growth, with those resident in facil-ities

characterised by higher scores on these measures making more

positive gains.

It is possible that the level of adaptive behaviour of

residents may infl-uence the type of care recej-ved. In a

study using nine items from the CTE, Rotegard, HiII and

Bruininks (1983) compared 236 residential facirities of five

sizes (T-4 residents, 5-B residents, 9-15 residents, group

homes of 16-63 resj-dents, and public residential facil-ities

of 64+ residents, with one having more than 4o0 residents).

They found that as size of the facirity increased beyond 16

residents, the facility becarne less homel-ike on physical-
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measures. Residences with 5-8 pì-aces scored better on the

activity and autonomy factors of the CTE than residences of

smaller or larger numbers, al-though there was no significant

dj-fference between the public and community facilities per

se. Using a stepwise regression analysis, Rotegard et al-.

found that a facility's autonomy and activity score was best

explained by the adaptive behaviour level- of residents and

next by the size of the unit. Resident staff ratios were

also important. Eyman and Arndt (1982) also found that

environmental quality was associated with initial levels of

adaptive behaviour, which suggested that adaptive

behavioural competence may determine the types of

environment provided, or at least determine the quality of

the environment.

Sirnil-ar resul-ts \,i/ere found by Eyman and Widaman (1987)

in a study of the deveJ-opmental growth of 3Ot749

intellectuall-y disabled people in Cal-ifornia. They found

that institutionalised intell-ectualIy disabled clients

decl-ined in cognitive growth over four years, âs compared to

residents in community settings, but that this was due to

fact that the institutions catered for more dependent and

frail populations. Therefore, it is possible that lower

scores on measures of the quality of the environment

attributed to institutional settings could be due to the

Ìower abil-ities of the residents, rather than to the síze of

the institution.

It has al-so not been demonstrated that

resident-oriented care practices necessariJ-y lead to

positive changres in adaptive behaviour, especiaÌIy in those
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studies which have examined the effects of different
residential placements on severeì-y disabled children. Such

studies which have related resident care practices to

changes in adaptive behaviour have shown that residences

which avoided institution-oriented practices, as measured by

the RMPS and CTE, did not necessarily provide conditions

under which their cl-ients made progress or did not regress

(Eyrnan and Arndt, 1982; I.lhatmore, Durward and Kushì-ik,

T975), or that there is an increase in more appropriate

behaviour followinq reÌocation. For example, Eyman and

Widarnan (I987) found that maladaptive behaviour increased

among cl-ients placed j-n foster care hornes and this was

thought to be rel-ated to a high rate of movernent from foster
home to foster home; (over 10å of the sample had not

remained in the same placement).

Use of the CTE and RMPS as measures of the treatment

environment, especiall-y with respect to severely disabled

popuJ-ations, has been criticised on a number of grounds.

Firstly, some of the practices measured by the scal-es do not

seem to be related to factors which would encourage

devel-opmental proqress, and the scales thus lack sensitivity
to staff practices directly affecting individual clients.
Secondly, scores on both scales are rel-ated to whether or

not residents have the skill to perform the particul-ar item

in question. In situations where intellectualJ-y disabled

people do have these skills (i.e. rnil-dly and moderately

intellectualJ-y dj-sabl-ed client groups) but are restricted by

management practices, the instruments are useful in
detecting restrictive practices. However, Ìow scores in
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residential units catering for severely or profoundly

intel-Iectual-J-y disabled cl-ients may merely be reflecting

that the clients do not have the skil-Ls to perform the item,

rather than restrictive staff practices. This possibility

has led Eyman et aI. (1982) to question the appropriateness

of using these measures of environrnental quality with

severely intellectually disabled populations, because they

measure social-isation experiences that are beyond the skill
l-evel of severely dj-sabled cÌients.

Other measures of the environment have been developed

for use with psychiatric populations. In his study of 29

psychiatric hosteJ-s, Apte (1968) sought to distinguish the

social elements between the environments provided by hostels

and hospitals. His HospitaJ--Hostel Practice prof iì-e had two

scal-es which measured restrictì-ve-permissive practices and

the degree of responsibility expected by staff from the

resident. He found that hostels were l-ess restrictive than

hospitaJ-s, al-though they varied and some \dere more

restrictive than others. Many hostels still practiced

institutional routines (e.9. l-ocking clients out if they

came back later than 1lp.m., restricting availability of

drinks, and forcing the wearing of certain cl-othing). His

research showed that, even for psychiatric patients,

placement in the community is not necessarily placement in a

more normal- or l-ess restrictive environment than that
experienced in the institution.

Moos (I973) J-isted six characteristics of the

environment which he felt rel-ated to human functioning
( ecologicaJ- , behaviour, orqanisational structure , collective
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characteristics of others in the environment, psychosocial-

characteristics and organisational cl-imate, and

reinforcement analyses of the environment). Based on these,

he developed a number of scaLes for use within prisons,

community placements, and farnily environments (Moos I I975) .

His scal-es were developed with psychiatrically ilI or

criminal populations but they have been used with

intellectually disabled clients in farnily care and natural

f amiJ-y placements. The Famiì-y Environment Scal-e has 10

categories for environmental clirnate, constructed from lOO

true-false items and this scal-e has been used with

intellectually disabled people.

Wil-l-er and Intagliata (1981) used this instrument,

along with the Communi-ty Oriented Programmes Environment

Scale, also developed by Moos, in their study of the

adjustrnent of 338 individuals transferred to community

placements from five institutions in the USA. The clients

had been in community placements (either foster farnily care,

natural- famiì-y, board and care homes, or nursing homes) for

at least two years since release. Willer and Intagliata

found that skill level after two years h¡as best predicted by

the skil-l- l-evel- of the cl-ient when entering the community;

and that there was essentially no improvement in self-care

skills in either foster-care or community pJ-acements (Will-er

and fntagliata, 1982) . However, the resuLts al-so showed

that the social- environment of the setting was important in

predicting skiII development and behaviour. Environrnents

where the care-provider was over-protecti_ve did not

encourage growth and those where freedom to express feetings
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r¡/as allowed, rather than punished, v/ere environments that
had the most success in control-l-ing behaviour problems.

Residents in homes where there v/ere structured programmes

also showed more deveJ-opment. Thus, it was shown that the

quality of care in cornmunity facilities varied, whether in
family homes or qroup residences.

A review of the literature with respect to residential
cl,imate of care facilities has thus shown that care

practj-ces can vary between institutions and smaII group

homes. However, care practices within smal_l- group homes or

community-based facilities can also vary and the research

has shown that care in community facj-lities is not

necessarily better or a guarantee of individualised care.

rn some instances the quaJ-ity of the residential- climate in
some institutions is as good as care practices in some qroup

homes, although in qeneral, the outcorne favours smal_l

community placements. Studj-es disagree as to whether the

size and type of institution affect the quality of the

residential climate, whether the quatity of the residentiaÌ
climate has any effect on the behavioural competencies of

the residents, and whether the behavioural competencies of

the clients affect the nature of the management practices

provided.

The research available has shown that it cannot be

concluded that small size and community location are a

guarantee of normal or better residential environments than

can be provided by institutional- envj-ronments but that the

community placements generally score better than

institutional pJ-acements.
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Studies of Changes in Adaptive Behaviour

As part of an eval-uation of community and residential-
services many authors have focussed. on changes in adaptive
behaviour that occur when residents move from larger to
smaller residentiar facirities. As will- be seen in what

foll-ows, in contrast to craims made by proponents of the
normalisation movement, the resurts of these studies do not
prove unequivocalry that movement from l-arger to small_er

facirities necessarily results in an irnprovement in adaptive
behaviour.

some investigators have found that the incidence of
adaptive behaviour increases forlowing transfer from larger
institutions to smal-ler units (Aanes and Moen, I976;

Gilbert and Hemming, l-g7g; Hemming, Lavender and pil-I, 19Bt;

Kreinberg and Galligan, 1983; MacEachron, 1983; schroeder

and Henes, 1,978; Thompson and Carey, 19BO; Conroy, Efthimiou
and Lemanowicz I r9g2). However, whiJ-e these studies have

shown that growth in adaptive behaviour can occur folrowing
change in placement, not al-l- studies ha. unr'e provided ¿equivocal
evidence that such growth is extensj-ve or that gains are

maintained over ti-me.

studies which have investigated changes in adaptive
behaviour foll-owing rel-ocation to community units have found

that most development occurs within the first few months (up

to nine months) forrowing transfer. After that time scores

either become stable or decline (Locker, Rao, and weddell-,

1983; KÌeinberg and Gall-igan, 1983; Schroeder and Henes,

1978), or sometimes return to basel-ine leveÌ after two years
(Hemming, Lavender and pilr, L9s1). some researchers have
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environment offered new opportunities to use those skills,

rather than that the residents Learned new skil-ls (Kleinberg

and Gal-ligan, 1983). The decline in skill l-evel found after

the initial gain has, in some instances, been related to

loss of staff morale (Hemming, Lavender and PilI, 1983).

It has been shown that placement in the community is no

guarantee that skills either develop or are maintained. For

example, Mal-in (1983) studied 20 residents who had been

l-iving in the community, two years after an initial

assessment. He found that, while over half the residents in

group hornes had improved on six scal-es of the Adaptive

Behaviour Scale (ABS), one quarter or more had deterj-orated

on 10 of the scal-es of the ABS. Other researchers have also

found no chanqe or negative chanqes in adaptive behaviour

foIJ-owing relocation to smal-l- units.

Silverman, Sil-ver, Sersen, Lubin and Schwartz ( 1986)

studied the adaptive competence of two groups of profoundly

rnentalJ.y retarded and physically impaired residents in New

York. A repeated assessment was made at 12 months. The

first sample of 101 residents lived in a hospital for the

deveJ-opmental-J-y disabled. The second group of l4 residents

l-ived at 1,2 community- based homes, each of 3-10 resi-dents.

The community sampJ-e tended to have slightly higher skills

than the hospital sampJ-e, most of whom \^/ere non-ambulatory

and severely impaired. Using the Minnesota Developmental-

Programming System Behavioural Scales and the abbreviated
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form of the scale (MDPS-AF, Joiner and Krantz, L979)

Silverman et aI. found that percent competence scores in the

speci-al-ty hospital group increased over time, although

significant change was found only for eating behaviours.

For the community residents, overal-l competence decLined

sJ-ightJ-y over time, al-though the decl-ine was not

statistically significant. There was no evidence that

smaller proqrammes in the community r^/ere any better than the

Iarger speciaJ-ty hospitals in prornoting gains or preventing

deterj-oration in l-evels of adaptive behaviours. It was

found that musculo-skeletal- impairments and factors relating

to the nature of systematic and intensive training
programmes, such as whether there v/ere specific treatment

goals as part of an individuaL programme pl-an, were more

J-mportant than the size of the residential facility.

SimiJ-arly, Aninger and Bolinsky (L977 ) found that 18

intellectually disabled adult residents moved from a private

residential facility to community units dj-d not show

improvement six months after placernent in skills measured by

Part I of the ABS. Although six months was a short

fol-Iow-up tirne, previous research has suggested that most

gains occur by nine months, So that it could be expected

that some gains shoul-d have been detected after sì-x months,

if gains \^/ere going to be made. Ho\,vever, no comparison was

made with a control group remaining in the institution.

Given that there was no chanqe, it would also have been of

interest to know whether the training programnes in the

i-nstitution and the intermediate residence had been

compared, since it has been found by other:s that the
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presence of specj-fic training goals is related to

developrnent of skill-s, regardless of type of placement

(Eyman, Silverstein, McCl-ain and MilÌer, I977).

Even where studies have shown positive gains in

adaptive behavj-our following reJ-ocation, these changes have

not necessarily been marked or significant. For example,

MacEachron (1983) studied two groups of randomJ-y sel-ected

residents,' those rnoving to 15 smal-ler units within the

campus of the institution (n:160), and those remai-ning in 14

of the l-arge institutionaL units (n=129). Using ratings on

the ABS 12 months after reÌocation, MacEachron found that
all- of the 15 groups moved to the srnaÌIer units had higher

adaptive behaviour scores than the groups remainj-ng in the

institutional units, aJ-though the difference \,vas

statj-stically signifj-cant for only 7 of the 15 groups. It
v/as found that the strongest predictor of improved adaptive

functj-oning was IQ but characteristics of the environment

(e.9. smalÌ-sized units, home-J-ike architecture,

resident-oriented management practices) remained significant
after the effect of fQ had been controll-ed by analysis of
covari.ance.

Sinilar results hrere found by Gilbert and Hemming

(I979), in relation to psycholinguistic skitts. Nine months

after transfer to smaller units, the transferred group had

made more gains than a control group remaining in the

institution. However, the gains were significant for onJ-y

one of the sub-scales of the fllinois Test of
Psychoringuistic Abil-ities. other studies have also shown

that, while improvement folJ-owing relocation to community
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placement does occur, such growth is not necessarily marked

nor across all areas of adaptive behaviour (Kushì-ik, I975;

Aanes and Moen, L976) .

The results of the above study, and other studies of

changes in adaptive behaviour fotlowing relocation, have

shown that changes in adaptive behaviour appear to be

related to the initial- IQ of the intellectually disabì-ed

people being transferred (Hernming et a1. , 1981, Kushlick,

I975). For exampÌe, Hemrning et aI. (1981) studied residents

transferred from a large institution to smaller units,

Iocated in the qrounds of the institutj-on. Hemming et aI.

found that higher functioning residents (IQs above 50) who

had come from less restrictive institutional wards decreased

their participation j.n cul-turally normative activities and

did not significantly change their abilities. Both groups

(i.e. IQ greater and less than 50) attained their peak

improvement nine months after transfer, although the

improvements v/ere not maintained two years later.

Cohen, Conroy, Frazer, SnelJ-becker, and Spreat (I977)

also found that residents of a J-arge institution moved to a

smaller, but non-community based faciJ-ity showed variable

gains, depending on their initial leve1 of functioning.

Cohen et aI. studied 92 mal-e and femal-e subjects ranging in

age f rom 10 to 42 years, who \^rere rated on the ABS

j-mmediately fol-J-owing rel-ocation and again six to eight

r¿eeks following relocation. For two groups of clients

(average IQ less than 20, and average IQ 35) , there was

significant chanqe over time on five and six of the 23

domains of the ABS, respectively.
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I¡Ihen results for higher and lower functioning residents

v,,ere compared, it was found that residents with the highest

adaptive behaviour scores initially showed a pattern of

l-owered functioning with respect to independent activity,

economic activity, language devei-opment and withdrawal-

domains of the ABS. However, these residents did show an

improvement with respect to the anti-social behaviour scale.

The cornparison group (which had not been relocated) made

significant gains in only two of the ABS domains (domestic

activity and sel-f-direction). Compared to the comparison

group, members of the higher functioning group v/ere more

withdrawn and suffered setbacks in language development. In

contrast, those residents whose functioning was generally

Iower increased in domestic activity, self-direction and

responsibility. They also showed decreases in three of the

mal-adaptive behaviour domains.

The authors cl-aimed that there was evidence of a

rrrelocation syndromerr for the higher functioning clients but

not for the lower functioning clients, for whom it had been

expected. [He1ler (1984), in a survey of the literature,

found that a relocation syndrome comprisinq increased

rnortality rate, increase in medical probJ.ems, and emotional,

behavioural and mentaL health changes, existed in people

with severe intell-ectual disabilities foLlowing movement to

a different facilityl. Cohen et aI. stated that increased

performance following transfer was of interest to people

working with the very severely handicapped. However, the

length of foLl-ow-up time was not great and it woul-d have

been interesting to j-nvestigate whether this change was
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maintained over a l-onger period of tirne, since other

research has shown that initiaL gains are frequently not

maintained beyond about L2 months.

Maladaptive behaviour, which according to proponents of

the norrnalisation movement woul-d be expected to decrease

fol-lowinq transfer to smal-1 units, has sometj-mes been shown

to increase (Hemrning, Lavender and Pil-1 , I98L, Kleinberg and

Gal-Iigan, 1983). This has also been related to the Ie level

of the transferred residents, r^/ith those with lower IQs

(Iess than 20) showing increases in mal-adaptive behaviour

and those with higher IQs decreasing maladaptive behaviour

following relocation (Kleinberg and Galligan, 1983).

Although Hernmi-ng et al. (1981) found an increase in the

prescription of medication for the purpose of controll-ing

behaviour foll-owing transfer to a srnaller location, Horten

(1-982) found a contrary result. At a three-year foJ_Iow-up,

medication prescribed to control- behaviour had been reduced.

for those moved to cornmunity placements. The level of

medication prescribed to those remaining in the institution

had also decreased but the decrease \4ras not as substantial

as was found in the community group. Hovrever, confounding

the results of this study was the change to residentj-al care

workers specially trained in behaviour modification

techniques, who replaced the previous psychiatric nurses,

and which occurred during the three-year: period. At the

same time, the service changed from a medical model of

service provision to a more behavioural- model. Thus, it is

not possibl-e to attribute the changes found as being due to

the move to smaller facilities alone.
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fn addition, it has not been demonstrated that living
in community placements, with normalised environments, leads

to positive gains in adaptive behaviour, or that positive

growth can occur only in community placements. For exampÌe,

l-itt1e relationship was found between a group homers PASS

rating scores and clients' adaptive behaviour scores. In

fact, in one study, the group home where clients made the

most gains received one of the lowest PASS ratings

(Schroeder and Henes, I97B) . Another study, comparing the

chang:e in adaptive behaviour of a group transferred to small

units and those remaining in institutional units, found that
some of the changes that occurred in the institutional
residents did not differ significantly frorn changes in the

transferred resj-dents (Hemming et aI., 1983) . This

indicates that transfer to a small- unit does not necessarily

mean that adaptive behaviour wiÌI increase more than it
would have, had the client remained in the institution.

The use of adaptive behaviour as a criterion for
measuring change has been criticised by some. Repp and

colleagues (Repp, Barton, and BruIIe, 1-986i Felce, de Kock,

and Repp, 1986) have claimed that studies focussing only on

chanqes ì-n adaptive behaviour represent a narrov/ \¡/ay of

examining the changes that occur when residents move from

one pì-acement to another. Instead, they support the use of

observational measures to measure changes in the behavj-our

of residents. Felce, Kock, and Repp (1986) studied the

adaptive behaviour and observed behaviour changes found for
12 severely and profoundly intellectualÌy disabled persons,

six in group homes and six controls in institutional
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settings, who then moved to community placements. Felce et
aI. found that residents of the group homes received

markedJ-y higher rates and longer durations of staff
interactions, and this outcorne was not entirely related to
the higher level of staffing found in the group homes.

Clients in the group homes showed greater engagement in
activities (including leisure, personal, domestic and formaL

proqramme activities) than the institutionalised clients,
and aII persons in the control group improved their level of

adaptive functioning (as measured by the ABS) when

transferred to community settings. Ho\^/ever, Felce et aI.
cautioned against claiming differences \^/ere due to pJ-acement

in community-based residences. The residences had been

designed to encourage resident interaction with the

environment and the staff had been specially trained to

increase cl-ient participation. However, since the study

involved only 12 clients, caution j-s warranted about

generalising the results to sirnil-ar client groups.

The rnajor critics of institutions presume that positive
.s

change¿ in adaptive behaviour within institutions are

prevented from occurring because of the very nature of

institutions. Ho\,rrever, individuals with an intell-ectual-

disabiJ-ity do develop when placed in institutions (Butler

and Bjaanest 1977) and some researchers have argued that

institutional care is more appropriate for some severely
j-ntellectuall-y disabled peopÌe (Ellis, BalLa, Estes, Warren,

Meyers, Ho11is, Isaacson, PaIk, and Siegeì-/ 1981).

Schwartz and Al-l-en (I97 4 ) f ound that adaptirre behaviour

could improve within J-arge institutions. They studied
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residents of a residential- training centre who had been

rated on the Adaptive Behaviour Checklist (Allen , Cortazzo,

& Adamo, I97O) and its revj-sed edition (Schwartz, Allen, &

Cortazzo, I974) for three (N:699) or four (N:414)

consecutive years. Schwartz and AII-en found that the

residents made continued improvement in their total scores

and that these changes \4rere statistically significant.

Gil-bert and Hemming (1979) also found that matched controls

remaining in an institutional- setting irnproved in

psycholinguistic skil-Is, although the gains were not quite

as large as the gains made by a comparison group transferred

to srnaller units.

Thus, a review of the literature relating to the

changies j-n behaviour of residents moved from larger to

smaller facil-ities has not shown that irnprovements are

necessari-Iy linked to the change in size of the placement.

It has been shown that changes in adaptj-ve behaviour may be

related to IQ, and to adaptive behavj-our prior to placement

and that adaptive behaviour does not irnprove unless

specialised programming is provided. Moreover, movement to

less institutionalised settings has sometimes resulted in

increases in mal-adaptive behaviour and with increases in the

prescription of anti-psychotic medication.

In addition, there have been many methodological- flaws

in the studies to date of change in adaptive behaviour, and

these m.ake generaì-isation difficult. Some studies have

failed to col-lect data i-n a pre-rel-ease location, while

others have coll-ected data at onl-y one point in time, oE

have not involved comparison groups. Again, others have
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used smal-l sample numbers, and while some studies have shown

that improvement does occur foll-owing placement, long-term

(greater than one year) evidence of change has frequently

not been provided.

The use of changes in adaptive behaviour as the onJ-y

criterion for the success of placements within the general

community has been debated. Some researchers feel that this
approach is too narrow and that a social policy aimed at

enhancing the quality of life of individuals should not be

evaluated by countinq the number of behaviours in an

individualrs repetoire. A more comprehensive evaLuation,

including environmental variables (such as the use of

Ìeisure time and of comrnunity facilities) and individual

variables (such as happiness and satisfaction), needs to be

made (Seltzer, T98I; Seltzer, Sherwood, Seltzer, and

Sherwood, 1981). Studies whj-ch have examined these aspects

of the Lives of deinstitutional-ised intel-Iectually disabled

people are discussed in the following sections.
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Use of Community Facilities and Social Interaction
The study of social supports available to people with an

intell-ectual disabiJ-ity invol-ves the examinati-on of social
j,nteractions of intel-l-ectualJ-y disabled people, both within

their home and with their famil-ies and the surrounding

communities (OrConnor, 1983). The results of research in

these areas have differed and many studies have shown that
intell-ectuaì-Iy disabl-ed people Iiving in the community lead

isol-ated and lonely l-ives, rarely interacting outside a

disabled peer group (Atkinson, 1985; Baker, Se1tzer, and

Seltzer, I974ì Butler and Bjaanes, L977) . Reiter and Levi

(1980) have warned against accepting that integration
necessarily results in a positive outcome and even optirnal

location of an adequate cornrnunity facil-ity does not

necessarily result in individuals being better integrated

than when they \,ùere J-iving in the institution (Moreau, Novak

and Sigelman, 1980). The results of various studies on the

use of community facil-ities and socialisation are outl-ined

in greater detail below.

Berkson and his colJ-eaques (Berkson and Romer, 1980;

Romer and Berkson, I980a, 1980b; Romer and Berkson, 1981;

Berkson, L98I; Heller, Berkson and Romer, 1981) studied the

interaction patterns of 304 intellectually disabled peopÌe,

both at their workpLace and in their residences. Using

natural-istic observation techniques, they found that
informal- social-ising was an important aspect of the l-ives of

intel-lectuatJ-y disabled adults. fn general, clients who

were physically attractive, desired affiliation, and whose

activities involved interactions with peers who were less
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intelÌectuaIly disabl-ed, affiliated more extensively and

intensively with peers. Berkson et aI. found that

intelligence was only weakly related to sociabiJ-j-ty.

HeIIer, Berkson and Romer (1981) found that social

interaction occurred during about one-third of the time for

which people were in their residences. They al-so found that

socialisation increased with tirne and with famil-iarity with

the setting. Those clients who were later placed in the

settings suffered disruption to their friendship patterns

and tended to affiliate with people whom they had known

prj-or to pJ-acement. The results of this research led the

authors to state that group placements rnay be preferable,

because such arrangements htere less like1y to resuLt in

social isolation when clients first entered a strange

situation.

Landesman-Dv/yer, Berkson and Rorner (I979) studi,ed the

social behaviour of 2OB j-ntel-lectual-Iy disabled people in 18

group homes, ranging in size from five peopl-e to 20 peopi.e.

Individuals spent rnost of their time alone, next most with

one other peer and successiveJ-y l-ess with two or more peers.

Residents in the larger homes affiliated more extensively

with others and intense relationships were as J-ikely to

develop there as in smaIl homes. It was shown that merely

putting people in smalI groups did not necessarily create

social relationships. other findings revealed that social

interaction between the residents (affitiation) was more a

consequence of the size of the home, the average

intell-igence of people in the group home, the ratio of males

to females in the group home, and the homogeneity of the
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residentsr backgrounds than of personal characteristics of

sex and intel-ligence; (i.e. more intense relationships

occurred in homes with a higher proportion of female

residents, peopLe in homes with older clients were less

social-, and clients in group homes with others who shared a

similar prior living history socialised more). The number

of residents in a home was also found to affect the

interaction patterns of residents (Landesman-Dwyer, Sacket

and Kl-einman (1980), with residents in larger homes (up to

20 people) engaging in more social behaviour, particularly

with peers, and being more likely to have a best friend and

form broader social relationships than residents in smaller

homes (6-8 residents). Residents in facilities of

intermediate size (9-L7 residents) had the qreatest amount

of peer j-nteraction.

Studies of the use of facilities by intellectually

disabled people living in the community have found variable

results. Some studies have shown that residents in

community placements do not use community facilities a great

deal (Bercovici,1981; Edgerton, L976; GoLlay, Freedman,

Wyngaarden and Kurtz, 1978) | whereas others have

demonstrated active use of community resources (Atkinson,

1985; Schalock, Harper and Carver, 1981; Willer and

fntagLiata, 1981). Wide variation between types of

cornmunity placements have been found in the use by residents

of community resources (Baker, Seltzer and Seltzer, ).9'7 4 i

Pratt, Luszcz and Brown, 1980) , al-though studies which have

compared the use of community resources by institution-based

and community-based residents have generally shown that the
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community-based residents make more use of community

resources (Ericsson, Lerman and Nie1son, 1985; Pratt , Lr)szcz

and Brown, 1980).

Even use of community resources for leisure activities
by intellectuall-y disabled people Iiving in community

placements has sometimes been shown to be l-imited. Many

researchers have found that passive recreational activities,
such as watching TV, are more frequentl-y engaged in than any

other (Chesseldine and Jeffree, 1981; Craft and Craft, agTg;

Gollay et aI. , L978; Kregel, hlehman, and Marshal-l-, 1986;

McDevitt, Smith, Schmidt and Rosen, 1-978; Mal-in, 1983).

Even if a wide vari-ety of social activities h/ere engaged in,
many involved other disabled people rather than nondisabled

members of the wider community. (GolÌay et aI., L978; Baker

et al-., l-977,' OrConnor, ]-976). OrConnor (I976) found that
15å of the residents had no activities based on community

resources. Sirnilar1y, Ericsson et aI. (1985) found that L9Z

of the residents j-n community units did not use facilities
in the community, although this was better than the 752 of

residents in institutional settings who did not use

community facilities. However, no study has compared the

use of community facilities by intellectually disabled

people and nonhandicapped peopl-e in cornmunity settings, so

that it is not possibl-e to determine if the l-ow use of

community facilities by people with an intetlectual
disability is l-ess than that of a similar, but

nonhandicapped, population.

Where studies have shown that residents of community

units do use community resources, it has often been the case
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that interaction with the community is minimal and that many

disabled people operate as observers, rarely interacting

with people outside their own network of disabled peers or

support workers. For example, Atkinson (1985) surveyed 5O

intell-ectually disabled men and women aged between 29 and

J4, discharged to a variety of independent living situations

in EngJ-and. She found that, aJ-though nany of the people

studied spent time in the neighborhood and local community,

most \^/ere only observers and there $/ere few instances of

interactions $/ith nonhandicapped peopJ-e. SimiLar results

were found by SchaJ-ock, Harper and Carver (1981) and by

Gollay et al-. (1978), who found that whilst residents did

use community facilities extensively and had friends, few of

these friends were people other than disabled peers,

families, or staff. Thus, while the residents in these

studies may have used community faciLities they were not

social-J-y integrated within the community. In contrast,

Kregel, Wehman, Seyfarth, and Marshal_1 (1986), studied the

extent of cornrnunity integration among 3OO rnildly to

moderately-severely handicapped ex-residents of a state

school, finding that 592 of the residents did report that

they spent the majority of their free time with persons with

no identifi-ed disabilities.

Lack of contact with friends or relatives is another

factor that has been shown to be a problem with residents

liv.ing in the community. It has been found that a

proportion of residents of both j-nstitutions and group homes

have littl-e contact with relatives or friends and l_ead very

sociall-y isolated 1ives, although the residents in the
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community have general-ly been noted to have more interaction

with frj-ends and rel-atives (Ericsson et â1., 1985). For

example, Vüi11er and Intagl-iata (1981) studied 229

intellectually disabled individuals living in group homes

and foster family care in the USA. They found that only

about 5oz of the residents studied had contact wi-th friends

and only about 4oz had contact with their naturar familj-es.

Similar studies have also found that intellectuaÌIy disabled

people l-iving in the community, either at home with their

famil-ies, or in cornmunity residential facil-ities, are

sociall-y isolated, have few friends, and j-nteract mainly

with other intetl-ectually disabled people in speciall_y

organised groups and are thus not truly integrated within

the community (Àtkj-nson, 1985; Chesseldine and Jeffree,

1981; Edgerton, L975; Flynn and Saleem, 1986; GoJ-ì-ay,

Freedman, Wyngaarden and Kurtz, 1978; Mc Devitt et aI.,

1986,' OrConnor, I976; Schalock, Harper and Carver, 1981;

Schalock and LiIIey, 1986). Many deinstitutionalj-sed

residents retain strong ties to friends and staff at the

institution from which they came and spend many hours

travelling back to visit them (Baker et al., Ig74).

Lonel-iness is a much commented upon feature of the

Ìives of intellectuall-y disabled people living in the

community, possibly due to their social isolation and

l-imited contact with friends. Muehlenberger (I974) found

that profound loneliness characterised the 1O discharged

residents he followed. This loneliness began in their

pre-institutionar rives, persisted throughout their time in

an institution and continued beyond their 1eaving the
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institution. Sirnilarry, Malin (1983) found that friendships
!'/ere few and that contact with neighbours was minimal for
the 20 intellectuaLJ-y disabled residents he followed for two

years after pl-acement in cornrnunity settings

Schalock and LiIley (1986) followed-up 85

dej-nstitutionalised intellectually disabted peopì_e after
8-10 years in the comrnunity. Schalock and Lil-ley personally

interviewed these persons, finding that many were lonely and

had fragile support systems. They were sociaJ-ly isolated,
their main interactions being with staff members or other

intellectually disabled residents in the same community

settings. Few interacted with nonhandicapped peers or !,/ere

accepted as equal members of local- community groups.

Similar resul-ts v/ere found by Gollay et a1. (T979) who

surveyed 440 deinstitutionali-sed j.ntel-l-ectually disabled
people living in the comrnunity. Go1lay et al-. found that,
although a wide variety of social activities were engaged

in, few involved nondisabled peers. Loneliness was a

problem reported by many of the groups studied.

In addition to lonel-iness, depression may al_so be a common

probJ-em for many intellectually disabled adults living in
the community. For example, Prout and Schaeffer (1985)

studied self-report measures of depression among 21 mildly
intell-ectuall-y disabled adults Iiving in community

residences but who were not attending any psychiatric
clinic. Using three different self-report measures they

found that there was strong agreement between the measures

with 522 of the residents scoring in the range consj-dered to
be crj-nicarly significant and 4Bz in the significant probrem
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range. On two of the three measures the intellectually
disabl-ed group scored significantly higher than did

nonintellectually disabled adults.

In a study of 181 people with an intel-Iectual
disabiJ-ity J-iving in, or about to live independently in the

community, Edgerton (1986) found that many reported either
anxiety or depression which was often associated with low

sel,f-esteem or frustrating life circumstances. Thus, aduJ_ts

living in the comrnunity may suffer psychological_ disorders

which may be due to living in social-l-y isolated

circumstances.

Various research has shown that the social isolation of

residents in group homes is sometimes due to the following
factors: age of residents, with ol-der residents using

community resources less than younger residents (Wil-Ier and

fntagliata, 1,982) ì residents lacking the skil-ls to use

public transport (Chesseldine and Jeffree, 1981; OrConnor,

T976)i the managers of facil-ities not allowing or teaching

the residents to use community facil-ities (Bercovici, 198f);

staff or parents being rel-uctant to alIow outsj_de visj-tors
into the home (Bercovici, l-981; Birenbaum and Re, Ig79i

Chesseldine and Jeffree, 1981; Flynn and Saleern, 1986) and

not allowing free access to telephones within the facility
(Bercovici, 1981); geographical isolation of the facility
(Bercovici, 1981); and unfavourable Location of facilities
in socially depressed neighborhoods, so that residents fear
for their safety when leaving the facility (Bercovici, 1981;

Birenbaum and Re, 1979). However, Birenbaum and Re (I979)

have stated that in many ways the J-ifestyles of people with
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an intell-ectual disability in the community are no di ffere

to those of marginally employed or unemployed persons, whose

income l-irnits many excursions,' and that fear that some

disabled residents have about moving in the community at

night is sirnilar to that experienced by many city dwelÌers.

one problem with many of the studies examining use of

community resources is that they have done so at one

particular point in time. However, it rnay be expected that

use of community resources wiII increase as residents become

familiar with the community in which they live and this

result has been found when longitudinal studies have been

employed. Edgerton and Bercovici (L976) fpllowed up 3O of

an original sample of 48 intellectually disabled residents

released from an institution into community placements.

Although the original study found residents did not use

community resources highly, five years later it was found

that use of community resources had improved.

Nonetheless, a contrasting result was found by

Birenbaum and Re (L979) who re-examined the use of community

resources by former residents of institutions for people

witn intetlectual disabilities four years after the initiat

study. Birenbaum and Re found that, contrary to their

expectation, greater familiarity with the wider environment

did not occur with the passage of time and that the

residents 1ed very socially restricted lives, despite the

fact that they had easy access to public transport.

Similarly, Bercovici (1981) found that, despite living in

the community for five or more years, many of the residents

in his study showed a general lack of familiarity with even
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the most commonplace aspects of community l-ife. The

residents of these facilities did not perceive themselves as

Iiving in the normal community. Although a longitudinal
approach was not enployed by Bercovici, many of the

residents had lived in the community for the same length of

time as those in the Edgerton and Bercovici (1-976) study and

could thus have been expected to have become farniliar with

their environment.

When, however, residents are asked about how they feel-

about their placements, only very few do not l-ike where they

live or express a desi-re to return to the institution
(Go1lay et aI., L978; OrConnor, L976). fntellectually

disabled peopJ-e living at home with parents vüere an

exception to this. Flynn and Saleern (1-986) found that eight

out of L2 people living with their parents were not

satisfied and wanted to move to more independent living
situations.

Marital status al-so seems to affect satisfaction that

intellectually disabled people living in the community

express with their placement, with rnarried people tending to
express less dissatisfactj-on and to report feeling loneIy

less often than single people (McDevitt, Snith, Schmidt, and

Rosen, L978). Craft and Craft (L979) studied 45 married

couples where one or both partners had an intellectual
disability. They found that, although there rnras wide

variation in the social life of the couples, most had

linited contact with people other than family (21 pairs).
However, none of the couples talked about being bored or

havingr difficulty passingitime, and many acknowledged that
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marriage had brought them a contentment that they had not

had as single peopJ-e.

As indicated, research has shown that intelLectualLy

disabled peopJ-e Iiving in the community do not necessarily

use cornrnuni-ty facilities to a great extent. Even if they

do, many do not j-nteract with others outside their peer

group and few are truly integrated into the

community-at-Iarge. It may be that intellectuall-y disabled

people living and working in the community are l-ike many

other community dwell-ers who tend to spend their leisure

time most often with friends frorn work, from the place where

they l-j-ve and from previous places of residence (Baker et

âf. , I97 4) .

There is evidence, then, that placement in the

community does not, by itself, produce greater participation

by intellectually disabled people in the life of the

community. Many intellectually disabled people living in

the community are not weII integrated within it and tend

instead to socialise with other intellectuall-y disabled

people or care-workers. However, this may be a matter of

personal preference; the establishment of organisations by

intellectuall-y disabled peopl-e (such as People First in the

USA and Reinforce, Ipswich in Australia) does sugg'est that

this may be the case. In other words, the low interaction

between peopJ-e with inteLl-ectual disabilities and

nondisabled peers may be a matter of choice on the part of

peopJ-e with an intellectual disabitity. PeopJ-e with

intel-lectual disabilities may choose to form a group with

other such disabled people because of the social support
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which that group can provide (due to sharing similar needs

and experiences), rather than because of reduced

opportunities to have normal friends (O'Connor, 1983).

In many respects, the establishment of socj-alisation

and friendship patterns among disabl-ed persons which are

restricted to peopJ-e found in Iiving and work environments

does not dj-ffer from the circumstances of many people in the

community who are marginalJ-y employed or unemployed and thus

Iack the financial resources to pay for Ieisure activities.

Restricting travel to weekends is also a common pattern for

many resj-dents of inner-city areas who are fearful of

travelling alone (Bi-renbaum, 1980; Birenbaum and Re, L979).

There are those who would attempt to remedy the social

isolation of inteÌLectually disabled individuals in group

settings by removing them from such placements and pLacing

them individually in the cornmunity. However, it should be

remembered that there is Little evidence that pubLic

acceptance of normalisation rrhas gone so far that

Iintellectua]-Iy disabled peoplel would be welcomed or even

tol-erated in most non-deviant circlestt (OrConnor, T976).

Moreover, there is research to suggest that placing

intell-ectualIy disabJ.ed peopJ-e individual-l-y in the community

is detrimental to thej-r lives. In a study of

deinstitutionalised individuaì-s, Sel-tzer and Seltzer (1978)

found that people with intell-ectual disabilities who lived

alone tended 1-o become isolated and J-onely, often Lived on

meager incomes, and came into contact with serious sociaÌ

problems. These authors claimed that it was better for

intellectually disabled people who had not developed
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adequate social net\,/orks, to live with others in a

semi-independent setting.

When moving disabl-ed people to the community one should

be av/are that inteqration is not a necessary resul-t. It rnay

be that for some who enjoy social activities, movies and

other planned activities within the institution, independent

living in the community may not be sufficient (Begab, 1975) .

Others rnay not wish to l-ive in the community independentl-y

because the prospect of living on marqinal incomes, bei-ng

forced to live in sub-standard rooming houses, with the

possibility of social problems, is too overwhel-rning (Seltzer

and Seltzer, I977) . PeopIe with intellectual- disabilities
may prefer to live in semi-independent or sheltered settings

and should not be penalised for doing so, even though

proponents of the normalisation principle woul-d argue that
they should be made to live up to their potential for
independent living because that is more socialty desirable

behaviour. Many researchers have defined positive outcomes

in terms of behaviour change, use of community resources,

use of Leisure time and so on. If , however, the principJ-e

of normalisation is to be taken seriously, then it is
irnportant that the attitude of people with intellectual
disabilities to thej-r life cj-rcumstances and pJ-acements be

examined (Edgerton and Bercovici, I976).

Those studies which have asked disabled pecple living
in the community how they feel- have found that, while many

may be living J-ifestyles that would not necessarily be

aspired to by the researchers, most were happy with their
lj-ves. It is thus important to develop a measure which will
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examine satisfaction with oners lifestyJ-e from an

individual,rs point of view. Development of such a measure

is important as there are many conflicting results on

quality of l-ife when the residences thernselves are rated, ot

other measures of positive outcome are used (Lakin,

Bruininks, and Sigford, 1981). Studies which examine

quality of Iife from a subjective viewpoint may provide

useful information on how to measure placement success, âs

it has been argued by some that satisfaction with lifestyle

is an integraJ- part of quality of life. Studies of

subjective aspects of quality of life and their applications

to peopJ-e with intell-ectual- disabilities are examined in

greater detail- in the following section.
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2.2 Subjective Considerations: Quality of Life

Definition:

The termrrquaJ-ity of Life" first emerged as a concept in

sociological Iiterature ten to fifteen years ago (Szalai and

Andrews, 1980). Hov¡ever, despite the fact that the term has

existed for some time and there are constant demands to

improve the "quality of life'r of people in the community,

there is not yet an accepted definition of the term, and nor

is there any consensus on how it shoul-d be measured or

fostered (Solomon, Bauchaichi, Denisov, Hankiss, Maì-Iman,

and Mil-lbrath, I980).

Various atternpts have been made at defining the

concept. It has variousl-y been defj-ned as: personal

satisfaction, happiness, or well- being (Andrews and Withey,

I976) i an inclusj-ve concept which covers all- aspects of

living as j.t is experienced by the individual (Solomon et

â1 ., 1980); the more or fess ttgoodtr or rrsatisfactory'l

character of people I s lives (Szalai and Andre\A¡s, 1980) ; an

evaluation of the gratification which people derive from the

degree to which their material and mental needs are actually

satisfied (Bestuzhev-Lada, 1980); and as a global- sense of

weLl-being which depends on personal- characteristics and

objective and subjective factors (Lehrnan, 1983).

ft has been stated that a personrs existential- state,

wel-l-being, and satisfaction with l-ife is determined by

sublective factors and objective factors (Andrews and

Withey, L976; Blishin and Atkinson, 1980; Szalai and Andrew,

1980) " The objective considerations termed rrexogenous

factors" by Szalai and Andrews (1980) include wages, housing
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etc. / \,vhereas subjective considerations (rrendogenous

factorsrr) are the personrs perception and assessment of the
objective considerations and of him/herserf (szal-ai and

Àndrews, 1980). The interaction of the objective and

subjective factors determj_nes the quality of Iife.
when looking at the quality of rife of people in the

community, many studies have examined only the objective
areas, such as housing conditions (Bestuzhev-Lada, 19go;

Verwayen, 1980), qual-ity of clothing, food and physical
environment (Bestuzhev-Lada, LgBO), popuration variabl_es

such as social status, mobility, health, education and

participation in the community (zapf, l-9BO), or mortality
rates, pêr capita Gross Nationar product, life expectancy,

homicides and so on (Scheer, ISBO) .

However, Ìooking at the subjective percepti-ons of
individuals to gain a measure of general life satisfaction
is another way of measuring the quality of life (Brishin and

Atkinson, 1980; Craft and Craft, 1979¡ Lehman, I9B3).

Various researchers have looked at satisfaction as a measure

of the qual-ity of rife but the same areas of satisfaction
have not arways been examined. rndicators of quarity of
l-ife have been variously defined as satisfaction with farnily
and interpersonal- relationships (Bestuzhev-Lada/ 19g0,.

HedJ-ey, Dubin, and Traveggia, 1980; Minor, Bradburn and

Schaeffer, 1980); with leisure (Hedley et aI., 19g0; Minor

et gf., 1980; Scheer, T98O); financial situation (BIishin
and Atkinson, 1980; Minor et â1., 19BO); and with employment

(Bestuzhev-Lada, ]-SBO; Hedley et al., 1980; Minor et a1.,
1980). The main areas that are considered important in
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detérmining a good quality of life have been more broadÌy

defined as including remaining alive and heal-thy, havinq a

suitable place to Iive, enjoying leisure time, and receiving

an education that provides preparation to face the problems

of life (Scheer, 1980), or as the availabil-ity of means for

the satisfaction of human needs (McCaIJ-, I975).

Minor, Bradburn and Schaeffer (1980) considered that,

although the number of domains that potentiall-y contribute

to l-ife satisfaction is endless, there are seven domains

that cover the major domains in which individuals seek

satisfaction, for North Americans at least. Four of these

domains (interpersonal relationships, especially familial

and marital; feisure activities; financial status; and work

situation) are significant aspects of alI adult Iives and

Minor et aI. considered that these areas make the major

contrj-bution to overall- satisfaction ratings. However,

three other domains (residential environment; affective

states; and physical health) were also felt to be ì-mportant.

Minor et aI. sampled 4,883 North Americans (USA) from

various socioeconomic status levels and from a variety of

employment areas. They found that the seven domains

accounted for 30å of the variance in life satisfaction and

that the largest correlation coefficients between the

satisfaction factor and the domains v/ere the variables for

satisfaction with leisure, finances and work. These seven

variabl-es \^/ere found not to define independent life areas

and their contributions to the structure of life

satisfaction !,/ere not unique. The authors proposed that the

model- \,vas able to explain variation in life satisfaction by
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'rcombinations of evaluations in specific life domainsil

(Minor et aI., 1980, p. I3O). fn other words, they sought

to explain differences in life satisfaction by differences

in the scores recej-ved on each of the domains rather than by

comparinq a score on a specific domain with its evaluation;

(i.e. such as the nature of work performed and satisfaction

with work). fn thj-s way the authors felt that the structure

of Ìife satisfaction should be generalisabl-e across the USA

population.

Andrews and Withey (I97 6) f elt that a personrs or¡/n

perception of wel-1-being was a reasonable measure of quaJ-ity

of life as the promotion of well-being is a central goal of

most modern societies. They surveyed 5,422 individuals in

the USÀ, in six surveys over one and a hal-f years. Using a

structured interview, Andrews and l^lithey asked respondents

to rate on a seven-point scale how they feLt about various

areas of their lives. They found that people could and did

divide their lives into domains which, al-though these were

not isol-ated, I¿vere rr separate enough to be identified and

evaluated as a distinguishabJ-e part of Iiferr (Andrews and

Vüithey I 1-976 | p.11) . The domains found lvere: marriage;

health and physical condition; friends; job; religious

faith; local government and neighborhood. Andrews and

Withey found that the best predictor variables of overall-

well-being were feelings about sel-f-efficacy, farnily, money,

amount of fun, house/apartment, national- government, job,

health, spare time activities, things to do with farnilies,

consumer index, and time to do things. Al-l these things

accounted for 5OZ of the variance in overall well-being.
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Andrews and Withey found that sex, race, âge, education,

family income, and famiJ-y ì-ife-cycle stage \ivere poor

predictors of well-being. Thus, it is important to measure

the subjective feelings of people, since purel-y objective

measures of their living conditions rnay not adequately

reflect their feel-ings about Iife.

Other large studies of feelings of satj-sfaction have

found that feelings about life as a whoLe can be related to

specific l-ife domains, such as national government, work,

non-working activities, marriage, farnily Iife, friendships,

health and physical- condition (CarnpbeJ.J., Converse and

Roqers, I976) and financial situation (Blishin and Atkinson,

1980; Campbell et â1., I976). Blishin and Atkinson (1980)

found that age and income independently did not have much

significance for satisfaction. However, there was a larger

reLationship between income and satisfaction with present

f inancial- situation.

Applications of Quality of Life: Studies of Community

Placenents:

Improvement of quality of life is seen as J-mportant, both

for the so-cal-led rrnormal" popuJ-ation and for those with

physical, intelLectual, or emotional difficulties. However,

the majority of research into the outcome of ptacement of

people with intellectual disabilities from institutions to

communj-ty has been into variables which are more properly

regarded as population variables, ey objective measures of
quality of life. It is also irnportant to measure the

quality of life of an individual from the individualrs point
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of view (Landesman-Dwyer, 1981, Schalock/ Harper and Carver,

1981) , rather than from an external viewpoint only. There

has been Iittle research that has addressed the subjective

factors, oy l-ife satisfaction, of deinstitutionalised people

(Seltzer, 1981; Seltzer, Sherwood, SeJ-tzer, and Sherwood,

l98l) and yet Iife satisfaction is perhaps the most

important outcome measure of residential- placement (Heal- and

Laidlaw, 1980; Lehman, 1983; Zusman and Slawson, I981). An

indj-vidual measure of satisfaction has advantages over other

methods of evaluation as there have been confl-icting

research outcomes from quality of l-ife studies which involve

objective factors, such as when the residences thernsel-ves

are rated (Lakin, Bruininks, and Sigford, 1981).

lr/hen objective and subjective factors have been

measured, high correlations between them have been found.

For example, Lehman, Inlard and Linn (1982) studied the

quality of l-ife, using both subjective and objective

measures, of 278 psychiatric patients, ranging in age from

18 years to 65 years, Iiving in board and care homes

Lehman et aI. found a hì-gh correl-ation between the two kinds

of measures. For example, they found that those residents

who had rooms of their ohrn, or somewhere to go for privâcy,

and who had social rel-ationships within the home v,/ere more

sati.sfied with their l-ives than those who did not.

Interestingly, Lehrnan et al. found that those who had more

autonomy and more leisure activities v/ere not more satisfied

than those who had less autonomy or fewer leisure

activities. This, it should be noted, is contrary to the
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prediction that wouLd foll-ow from the principle of

normalisation.

A single subjective or objective measure alone does not

adequately explain al-1 the variance in well-being. Lehman

(1983) found that objective factors (incJ-uding living

situation, family, social, social relationships, Ieisure,

work, sâfety, finances and health) could expLain about 492

of the variance in the global- weÌl-being of ex-psychiatric

patients. However, when the personrs own view (their

satisfaction with Iife) was added, this figure doubì-ed,

indicating that it is important to include both objective

and subjective factors when evaluating quality of l-ife.

BIau (1,977 ) studied psychiatric patients and asked thern

to select vari-abl-es which they felt h/ere of importance in

determining the quality of Iife. The patients selected ten

variabLes: working, lei-sure, eating (enjoying food) ,

sleeping, social contact, earning, loving, environment and

sel-f-acceptance. BIau then used these variabl-es to develop

a self-report, Likert-type scal-e which could be used to

measure perceived changes in a personrs quali-ty of life as

he/she progressed through treatment.

A few researchers have examined satisfaction with Iife

from the viewpoint of peopJ-e with intel-lectual disabilities

who have been placed from institutions into community

settings. Usjng a field-observation method, Edgerton and

Bercov j-ci ( l-976) foJ-lowed up 30 cases ( from an original-

sampl-e of 48) who had left the institution ten years

p::eviousJ-y. Edgerton and Bercovici found that the people

they studied had a vital interest in enjoying life and that
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recreational- interests, leisure time, friends and family

dominated their l-ives more than interests in work/ \¿vorry

about the stigma of being handicapped, oF rrpassing" as

frnormalrr. Edgerton and Bercovici also found that 12 v/ere

happier than they had been ten years â9o, seven were about

the same, six \^/ere less happy, and one \,{as not sure. When

15 of this group v/ere studied again ten years l-ater

(Edgerton, Bollinger and Herr, I984) | these individuals were

still determined to enjoy life and felt that they could

manage. Based on tape-recorded interviews and fiel,d notes,

the researchers rated each individual- on a 7-point scale in

the areas of tife satisfaction, sociaJ- competence, Iife

stress, relative dependence on benefactors, qualj-ty of life,

and degree of improvement in life circumstances over the

l-ast ten years. They found that for five in the sample,

satisfaction with Iifestyì-e \^/as rated as poor, with more bad

than good aspects, one person \^/as given an arnbivalent rating

and three \^/ere given good life satisfaction ratings, and

four had excell-ent or wonderful ratings.

The results of the Edgerton and Bercovici study also

showed that community adjustment was relatively independent

of vocational success and that therefore peopl-ers success in

the community should not be judged on the basis of whether

they are empJ-oyed or not, nor on how competent they are.

Edgerton and Bercovicj- found that competence and

independence v/ere Less vital to the peopJ-e that they studied

than a sense of confj-dence and a subjective sense of

well-being, which often differed from the observerrs

j udgement.
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SimiJ-arly, McDevitt, Smith, Schmidt and Rosen (1978)

found that subjective criteria were more important than

overt behaviours. In a study of 18 people witfr mild to

borderline intellectual disabilities J-iving in the

comrnunity, they found that the residents could not have been

said to have adjusted to community life purely on the

grounds of behavioural competencies (e.9. many had limited

knowledge of their financial- status and how to budget, few

took part in community activities or used community

resources, most had few social interactions and were more

isolated than would have been expected in a nonhandj-capped

population). However, in terrns of their personal-

satisfaction they had adjusted well and none of the peopl-e

interviewed wished to return to the institution.

In their study of 45 handicapped couples, Craft and

Craft (L979) also found that, in social and material terms,

the quality of l-ife experienced by many of the couples was

not enviabLe. However, many hrere satisfied with thej-r

J-ifestyJ-es. Similarly, Passfield (1983) found that, aJ-though

the intellectual-Iy disabled people he studied reported some

negative aspects about their current livi-ng situation, there

hras a generaJ- satisfaction with their home. These results

reinforce the view that, when eval-uating the lifestyle of a

person with an intel-lectual disabiJ-j-ty, it is important to

rook at his/her viewpoint, rather than imposing the

subjective rating of the researcher as to how good the

lifestyle appears to be.

However, although residents may express general-

satisfaction with their current residential placement, there
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is sometimes aÌso a desire to change oners l-iving

accommodation. For exarnpì-e, 252 of the residents in the

Passfiel-d study wanted to move to another pÌace, although

they had expressed satisfaction with the current placement;

a variety of reasons v¿ere gj-ven, incl-uding wanting to live

more independently and missing friends. Bj-renbaum and Re

(I978) found simil-ar resul-ts when they restudied a group of

42 ex-resj-dents of an institution, from an original group of

63, who had remained in the community for four years. It

\^/as found that attj-tudes to community placement had remained

favourable but that dissatisfaction was mentioned more

readily during these later interviews. Things complained

about i-ncluded fighting among residents and lack of

independence. Nonetheless, even if residents were not fully

satisfied with their Iiving arrangements or fel-low

residents, they felt at home. Horlrever, despite feeling at

home, 572 wanted to move from where they lived, with about

hal-f of these wanting to move to more independent settings.

Kregel-, Wehman, Seyfarth, and Marshall- (1986) studied

300 young adults living in the community with respect to

satisfaction with placement. Over three-quarters of the

residents responded to a muì-tipl-e-choice question regarding

satisfaction as being very satisfied or somewhat satisfj-ed

with their lives. Fifteen percent v/ere dissatisfied and 4Z

were very dissatisfied wj-th their l-ives, the most

frequently reported problems being lack of work skills,

transportation problems and Ìack of money. Other reported

problems included loneliness, Iack of leisure activitj-es,
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difficulties in making friends, inappropriate behaviour, and

health problems.

Simil-ar probJ-ems were reported by ex-residents of a

state school studied by Gollay, Freedman, Wyngaarden and

Kurtz (1978). The most frequentÌy rnentioned aspect of

residential living concerned social relationships with other

peopJ-e, with more than 80å disliking the people with whom

they Iived. The next most frequently mentioned aspect was

the degree of freedom and independence, and then social and

recreational interests. Gollay et al. found that goeo of

those remaining in the community liked their current Iiving

situation; (the 10U dissatisfaction rating was consistent

with an B.2Z dissatisfaction rating reported by a national

census of the US popuJ-ation in 1975). However, satisfaction

with Ìiving placement was not incongruent with wanting to

move on, as more than 332 of the residents interviewed said

that they would prefer to live elsewhere, usually in a more

independent setting.

Sel-tzer and Sel-tzer (I978) studied 70 nild to

borderline intel.l-ectual-ly disabled people who had been

living in the community for four years in a wide range of

placernents, on aspects related to satisfaction with work and

resident j-aI pJ-acements. Satisfacti-on was f ound to vary

between placements, with the most satisfied living in

independent apartments and the l-east satisfied among those

who had returned to the institution. The latter group also

tended to have more behaviour problems than those who had

remained in the community. The relationship between type of

placement and satisfaction was not linear, in that those in
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semi-independent living apartments were not as highl-y

satisfied as the researchers expected, while those j-n foster

homes r^/ere more satisf ied than the researchers expected.

This l-ed Sel-tzer and Seltzer to the concÌusion that amount

of independence given to residents is not the sole criterion

for satisfaction. Satisfaction with the physical setting

r¡ras the single most important criterion used by the

intellectual-Iy disabled adults in evaluating the relative

desirability of their residences. Those who l-ived in houses

that were kept clean and in good condition, who were given

more responsibifity for household tasks, and who

participated in more community activities, r¡/ere most

satisfied with the physical setting. Most of the residents

interviewed were satisfied with their work places, although

successful workers in workshops fel-t that they r,vere

underpaid. Of those who were unemployed, some were bored

but all but one said that their lives \^/ere better in the

community as compared to the institution.

Seltzer (1981) al-so found that there was a positive

relationship among the members of his sample between

feelings of satisfaction and relevant aspects of the

residential environment. Satisfaction with in-house

responsibilities was higher when formal- skill- traì-ning was

provided by staff and satisfaction with autonorny was higher

when the actual autonomy afforded in the residential

environment was irigh. only satisfaction with social

relationships was not related to aspects of the residential

environment. fntagliata, Crosby and Neider (1981) also
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found that satisfaction with the community vras drawn from

relationships with other people.

HaIpern, Nave, Cì-ose and Nelson (f986) studied 257

moderately to borderLine intellectually disabled cl-ients in

commun j-ty placements. They proposed a f our-dimensional,

model of evaluatj-on of community adjustment. This included

three objectively measured factors social support or

safety (minor or major abuse and social support), occupation

(empJ-oyment status, income after housing, integration with

non-intel-Iectuall-y disabled peopf e) , and residential-

environment (access to services, residentiaL comfort,

neighborhood qualitt, as well as the subjectj-ve measure of

satisfaction (programme satisfaction, self-satisfaction,

overall, satisfaction) . Halpern et a1. measured overalÌ

satisfaction with a 40-item questionnaire which assessed

satisfaction with the four proposed life domains (ernployment

status, resj-dential environment, support and safety, and

self-satisfacti-on). A factor analysis revealed that the

questions loaded onto the four proposed domaj-ns and that the

level- of association between the factors was quite low. The

only exception to this was the satisfaction factor which

correlated significantly with residential environment (.41)

and with support/ safety (.6r). HaJ-pern et aI. fel-t that

research could continue to refine measures in each domain

and tiris would simplify the task of outcome measurement.

However, there are problems with many of the studies or

questj-onnaires used to date. Few present reliabil-ity or

validity data or show that they have taken into account the

difficul-ties j-nvolved in interviewing intellectuall-y
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disabÌed peopì-e when constructing the questionnaire. (This

issue will- be discussed in more detail in the foJ-l-owing

chapter). Rather researchers use the questionnaire as part

of the research without first investigating its psychometric

properties.

One exception to this is the Heal- and Chadsey-Rusch

(1985) survey of satisfactj-on among former residents of

institutions no\^/ Iiving in the community. HeaL and

Chadsey-Rusch interviewed 38 residents J-iving in apartments

and an intermediate care facility that cared for 58 people.

They used a 50-item Residential Satisfaction Scale that had

been used by previous researchers. After testing for

test-retest and inter-rater reliability the scale was

rnodified to a 29-j-tem scale called the Lifestyle

Satisfaction ScaIe. This scale also includes a sub-scale

designed to measure acquiescence (a tendency to say "y".tt
regardless of question content). The scale consists of four

sub-scales: Community Satisfaction (nine items), Friends and

Free Tirne Satisfactj-on (six items) ; Satisfaction with

Services (seven items), and General Satisfaction (five

items). A single Job Satisfaction item is also incÌuded.

Heal and Chadsey-Rusch found that the four major

subscales had such hiqh inter-correlations that they could

not be said to be measurj-ng greatJ-y different constructs.

However, their j-ntercorrelations were much l-ess than their

reLiabilities, suggesting that the subscales had some

uniqueness and were not merely measuring the same thing.

HeaI and Chadsey-Rusch also found, when comparing facility

types, that the apartment Cwellers were more satisfied with
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their facility and community environment and their general

lifestyJ-e than those in intermediate care facj-lities. The

residents did not differ in their satisfaction with friends,

comrnunity services, their jobs, oy in their acquiescence.

Heal and Chadsey-Rusch felt that they had established the

reliabiJ-ity and val-idity of the scales but their sampJ-e was

small and heterogeneous and further research with a larger

and wider group of people is needed.

Seltzer, M. (1984) has al-so studied the satisfaction of

intellectuaJ-Iy disabl-ed people in the community, using a

demonstrably reliabÌe questionnaire. Seltzer vr'as concerned

to measure the subjective experience of work not availabl-e

by way of observational- neasures, since she considered this

to be an important cornponent of satisfacti-on. Each subject

\Âras interviewed using the Job Description fndex, rnodified

from a self-report measure to a structured interview

requiring rrYesrr, rrNorr or rrNot Surerr ans\^¡ers. fn addition to

the questionnaire, sarnple members l¡/ere asked to respond to

several open-ended questions and to rate their overall

satisfaction on a five-point scal-e (which consisted of

representational drawings of five faces ranging from a scowl

to a broad snile). Seltzer found that sampJ.e members who

experienced downward mobility (i.e. who had previously held

competitive jobs but were no!,/ unemployed) v/ere less

sat-isfied than tirose who were not downwardly mobiÌe. In

addition, it was found that sample members who were more

satisfied with their tasks at work were more sel-f-confident

and fel-t that leisure time activities \¡/ere more satisfying.

Those who were more dissatisfied with their tasks at work
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\^/ere more Iikely to say that they wanted competitive jobs.

Task dissatisfaction was the major aspect related to seeking

other employment. More communj-cation between employer and

employee was found to be related to a higher degree of

satisfaction with supervision.

Setzer al-so examined the relationships between

satisfaction with co-workers and satisfaction with pay with

other aspects of the lives of those participating in the

study. She found that those who were satisfied with their

co-workers seemed to be happier in general, more

self-confident and optimistic, J-iked thej-r housemates more,

and were more successful in their residential pl-acements

than those who were not satisfied with their co-workers. It

seemed that those who were more satisfied had better social-

skill-s. I^Iith respect to satisfaction with pay, those who

$rere more competent workers tended to feel that their pay

\^/as too l-ow, whil-e those who were l-ess competent were more

satisfied with their pay. It was also found that overal-I

satisfaction was related to satisfaction with tasks,

satisfaction with co-workers, and satisfaction with

supervisors, but was not related to satisfaction with pay

and with promotionaÌ opportunities. Thus, the most

important things related to work satisfaction included the

content of the work and the interpersonal- cl-imate of the

work setting"

The fact that the subjective satisfaction of the

persons being studied often differs from an observerrs

judgement about how welì- a person is managing, Ieads to a

dilemma as to whose assessment ( in terms of community
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adjustrnent) should be valued rnost that of the

observer/evaluator, or that of the individual. Edgerton and

Bercovici (r976) felt that a dil-emma had been posed because

researchers I criteria of adjustment tend to emphasise

competence and independence while the intellectually

disabled people themselves emphasise personal satisfaction.

Edgerton (I975) stated that it should be remembered

that there are many culturally acceptable Iifestyles in

society and peopLe with intel-lectual disabilitj,es usually

establish one that is satisfying to them. The tendency to

impose a rigid view, that there is onì-y one culture and that

normalisation should be judged by middl-e class standards, is

faulty. Peopl-e with intellectual disabilities do not

necessarily come from middle class backgrounds or Iive

middle-cl-ass Iifestyles and they should not then be rated on

how weÌI their current pJ-acement or ì-ifestyle adheres to

middle-cl-ass standards of what is acceptable (Edgerton,

1975). If the principJ-e of normalisation is to be taken

literally, then the views of peopJ-e with intell-ectual

disabilities should be given greater weight when evaJ-uating

whether or not the placement is satisfactory than personal

cornpetencies, or objective measures of the envj.ronment.

The present study, to be described in Chapter 3, is an

attempt to develop a questionnaj-re that can be used to

measure the satisfaction of people witrr intellectual-

disabilities with their lifestyle. The questionnaj-re has

been designed to be suitable for use with peopl-e who are

either J-iving semi-independently in the comrnunity or who are

stiLl living within an institutional setting. Previous
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research has shoh/n that while many intellectual-ly disabled

peopl-e living in the community may be living in impoverished

circumstances, many are happy with their current residential
placements, although they tend to report difficul-ties such

as arguments with other residents in the placement and with

making friends. Few researchers have compared the

satisfaction level.s of former residents of insti-tutions, no\^/

living in the community, with a comparable group of people

stj-II living within an j-nstitution. With the current

emphasis on movement of people from institutions to

community placements, it is irnportant to test whether those

Iiving in the community are indeed more satisfied than those

remaining in the institution. This research was designed to
test whether, in fact, former residents of an institution
living in the community are more satisfied than those

remaining in the institution. The community units were

developed by the institution to be smaII, homelike, and

integrated into the community and the rrsuccessrt of these

pJ-acements will be tested in terms of the satisfaction level
of the residents. It was predicted that those in the

smaller community placements would be more satisfied than

those remaining in the institution. The development of the

questionnaire and the model- of quality of life upon which it
has been based wj-lt be presented in the foll-owing chapter.
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CHÀPTER THREE

CoNSTRUCTTNG THE QUESTTONNATRE

Studies examining the Quality of Life of nondisabled

populations have a"^$t.-ted that relevant variables fal-I
L

into two broad areas; i)objective factors that are

observable and easily measured; and ii) subjective factors

that are measured by self-report. Applying these two

concepts to the l-iterature on Quality of Life with

i-ntel-Iectuall-y disabled people, it can be seen that such

studies also fall into one or other of the two broad areas.

Thus, there are those studies that have measured chanqes in

adaptive behaviour, quality of the residential climate, use

of comrnunity resources and so on i.e. studies that have

examined the objective, or observable component of Quality
of Life; and there are those that have l-ooked at how the

person hirn/herself feel-s about his/her l-ife i.e studies

that have examined the subjective cornponent of Quality of

Life. However, the bulk of the research is concerned with

the first area and very few studies have investigated the

subjective aspect of the Quality of Iife of people with an

intellectual disability Iiving in either community or

institutional settings. while it is important to study the

objective factors, it is equally important to examine a

personrs subjective feelings in order to develop a measure

of rrsuccessrr of a given program at the leveL of the

individual (Landesman, 1986). For the purpose of this study
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the subjective factor is taken to mean the individualrs

satisfaction with his/her partj-cular tifestyle - meaning

satisfaction with: residential placement; work placement;

use of le j-sure time; f inancial status; interpersonal-

relationships; physical health; and with him/herself

(seJ-f-esteem) .

These seven areas conform to the model proposed by

Minor, Bradburn and Schaeffer (1980) to explain the Quality

of Life of nondisabJ-ed persons. Minor et al-. considered

interpersonal relationships (especial-l-y familial and marital-

rel-ationships), Ieisure actj-vities, financial status and

work situation to be significant aspects of all adult Ìives,

with three other domai-ns of residential environment,

affective states and physical health al-so being seen as

infl-uential- in determining judgements about l-ife

satisfaction. These broad areas are appì-icable to persons

with intellectual disabil-ities, with only minor modification

required to the content of the areas to make them more

applicabl-e to the lifestyl-es and Iiving situation of people

with an intellectual- disability.

!,lhen devising the questionnaire to measure the seven

aspects of satisfaction with life it proved necessary to

dj-vide the seven scales into sub-areas. With respect to the

residential placement scale, the literature review showed

in the home, privacy, autonomythat social-

within the home, and Location of the Ìrorne coul-d affect

satisfaction. The scal-e was therefore divided into the

sub-areas for satisfaction withi the physical environment of

the house, both externally and internally; social- aspects of
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the house lived in; the staff with whom residents had dail-y

interactions; in-house responsibil-ities for tasks of daily

J,iving; and the rules and restrictions that existed in the

house.

With respect to employment, research revlewed has shown

that satisfaction with work placement could be determined by

satisfaction with the physical- aspects of the building and

working conditj-ons in the building, satisfaction with the

tasks under taken at work, satisfaction with interactions

with other workers and staff, and satisfaction with the

amount of pay received for work.

Leisure time generally consists of two parts; general

leisure time after work and on weekends; and holidays from

work and the satisfaction with Leisure Time scale was

therefore divided accordinqly.

Satisfaction with financiaÌ status has qeneralJ-y been

seen in the l-iterature as generaì- satisfaction with the

amount of money avail-able to be spent and the way that one

spent it.

Regarding interpersonal relationships, the Iiterature

review showed that satisfaction with relationships with

other people with whom one shared accommodation,

satisfaction with rel-ationships with friends; and

satisfaction with relationships with oners f amiì-y were

important sub-areas.

Satisfaction with physical health and self-esteem !üere

not divided into smaller categories but were treated as

general scales when devising the questionnaire.
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of Quality of Life adopted for

presented in Figure 1. DetaiÌs

the purpose of

about the

The model

this study is

developrnent of

follow.

the Resident Satisfaction Questionnaire

Selection of Response Format:

The selection of the response format is especially important

when interviewing peopl-e with an intel-Iectual disability.

According to Wyngaarden (1981), who interviewed 440 former

residents of institutions in the US, people with

intellectual disabilities are valid sources of information

and, in any case, in some instances they are the only

appropriate source. They are the only ones who can tell how

satisfied they are with their particular J-ifestyle and an

investigation into the adequacy of comrnunity placernents

would be of limited val-ue without the incl-usion of the views

of the peopì-e under study (FJ-ynn, 1986). However, while

people with an intellectual disabiJ-ity are increasingly

being involved in decision making and being encouraged to

speak for themseLves, it is irnportant that the validity of

their responses be exarnined (Sigelman, Budd, Spanhel, &

Schoenrock, 1981a).

Issues that are relevant to the interviewing of

nondisabled populations are as rel-evant to interviewing

people with an intellectual disability. It has been shown

that chil-dren or adul-ts with low intellect or of low

educational background are particul-arly susceptible to

response biases. For example, Rosen, Clark and Kivitz

(T977 ) found that chil-dren with an intellectual- disability
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displayed more acquiescent and compliant behaviour than

nonintellectual-Iy disabled children of the same age. Even

persons from good educational- backgrounds may tend to

acquiesce on particul-ar types of questionnaires. For

example, Ray and Pratt (I979) found that Austral-ian Army

conscripts and officers \^/ere susceptible to acquiescence on

a measure of Conservatism. Although the sample was

homogeneous, which rnay have contributed to the low internal-

reliability scores that r¡/ere found (Feather,1980) , this

hornogeneity did not rul-e out entireJ-y the possibility of

some acquiescent response set affecting the outcome.

Before formulating a questionnaire, literature

examining the effect of types of questions on the

responsiveness and reliabitity of peopJ-e with an

intellectual disability was reviewed. Sj-geÌman and his

coJ-leagues (Si-gelman, Budd, Spanhel- and Schoenrock, 198la;

Sigelman, Budd, Spanhel, and Schoenrock, 1981b; Sigelman,

Budd, Winer, Schoenrock, and Martin, T982¡ Sige1man,

Schoenrock, Spanhel-, Hromas, Winer, Budd, and Martin, 1980;

Sigelman, Schoenrock, Budd, Winer, Spanhel, Martin, Hromas,

and Bensberq, 1983; Sige1man, Schoenrock, Winer, Spanhel,

Hromas, Martin, Budd, and Bensberg, 1981; Sigelman, Novak,

HeaI and Switzky, 1980) have examined the responses of

intell-ectual-l-y disabled peopÌe to a variety of different

types of questions. Their studies have invol-ved, in total,

180 community and institutionalJ-y based cliildren and adul-ts

ranging from profound to mil-d leveLs of intell-ectual-

disability. A summary of results follows, from studies

examining the use of four different types of questions,'
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Yes/No, Either/Or, Multiple Choice and Open-ended Questions.

Yes/No Questions:

Yes/No questions were found by Sigelman et af. (1983) to be

the easiest type of question for intellectually disabled

people to ans\der (with the exception of some questj-ons which

required subjective responses). Yes/No questions requi-red

Little in the way of verbal behaviour on the part of the

person, other than a nod or shake of the head, and could

thus be used with people having poor l-anguage skills.

Test-retest reliabitity of these questions \t/as hiqh, with

the same response being made a week apart. However, the

predominant type of response consistency (or reliability)

r,¡/as found to be answering rrysstt both times (8 of the 12

questions), Ieading the researchers to conclude that the

test-retest reliability may have been infl-ated by a bias

towards a positive response. Thus, high reliability is not

necessarily evidence that the response was val-id, in the

sense that such responses may not agree with responses to

the same questions from significant others (i.e. a parent or

caregiver) (Sigel-man, Schoenrock, Winer, Spanhel, Hromas,

Martin, Budd, and Bensberg, I9Bla) . To examine this issue

Sigelman et al. (1981a) looked at the consistency of

responding to alternative questions on the same topic and

compared the responses with inforrnation provided by

significant others.

There are two probl-ems with using these approaches to

validity. one is that people may respond consi-stently but

stiLl- not reveal the truth; and the other is that lack of
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agreement with an external person cannot necessarily be

taken to indicate that the intellectualry disabled person is

wrong. Ho\n/ever, both measures will- provide some evidence of

response validity.

The researchers found that there was poor consistency

between responses to oppositery worded questions on the same

topi-c and that many of the subjects'responses did not match

with the responses of significant others. They felt that

acquiescence negated the val-ue of Yes/No questions and

showed that a number of subjects, especialry in the severely
j,ntellectually disabled group, agreed to questions which

\^/ere crearly incorrect (e.g. respondents gave rryest ansr¡/ers

to such questions as: rrAre you Chinese?rr, rrÀre you a school

bus driver?"). Sigelman et aI. (1981a) concluded that

acquiescence was rnost infl-uentiar when the person failed to

understand the question, ot when the correct ansrver was not

known. Hov/ever, the researchers al_so found that

acquiescence h¡as not always found on yes/no questions.

Sigelrnan et al-. (1983) al-so found that intellectually

disabl-ed peopì-e are more J-ikeJ-y to acquiesce when ,'yes" is

consistent with the socially desirabre response but not when

rrnorr appears to be social, Iy desirable. Acquiescence \^/as

found to be related to IQ, with those with lower Ie scores

acquiescing more than those with higher fes, but it was no

more likely in institutional than community samples

(SigeJ-man et al., 1980) . Despite the dif ficut-ties

encountered with the use of yes/no questions, it has been

argued that such questions can be used if adequate checks

for acquiescence (such as oppositely worded items
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scattered throughout the questionnaire and asking questions

that should properly be answered rrnort ) are built into the

interview (Heaì- and Chadsey-Rusch, 1985; SigeJ,man et âI.,

le83).

Either/or Questions:

Although either/or questions do not result in obvious

acquiescence, âs is evident with yes/no questions, a form of

response bias can affect the ans\^/ers. Sigelman et aI.
found a tendency for respondents, especially severely

intel-lectuatJ-y disabl-ed respondents, to choose the l_ast

alternative presented. Ho'øever, they also found that
responses to these questions in the either/or format were

confirmed more by significant others than was the case with
yes/no questions, leading to the conclusion that responses

by intellectually disabl-ed people to either/or questions are

more val-id than those to yes/no questions. Either/or
questj-ons h/ere also slightly harder for intelì_ectuaJ-J-y

dj-sabled peopl-e to ansh¡er than yes/no quest j.ons, in that
fewer people r,rere abl-e to respond, but the either/or forrnat

rn/as easier than multipJ-e choice or open-ended questions.

I'lultipte Choice Questions:

sigel-rnan et al-. asked respondents mul-tipre choice questions

with two different ansv/er formats. euestions were either
associated with discrete alternatives (e.g. ilDo you I j-ve in
a house, âD apartment building, a trailer house, or a

duplexrr) or questions requi.red quantit-ative responses (e.q.
rfHow many friends do you have: a J-ot, some , not many, oy
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none?r'). The researchers found that questions in both

f ormats hrere as dif f icult to anshrer as open-ended questions.

Tn addition they found that agreement between the

respondents and significant others was good for the discrete

alternative questions (77.92) but so low for the

quantitative questions (242) as to make their validity for

obtaining information from intel-l-ectualIy disabled people

highly questionable. The use of rnultiple-choice questions

was therefore not recommended in research with

intel-lectually disabLed peopÌe.

open-Ended Questions:

Sigelrnan, Budd, Winer, Schoenrock and Martin (l-982) asked

respondents open-ended questions that required factual and

non-factual, ansv/ers. They found that open-ended questions

were unanshrerable by many persons and that supplementing

such questi-ons with clarifying questions and probes for
additional information only served to increase response

biases and a tendency to over-report. SigeJ-man et al-.

(f983) found that when open-ended questions \^/ere used,

agreement rates between significant others and the

respondents were low, even on factual, statements, al-though

outcome varied according to the type of questj,on asked, with

questions involving time, money and number concepts being

rnost difficult. When ì-ooking at the results of quest-ions

which asked respondents what they would like to do or learn,

the researchers found that most aqreement between the

respondent and siqnificant others was because both the

client and the significant other did not mention a
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particul-ar category. These types of open-ended questions

were found to yield l-ittle information.

In addition to the resul-ts presented above, Sigelman et

al. (1983) found that many of the respondents coul-d not

provide basic factual, information, such as name, birth date,

and address. They found that peopJ-e l-iving in the community

were no more likely to aqree with significant others than

those l-i-ving in institutions but that those wj-th higher IQs

v/ere more likely to agree with significant others than those

with lower IQs. However, this relationship was not strong

enougrh to be abl-e to allow the researchers to predict in

advance which intellectually disabl-ed personsr responses

would be valid.

This research has obvious inplications for the response

format chosen in the present study. For the Resident

Satisfaction Questionnaj-re to have general use as an

evaluation tool it should be useable with as wj-de a range of

peopJ-e with an intell-ectual- disability as possible. The

yes/no format is the easiest type of format to answer and

would therefore increase the range of persons able to be

interviewed. Either/or questions pose a difficulty in the

present context, since to provide two responses for each

question would considerabJ-y lengthen the questionnaire and

i-t was anticipated that this would Iead to problems of poor

concentration on the part of the respondents. In addit-ion,

it is very difficult to generate true al-ternatives to

questions that involve attitudes (Sigelman et âÌ., 1983).

Thus, it was decided to use yes/no questions as the format

in this questionnaire. Some open-ended questions \^/ere
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incl-uded, âs described bel-ow, but only to provide

information additional to that sought by other means, and

responses to these were not analysed statj-stical-Iy or

included in the score on the questionnaire. However, the

difficulties with the yes/no format !{ere recognised and

steps hrere taken to reduce response bias. Following the

recommendations of HeaL and Chadsey-Rush (1985) and Sigelman

et a1. (1983), an introductory section with questions

designed to check for inappropriate responding (i.e.

questions which required the respondent to give a rrnorr

ansv¡er to be correct) !î/as included. rn addition, a number

of oppositely worded questions were scattered throughout the

questionnaire, âs a further check on those who passed the

initial screening.

Development of the Resident Satisfaction guestionnaire

(RSQ):

As developed, the RSQ consisted of five introductory
questions designed to test a tendency to acquiesce, followed

by 139 Yes/No questions subdivided into seven =".t". which

probed the individualrs satisfaction with residential
placement, work placement, Ieisure time, financial
situation, interpersonal relationships, physical health and

self-esteem. (The RSQ is presented as Appendix 1).

fntroductory Questions :

To pass the introductory section, the respondent was

required to give his/her name correctly and to correct

enquiries made by the tester that were in error j-n some vray

(e.9. rrls today (the wronq day) ?) . The interviewer
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also asked the respondent a clearly incorrect question to
test the strength of acquiescence (e.9. 'rAre you Chi-neserr?).

If respondents failed to pass this section the interviehr v/as

not continued.

Residential Placement :

Eight questions (1-8) deal-t r,¡ith the physical aspects of the

house, examining satisfaction with the neighbourhood, the

house lived in, personal space in the house and feelings of

safety. A further eight questions (9-1,6) dealt with the

social- aspects of living in a residential situation. These

examined satisfaction with peopJ-e with whom the

accommodation was shared, the number of people in the house,

and opportunities for privacy. Questions L7 to 24 dealt

with the resident's perception of the staff who worked in
the home, specifically satisfaction with the help received

and relationships with staff. Questions 25 to 3l- dealt with

in-house responsibilities - whether there !/ere enough,

whether people l-iked carrying them out, or if such

responsibilities took up too much time. Questions 32 to 39

dealt with the residentrs perceptions of the rules and

restrictions that applied - whether there were too many, if
frequent orders came from other peopl-e, and how much freedom

the resident had to make decisions.

Of the 39 questions, iterns I, 10, 11, 15, 19 , 22 , 28 ,

3A, 32, 34, and 38 came from SeLtzer and Sel-tzer (l-978),

with the others being devised by the author. At the end of
the rrYes/Nort questions there hrere eight open-ended

questions, with four (questions 40, 4I, 42, and 44) coming
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from Sel-tzer and Sel-tzer (I9'/B) and the others developed by

the author.

Fol-l-owing the open-ended questj-ons, five cartoon-type

faces depicting feelings ranging from very happy to very

unhappy, v/ere presented, from among which the residents had

to select the one that represented how they fel-t about

living where they v/ere. These faces and the instructions

associated with them r^/ere adapted from Seltzer and Sel-tzer

(l-978) and are illustrated bel-ow in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Illustration of cartoon faces of feelings.

Work Placement:

Six questions (1-6) dealt with the workersr satisfaction

with the physical- aspects of the work environment the

place and building in which they worked. Questions 7 Lo 12

dealt with tasks that workers \,ùere expected to do - whether

the jobs done \^/ere satisfying and interesting and if the

person would rather be doing other jobs. Questions 13 to 17

examined the workersr feel-ings about the people they worked

with - whether they liked them and how well- they got on with

them. Questions l-8 to 23 examined the workers I perceptions
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of the staff who worked with them,' how much they l-iked the

staff, hohr much the staff helped them, how easy they were to

get along with and whether they taught the workers enough.

The last four guestions (24 to 27), examined how the

workers' felt about pay recej-ved and specif icaJ-Iy whether

they received enough money for the work that they did.

At the end of the Yes/No questions there vrere three

open-ended questions (guestions 28 to 30) . Items 3, 4, 5, 9,

10, 15, 2I,24,25,29, came from Seltzer and Seltzer

(1978), with the other items being devised by the author.

Another set of five faces followed this section, the

instructions for which related to how the person felt about

the place where they hlere working.

Leisure Time:

Questions deal-t with how the person felt about his/her use

of leisure time. Questions 1 to 7 dealt with the use of

spare time - whether there was enough of it and whether

residents did enough things in their spare tirne. Questions

I, 3t 4, and 7 hrere adapted frorn Seltzer and Seltzer (l-978)

with the others devised by the author.

Questions 8 to A3, devised by the author, dealt with

use of leisure during holidays from work. The questions

examined whether residents fel-t that they had enough

holidays from work and if they did enough things in thern.

The five faces \4tere again presented, with instructions
relating to the use of leisure time.
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Financial Status:

Questions dealt with how satisfied the residents h¡ere with

their financial situation - whether they felt that they had

enough money to spend, and to what extent they v/ere

sati-sfied with their level- of involvement in decisions in

how they spent their money. Question B came from Seltzer

and Seltzer (T978) | the other ten questions being developed

by the author. The five faces were presented, with the

instructions now related to satisfaction with financial

status.

Interpersonal Relationships :

Nineteen questions in this section tested satisfaction with

three different sets of relationships: Questions 1- to 7

dealt with the people with whom he/she lived with, whether

these people were trusted and if the resident would choose

to live witn thern again. Questions I to 14 were aimed at

relatj-onships with friends, whether he/she had enough

friends and was abl-e to spend sufficient tirne with thern.

Questions l-5 to 19 deal-t with perceptions about

relationships with farnily - how often members of the family

v/ere seen and whether the respondent wished to see more of

them.

Questions I,2,3t 9, 11, and 15 in this scal-e came

from the Seltzer and Seltzer (1-978) questionnaire, with the

others sugqested by resul-ts of research encountered in the

Iiterature review.

The five faces were not presented at the end of this
scale nor the following two scales, because the format was
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not readily consistent with the use of these scal-es.

Physical Health:

Questions dealt with satisfaction with physical health,
whether he/she felt well most of the time, whether the

respondent worried about getting sick and whether any fears

or worries existed. The questions in this section s¡ere

suggested by the review of the literature.

SeIf Esteem:

The questions in this section $¡ere designed to a measure the

respondentrs self esteem and were adapted from the

Self-Eval-uation Scale (Cautela, Cautela, & Esonis, l-983).

Scoring the Resident Satisfaction Questionnaire:
Items hrere scored 1 if the ansr^/er was positive and O if the

ans\^rer \4ras negative, or if the respondent coul-d not give a

satisfactory answer to the question, or did not know the

answer. The total for each scale was the surn of scores on

all- items in that sca1e. Totals h/ere transformed into
percentage scores to permit cornparisons across scales. An

overal-l satisfaction rating on the RSQ was obtained by

adding the scores received for aII items and dividing the

number by the total of number of items in the questionnaire.

However, due to the structure of the questionnaire, this
procedure varied for two scales - the Residential- placement

Satisfaction scale and the Satisfaction with fnterpersonal

Relationships scale, since some of the items were used as an

internal measure of consistency of responding. Percentage
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scores were adjusted to account for duplication.

Àlthough there hrere other iterns within each scale that

\^/ere used to measure consistency of responding, these h/ere

reworded versions and it cannot be demonstrated that these

two forms of the question !ùere exact opposites. Therefore,

the scores for these items \,vere included in the total score

of the sca1e. The i-tems used to calculate consistency of

responding, in addition to the six items above, are listed

below:

Residential Placement Scale

Work Placement Scale

Leisure Time

Financial Status

Interpersonal- Relationships

Physical- Health

SeIf-Esteem

3, 9 & 15, 1g & 22,

and 33 & 37

3, I & 10, 13 & l_6,

and 24 &. 27.

3, and 10 & 13

3

4.and8&11,

2

13

ftems 1 &

25 & 30,

Items l- &

22 &. 23.

Items 1 &

Items 1 &

Items 1 &

Items 1 &

Iterns B &

Consistency of responding v/as measured using two different
formats. In the first, respondents had to answer both forms

of the question with the same response (i.e. Yes/Yes or

No/No). However, because a person coufd be consistent but

stil-l show acquiescence, a second format was used in which,

respondents had to re\.¡erse the direction of the response

required. Thus, in one version of such a question a rryesrr

response indicated a positive response but in the second

version of the same question the direction had been reversed
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so that a rrNorr response was required to maintain

consistency.

The Development of the Staff Questionnaire:

The staff questionnaire was developed to gain an independent

measure of residentst satisfaction and of the degree of

responsibility, autonomy, and decision making afforded

residents in their particular accommodation. (The Staff

Questionnaire is presented as Appendix 2)

The first section of the questionnaire dealt with staff
perceptions about the satisfaction of residents who were

being interviewed. Two (or in one case, three) questions

v/ere developed to measure staff responses in each of the

seven areas covered by the Resident Satisfaction

Questionnaire.

These were:

Satisfaction with

Satisfaction with

Satisfaction with

Satisfaction with

Satisfaction with

ReLationships

Satisfaction with

Satisfaction with

In addition,

sati-sfaction.

Residential Placement

Work Pl-acernent

Leisure Time

Financial Status

fnterpersonaÌ

Physical Health

Self -Esteern

questions I, 2

-Questions3&4

-Questions5&6

Questions I & 9

Questions 10 & 11.

Questions 12 tI3 |

1,4 & 19

Questions 15 & 16

Questions l-7 & 18

and 7 measured overal-l-

Staff rated the residentrs perceived satisfaction on a

five point scale, rangì-ng from very dissatisfied (-2) to

very satisfied (+2), with a neutral rating scored O. Scores
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from the two items in each section v/ere added together and a

total- score on al-l the subjective items was calcul-ated.

Scores from each of the seven sections and the total score

were then correlated with the appropriate sub-scale on the

Resident Satisfaction Questionnaire.

The second section of the Staff Questionnaire was

involved objective items, in order to examine the degree of

responsibil-ity, autonomy, and decision making permitted by

staff to residents, as outlined bel-ow.

Responsibility for performj-ng household tasks was

measured by Scale 20. For the 18 items in this section

staff indicated if each task was performed by the resident

alone, by the resident with assistance, or by staff a1one.

Degree of autonomy afforded residents v/as measured by

Scale 2a, consisting of 25 items. Staff stated whether

residents hrere all-owed to do the iterns listed at any time,

only with staff permission or at certain times, or not at

all-.

Degree of decision making that the residents were

allowed in the running of the househoLd was measured by

Scale 24, a 3O-itern scale. Staff j-ndicated if the person

alone made the decisions, if decisions vüere made by the

resident in consul-tation with others, oL if they \^/ere made

by staff al-one.

A1l three scales v¡ere adapted frorn a study by Packer

and Wright (1983), although the scoring system differed
slightly, each scale being scored on a three-point rating.
A score of 2 indicated that the resident performed the item

alone; that no restrictrons on the resident on that item
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existed; or that the person al-one made the decision for that
item. À score of 1 indicated that the resident performed

the item with some assistance; required staff perrnission to
perform an itern listed; or that decisions were made in
consultation with other residents or staff. A score of O

indicated either that the itern was performed by staff alone;

that the resident was not all-owed to perform the item at

all; or that the decision for that item was rnade by staff
al-one. A total score for each scale was obtained by sumrning

scores for individual items.

A member of staff familiar with the resident(s) in
question completed a guestionnaire for each of the residents

in the study. Thus, scores for an individual were

calcul-ated with respect to satisfaction with lifestyle (the

score on the RSQ), satisfaction as perceived by staff, and

for the degiree of responsibility, autonorny and decision

rnaking af forded the person.

Sections dealing with responsibility, decision making,

and autonomy wère adapted from the study by Packer and

Wright (1983) but those authors did not report reliability
coeffj-cients. Furthermore, the scales hrere considerably

altered from their original presentation, including the

development of the new first section, and needed to be shown

to be retiable in their new form. The issue of the

reliability of the staff questionnaire will- be addressed in
Study 2.
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CHÀPTER FOUR

ESTABLISHING RELIÀBILITY

The results of two studies are presented. The first
estimated the test-retest and inter-rater reliability
Resident Satisfaction Questionnaire (RSa). The second study

examined the test-retest and j-nter-rater reliability of the

Staff Questionnaire. Results frorn the Staff Questionnaire

and RSQ were compared to examine the external validity of

the latter.

STUDY 1

METHOD

Participants

Participants v/ere residents of a residential- organisation

caring for intellectual-Iy disabled adults. Thirty-three
residents were initial,ly selected to participate but two dÍd

not satisfactorily respond to the questions designed to test
for inappropriate acquiescence, âs described in Chapter 3,

and were not further interviewed. Of the 3l- remaining 19

lived in an institutional setting, six on a farm in a

setting regarded by the residential administrators as

intermediate between institutional and community living, and
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six in group homes in the community.

The institutional- settinq is l-ocated on the beach front

in one of the popular seaside suburbs of AdeÌaide, the

capital of South Austral-ia and a medium-sized city
(popuÌation 1 mill-ion) . The institution's campus is

surrounded by the l-oca1 comrnunity, is cl-ose to local shops

and easily accessed by public transport. At the time of the

study (1-987) the setting provided accommodation for 500

people in 15 single-storey houses, with the number of

residents in each house ranging from L4 people to a maximum

of 32 people. Participants from the institutional setting
r¡rere l-l- males and 8 females, ranging in age from 18 years 10

months to 36 years Smonths (mean:26 years 8 months, SD:5

years 8 months).

The intermediate setting is a unit, supervised for 24

hours each day, for 16 people living and working on a farm.

The farm is l-ocated in a popular hillside suburb, is no more

than 45 minutes drive from the centre of the city, and is

surrounded by community housing and new real--estate

subdivisions which are occurring on farm land recently sol-d

for property development. However, although not isolated

from the community, the farm is some distance from Local

shops and public transport to the area is irregular. Four

males and two females took part in the study from this

setting. Àges ranged frorn 30 years 10 rnonths to 50 years 2

months (mean:36 years 9 months, SD:7 years B months).

The group homes are scattered throughout the community

v¡ithin a radius of 10 kilometre from main campus of the

institution. Each home caters for 4 or 5 people who l-ive
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semi-independently. Staff are in attendance for about 60

hours per week to supervise morning and evening activities

but are not present at night. The arnount of supervision

received by each house varies, this being determined by

staff responsible for administering the programme of

community placement. There \"/ere e participants from the

group homes, of whom 2 were fernale and 4 male and whose ages

ranged from 28 years 7 months to 46 years 6 months (mean:36

years 1 month, SD:5 years 10 months). Descriptive data for
the three groups are summarised j-n Table 1 below.

All- of the individuals participating in the study had

been assessed as intellectually disabled prior to their

admission to the institution. The assessments hrere done by

either the state agency responsible for the care of people

with an intellectual disabili-ty or the state childrenrs

hospital. Because the assessments had been done, in some

cases many years previousJ-y, and by another organisation, IQ

TABLE 1: Description of Sample

N

SampIe Total MaIe Female Mean Age

Inst-itutional Setting

fntermediate Setting

Community Home Setting

19 l1

6 4

26yr 8m

36yr 9m

36yr 1m

ö

2

246
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scores \^/ere not avail-abte on all of the participants f il-es.

The general level of intellectual disability at admission

had been recorded as presented j-n Tabl-e 2 below.

There was a significant difference between the groups

with respect to age (F:9.44, N:31, p(.01), with participants
from the institutional setting being younger.

There v/as no difference between the sampÌes with

respect to sex (F<1.0). There s/as no difference bewteen the

groups with respect to IQ (X2:.24, d.f:2, p.O.05), with most

respondents falling in the mil-d and moderate ranges.

Participants left their places of residence during the

day - for ernployment in various supported (i.e. sheltered)

settings, for all but four, aged between 1g and 2I years of

TABLE 2z IQ Level

SampIe Borderl-ine

(71-85)

MiLd

(s6-70)

Moderate

(36-5s)

Severe

(<35)

Institutional

Setting

Interrnediate

Setting

Community Home

Setting

0991

1a

033

0

o

J
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â9€, who attended a Special School, located on the qrounds

of the institutj-onal property but administered separately by

the State Education Department of South Àustralia. Thirteen

of the participants \i,/ere employed in the Activity Therapy

Centres (ATCs) of the residential, organisation.l Eleven of

the participants \¡/ere employed in a variety of independent

work stations l-ocated on the main campus of the residential
organj-sation or on the farm. Residents in these positions

usually worked with a minimal amount of staff supervision or

on cornplicated machinery and received a higher rate of

remuneration for such work. These positions included

domestic work, working on the farm (in the dairy, piggery,

egg sheds, market garden, etc. ), maintenance work on the

buildings and property, and the laundry. The remaining

three participants worked in a craft co-operative which,

although attached to the Special School, v/as run as a work

place for students who had graduated from the school.

At the craft co-operative workers

made a variety of items, fron wooden groods through to woven

textiles. Income for the workers in this area came from

goods that h/ere sold to the public, and the amount received

night vary from week to week depending on the sal-es.

thæ ÆG trxr¡iiè s-I.Frytcd srplqnsrt tu r4l b 1æ Eeæfe in fârç b-rildirgs, with
ctistts KrC<inl nairùy cn cnhd \,oC< - fif{e crfüinl \^dl6 fu rfu råicle
üasnissjas, rortiirg ndjøl æecinur øtairsrs æn @Aþ Farts fr girkf,ø
qÉãrs.

1
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Procedure

Participants l^/ere asked by institutional staff if they

wished to take part in the study. If they agreed, the

author negotiated a time for an interview, to be held

generally in the evening after the person had returned home

from work. Participants h¡ere interviewed indivldually using

the RSQ described in Chapter 3 and presented in Appendix 1.

This was designed to evaLuate satisfaction with: (i)

residential placement, ( ii) work placernent, ( i j-i) leisure

time activities, (iv) financial status, (v) interpersonal

rel-ationships, (vi) physical health and (vii) self-esteem.

Most interviehrs hrere conducted in private in the

participantrs house, usually in a lounge room. However, if

no quiet or private place was available in the house then

the interviehr was conducted in an office located on the

institutional g'rounds. This was necessary for only seven of

the participants from the institutional setting.

Each partici-pant was read the following instructions,

adapted from Packer and l^Iright (1983):

rr I am here today to talk to you about the work I

am doilg a¡rd to ask you to help nre with this work.

I am irrtere-sted h talkirrg to you a¡rd other people

who live here about r,rihere you live and if you are

happy with tlre way tlrat you are living. I am

asking tl.ese questions because I want to fi¡rd out

wtrat is good about tJ:e place, as well as vÈrat

miqht be bad about it, ard to fi¡d out raihat you

want" Ttris wil-l help tJ.e people v¡tro rt¡n these

places ]c-rot^¡ hcn^¡ they can be nade better.
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Ttris is not a test. There are no right or $/rong

ans\¡/ers to the que.stions. I just want to fird out

hcnr you feel about thirrqs. I wilÌ not teII anyone

what you tel-l- me un1ess you want rne to.

If you woul-d rather not talk to rne you can say so

ncÃr./. ff there ar:e any questions that you do not

want to ârìsv/êF, then that is alright, jr¡st let nre

Ìsrcr¡¡. If you want to ask rne questions tl.en stop

uihenever you want ard ask them.rr None of the

parf.icipants el-ested not to conti:rue witl. the

i¡ten¡iew.

During the interview the 136 items in the RSQ were read to
the participant, the interviewer ticking the rrYesrr, ,tNott, or
rrNot Sure'r boxes according to the response. ff the

participant did not appear to understand the question it was

repeated. If the participant stil-l- did not understand the

question, it was paraphrased. I1, after this, the

participant appeared not to understand the question then the

interviewer ticked a rrNot Suretr response. ff an answer

contradicted a previous response then the question was

repeated (following Heal and Chadsey-Rusch, I985).

After the interview the interviewer thanked the

participant for his/her time and l-eft. Participants were

intervj-ewed again approximateJ-y seven days later, using the

same questionnaire. The longest tirne between intervj,eh¡s h/as

fourteen days in one case who had gone away on a camp.
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RESULTS

Item Test-Retest Reliabilities:

Reliability of the individual items in the RSQ was exarnined

by calculating the proportion of agreement between ansr¡/ers

to the same item on the two testing occasions. However, it

cannot be assumed that by chance alone agreement on each

occasion woutd be 5OZ, especiall-y as high agreement might be

obtained by people responding trygstr on both occasions. For

this reason, the statistic Kappa was caJ-cu1ated, as a means

of determining how much a qiven agreement fi-gure exceeds

what can be expected on the basis of chance. Chance

probability was calculated from the rnarginaLs of the 2x2

contingency table summarising the outcome on the two

occasions. The kappa statistic ranges from -l- to L, a

negative kappa indicating that disagreement is more 1ikely

than one hrould expect by chance, a kappa around zero

indicating that agreement is not different from what would

be expected by chance, and a large positive kappa indicating

consistency beyond chance probabil-ity. A large kappa is

very difficult to obtain when a question l-eads to a very

high proportion of rrYesrr responses on both occasions because

the odds of agreement by chance are high. An il-lustration

of the cal-cul-ation of kappa, üsing the resul-ts from itern 2

of the Residential PÌacernent Scale is illustrated in

Appendix 3.
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Criteria for fnclusion in Questionnaire:

According to Sigel-man, Schoenrock, Budd, I^Iiner, Spanhel,

Martin, Hromas, and Bensbergi (1983), the Kappa statistic

shoul-d not be used as the ultimate criterion of reliability.

If an item has a high proportion of agreement this indicates

that there is high reliability and that individuals are

saying the same thing on both testing occasj-ons,

irrespectj-ve of kappa. rf high proportion of agreement is
al-so associated with a high Kappa then this result can be

regarded as conclusive. Sirnilarty, where there is both low

proportion of agreement and a low Kappa, then the usefulness

of the item should be questioned. For the purpose of this

study, those questions which showed proportion of agreement

of .75 or more h¡ere accepted, while those questions which

received proportion of agreement scores of .64 or below hrere

deleted from the questionnaire. Items with between .65 and

.74 proportional agreement were scrutinised closely and

then, depending on the kappa score, v/ere either accepted or

rejected. Results are presented below for each section of

the questionnaire.

The Residential Placenent Scale:

The item proportion agreement and Kappa statistics for the

Residential- Placement Scale are presented in Table 3.

Proportion agreement ranged from .52 to 1. Two items (I2

and 18) were excl-uded from the scale cn the basis that they

had proportion agreement scores that hrere below .64. Items

14 and 22 had agreement scores between .64 and .75 and were

deleted from the questionnaire because of low kappa scores.



TABLE 3: Test-Retest reliability for satisfaction with residential- placement

Question

1. Do you like the area you live in?
2. Do you feel- safe in this suburb?
3. Is it a nice area to live in?
4. Is your house a nice place to live in?
5. Do you like your bedroom?
6. Do you feel- safe in this house?
7 . Woul-d you rather live in a dif ferent

area?
8. Wou1d you rather live in a different house?
9. Are the people you live with nice people?
10. Do too many people tive here?
11. Do you have enough chance to be al-one

if you want to be alone?
L2. Inloul-d you rather more people lived here?
13. Would you rather be living by yourself?
14. Would you rather less people lived here?
15. Do you l-ike the people you live with?
16. Vüoul-d you rather live with someone else?
17 . Do you l-ike the staff who work here?
l-8. Do you ge+- criticised unfairly by staf f
19. Do the staf f here heJ-p you with your

problems?
20. Do the staff here make you do too much?
2I. If you had a problem would the staff

here heJ-p you?
22. Do you think the staff pick on you?
23. Are the staff here hard to get along with?
cont..../

Yes/
Yes

902
8rZ

l-00å
942

100å
g7 9"

682
742
e7Z
352

8rz
262
7rz
552
942
772

1002
13z

772
LOZ

972
3Z

19z

No,/
No

oz
L3z

oz
oz
oz
6Z

19z
L6z

oz
482

6z
292
L9z
r6z

oz
L3z

oz
392

oz
652

oz
7I>"
522

Proportion
Àgree

.90

.94
t-

.94
t_

.93

.87

.90

.97

.83

.87

.55

.90

.7r

.94

.90
1

.52

.77

.75

.97

.74

.7I

Kappa

.7 8t

.61*

.67 **

.7 L* r,

.66***

.4r

.L2

.7 3***

.31

.67**

.09

.32

.07

.36*

+\¡\¡



Table 3 cont...

Question

24.

25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.

Would you like the staff here to teach
you more things?
Do you like to do jobs around the house?
Do you have enough jobs to do?
Does doing your jobs take up too much
tirne?
Do your jobs make you feel- useful?
Do you have too many jobs here?
Do you mind doing......? (eg laundry)
Would you rather have someone else do
the jobs for you all the tine?
Are there too many rules around here?
Do you have the freedom to do what you
want?
Do other people tell you what to do too
much?
Are you all-owed to nake up your mind
about the things that you want to do?
Do you want the staff to tell- you what
to do more often?
Can you do what you want to when you
want to?
Can you go out whenever you want to?
Can you go out without telling staff
where you are going?

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.00L

Yes/
Yes

902
100å

812

69o

499"
]-62

oz

L3z
232

842
902

No/
No

oz
oz
oz

77 e"

292
742
972

7rz
522

t_0?
oz

81u L3z

16z 6Lz

g7e" oz

322 61,2

Proportion
Agree

.90
1

.81

.83

.77

.90

.97

.84

.75

.94

.77

.87

.93

.94

.90

.90

Kappa

.43*

.54**

.7I**

.51*

.47 *

.7 8r< *

.43*

.85***

.7 4*r,

.52

32.
33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

P
vl
o\

38.
39.

6z 842
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ftem 23 (proportion agreement was .7I) was retained because

it had a significant kappa score.

Fol-l-owing removal- of the four items referred to, a

total score for the scale was obtained by adding scores for
each of the items. An item was scored l- if the response was

in a positive direction and 0 if the item was answered in a

negative direction. Test-retest correl-ation for the

residentiaJ- pl-acement scale, with the four unrelj.abl-e items

removed, was hiqh (Pearson r : .80, N:31, p<O.OO1).

Six pairs of questions in this scale (iterns l and 3, 12

and 14, 9 and L5, 18 and 22, 25 and 30, and items 35 and 37)

tested the internal consi-stency of responding. Responses

were considered consistent if both items in that pair r^rere

in the appropriate direction; for exampJ-e answering both rrDo

you like the area you l-ive in?rrandrrls it a nice area to
live j-n?ttwith either a rrYesrr or rrNorr response on both

questions. (Two pairs of items (iterns 12 and 14 and items

18 and 22) \,{ere excluded previously because of low

test-retest rel-iability and l-ow consistency; 4OZ and 55?

respectJ.vely. This may have been due to the use of
qualitative concepts. Previous research has shown that
intellectual-l-y disabled peopJ-e do have difficulty with
qual-itative concepts such as more or l-ess. ftems 1g and 22

hrere al-so questions that required a reversal response. ).
Responses to all pairs v/ere highly consistent; items 1

and 3t 962ì items 9 and 15, 962ì items 25 and'30, 992ì and

items 35 and 3f, 84eo. Although these items could be

answered consistently by people who \^/ere acquiesci.g, no

check for this v¡as possible sj-nce the two pai.rs of items
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requiring that direction of responding be reversed v/ere

found to be unreliabl-e.

There \^/ere apparent inconsistencies in responding to

individual iterns. High positive responses to item l- ("Do

you l-ike the area you l-ive in?tt) itern 3 (ttIs it a nice area

to live in?'r) and item 4 ("fs your house a nice place to

live in?") appear contradictory with hiqh positive responses

to item 7 ('tWould you like to l-ive in a different area?'r)

and item 8 ("Woul-d you like to l-ive i-n a different house?").

Ho$/ever, previous research by OrConnor (T976) has shown that

residents can be satisfied with their current placernent and

stil-I wísh to l-ive eÌsewhere, so the finding that residents

in this study v/ere satisfied with their residence but still

wished to live elsewhere is not necessarily contradictory.

The TÍork Placement Scale:

Tabl-e 4 shows the proportion agreernent and Kappa scores for
the items in the Vtork Pl-acement Scale. Five iterns in this

scale fel-l- into the range between .65 and .74 proportion

agreement, but onJ-y item 23 vtas del-eted because kappa was

not significant. The overall test-retest reliability of the

corrected totaf score for the scale was acceptable (r:.63,

N:31, p(0.001) .

Again, there were some inconsistencies in the resuLts

with the responses to items 24 ("Do you get paid enough

money for working?") and 27 (ttDo you get paid enough money

for the work you do?") appearing inconsistent with the

response to item 25 (ttDo you get paid less than you are

worth?"). During the interviews it appeared that some



TABLE 4z Test-Retest rel-iabiJ-ity for satisfaction with work placement

Question

1.
2.
a

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
l_1.
12.
13.
L4.

15.
16.
17.

18.
L9.

20.
2L.

Do you l-ike the place where you work?
Is it a nice building to work in?
Is it a nice place to work?
Do you have to stand on your feet too much
Do the days seem too long at work?
Woul-d you rather be working somewhere el-se?
Do ycu like the jobs that you do at work?
Do you think that your work is interesting?
Does your job rnake you feel usefuL?
Is your work boring?
Do you have enougth to do at work?
Would you rather be doing different jobs?
Do you l-ike the people you work with?
Are the peopJ-e you work with ever not
nice to you?
Do the people you work with talk too rnuch?
Àre the people you work with nice people?
Would you rather be working with different
people?
Do you like the staff at work?
Do the staff at work heJ-p you when you
need it?
Do the staff at work pick on you?
Do the staff at work tell you when you
are doing a good job?
Do the staff at work teach you enough?
Do you want the staff at work to teach
you more things?

Yes/
Yes

902
872
872
352
l-6e"
522
902
842
422
L9z
81?
4ge"
942

292
392
942

552
942

902
10?

902
772

No,/
No

3z
3z
3Z

392
599"
2ge"

3Z
3z

292
552
r-02
292

oz

422
4ge"

oz

232
3z

oz
8 r-u

3z
10å

6ez 72

Proportion
Agree

.93

.90

.90

.74

.74

.81

.93

.87

.7L

.74

.9r

.77

.94

.7r

.87

.94

.78

.97

.90

.91-

.93

.87

.74

Kappa

.46

.38

.38

.48*'t

.59*

.60***

.46

.28

.42**

.53**

.64*

. 52* r<

.43**

.7 4***

.51**

.67

.63*

.63*

.52rt

.L7

t--
,o

22.
23.

cont



Table 4: cont...

Question

24.
25.
26.
27.

Yes/
Yes

742
782
LTZ

No/
No

7z
0å

672

782 LsZ

Proportion
Agree

.81_

.7A

.78

.93

Kappa

Do you get paid enough money for working?
Do you get paid less than you are worth?
Do you think your pay is bad.?
Do you get paid enough for the work you
do?

* p<0, 05, ** p<0. 01_, *** p<0. 001-

.36

.37

.77t *

F
o\
O
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of the participants had difficulty with the concept of rrless

than you are worthrr and the high "yes" agfreenent may have

been acquiescence, due to a failure to understand the

question.

Five sets of questions had been designed as measures

of internal- consistency (items 1 and 3,8 and 10,13 and 16,

22 and 23, and items 24 and 27). ftems 1 and 3t 13 and 16,

and iterns 24 and 27 were answered highly consistentJ-y (992,

972 and 952 respectively). Two of the pairs (iterns 8 and 10

and items 22 and 23) had opposì-te wordings, reguiring a

ttyestr response on one item to be paj-red with a rrnorr response

on the other item. Both were answered with poor consistency

(262 in both cases). It rnay have been that participants had

particuJ-ar difficul-ty with item 23, because the

quantitative concept of rrmorerr \^ras required.

The Leisure Time Scale:

Proportion agreement and kappa scores for the Leisure Tirne

scale are presented in Table 5. Six of the items had

proportion agreement between .65 and .74 and of these, five

were excluded on the basis of low kappa scores (Items 2, 3,

5, 8, and 10). Again some of the diffj-culty experienced may

have been due to the use of quantitative concepts in items

2, 3, and 8.

Àfter removing the unreliable items, the reliability of

the total- scale score remained l-ow (r=A.28, N:31, p:0.06)

and this scale has not been subsequently j-ncluded in the

revised RSQ.



TABLE 5: Test-Retest rel-iability for satisfaction with leisure time

Question

1

2
3

4

5

6
7

8
9

Do you have enough to do in your spare
tine?
Do you have enougrh spare time?
Would you like to do more things in your
spare tirne than you do now?
Do you wish you had more spare time
to do things?
Is it easy to find things to do in your
spare tirne?
Are you ever bored?
Do you want someone to show you more
things to do in your spare time?
Do you have enough holidays frorn work?
Do you do enougrh things in your
holidays from work?
Are your holidays from work boring?
Do you wish that there were no holidays
from work?
I,fould you like more holidays from work?
Do you do interesting things in your
holidays from work?

rr p<0. 05, ** p<0. 01, ** p<0. 001

Yes/
Yes

1-39"

699"

652

979"

682
262

6rz
642

81å
6z

6z
872

7 4e"

No/
No

652
6Z

6z

3z

6z
422

t92
roz

r_03
6rz

902
3z

10å

Proportion
Agree

.78

.74

.7r

.90

.74

.68

.80

.74

.91_

.67

.96

.90

.84

Kappa

.63***

.2r

.12

.38

.2r

.37 r. *

.52**

.28

.63*

.08

.7 5t

.38

.47rt

P
o\
N)

l-0.
t-1.

]-2.
L3.
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The Financial Status Scale:

Proportion agreement for items in the financial- scale ranged

from .77 to .97 and, as shown in Table 6, atl items

conformed to criteria for retention. Overall- test-retest

reliability was statisticalJ-y significant (r:O.52, N:31,

p<0.001) though only moderate.

There were some inconsistencies in responses to item 9

(ttShould you make more decisions about what you wilJ- do with
your money?rr) and item 10 ("I,rIouId you like someone to show

you how to look after your money better?rr), with 7IZ of

respondents feeling that they shoul-d not make more decisions

about what they do with their money, yet 772 indicated that
they would like to be shown hov¡ to look after their money

better. However, most participants agreed that they decided

how to spend their money, so that it is perhaps not too

surprising that they did not want to make more decisions

about the way in which their money hras spent. Despite the

fact that participants decided how to spend their money,

they stil-l sought to learn to manage their money better.
This is consistent with the finding that 482 of the

participants stated that they ran out of money before their
next pay.

The onÌy pair of items designed to measure internal
consistency of responding - item 1 (,'Do you have enough

money to spend?tt) and item 3 (ttWoul-d you like to have more

money to spend?") showed low consistency(15?). ft is
possible that these questions are not exact opposites,

however, and it may not be incongruent to be satisfied with
the amount of money that one has but still- to desire more



TABLE 6z Test-Retest reliability for satisfaction with financial status

Question

1
2
3
4

5

6

7
I

9

Do you have enough money to spend?
Do you spend too much money?
Irlould you like to have more money to spend?
Do you have enough money to buy the
things that you need?
Do you have enougth money to go out
when you want to?
Do you run out of money before your next
pay?
Do you decide how to spend your money?
Do you spend your money the way you
want to?
Should you make more decisions about what
you wiJ-J- do with your money?
lVould you J-j-ke someone to show you how
to look after your money better?
Do you have enough money to buy special
things when you want to?

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001_

Yes/
Yes

84e"
).32
902

872

842

482
8L?

7rz

6z

772

842

No/
No

3Z
7LZ

6z

10å

3Z

392
6Z

6z

7rz

T3Z

oz

Proportion
Agree

.87

.84

.96

.97

.87

.87

.87

.77

.77

.90

.84

Kappa

.24

.522\

.7 5r<

.95**

.28

.93***

.4rr,

.26

.2r

.68**

ts
o\
Þ

10.

l-1.
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disposable income.

The fnterpersonal Relationships Scale:

Proportion agreement, ranginq frorn .68 to 1-, and kappa

scores for the Interpersonal- Rel-ationships scale are

presented in Table 7. AlL items in this scale met the

retention criteria. The test-retest reliability for the

total- scale score was moderately signifj-cant (r:.63, N=31,

p<0.001) .

Àgain, there v/ere some inconsistencies in responding.

Item I ("Do you have enough friends?") and item 11 ("I{ould

you tike to have more friends?t') were oppositely worded

questJ-ons desi-gned to be used as a measure of internal
consistency of responding. However, most participants

responded ttyesrr to both questions, indicating poor

consistency. It is possible that the two questions are not

exact opposites and that it is therefore not inconsistent to
respond ttyestr to both questions; or that the respondents had

difficul-ty with the concepts enough and more, leading to a

tendency to say ttyestt.

Questions 1 and 4 were al-so measures of internal
consistency of responding and were responded to consistentJ-y

1002 of the tirne. However, whilst respondents were highly

consistent this does not rul-e out the possibility of

acquiescence as the answers did not require a reversal-.



TABLE 7 z Test-Retest reliability for satisfaction with interpersonal relationships

Question

L
2

3
4
5

6

7

I
9

Do you like the people you live with?
If you were to move would you live with
thern again?
Can you trust the people you live with?
Àre the people you live with nice people?
Do the people you live with get you
into trouble?
Are the people you live with ever not
nice to you?
Would you rather be living with someone
else?
Do you have enough friends?
Do you spend enough time with your
friends?
fs it hard to find friends?
InIouId you like to have more friends?
Do you feel loneJ-y a l-ot of the tine?
Do you go out with your friends when
you want to?
Do you choose your friends?
Do you see your family?
Would you like to see more of your famiJ-y?
Do you l-ike visiting your fanily?
Would you J-ike your family to visit you
more often?
Can you visit your farniÌy whenever
you want to?

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

262 422

262 4Bz

Yes/
Yes

392
842

1_00å

7].z
g7 e"

6z
522
g19"

422

902
972
872
902
902

No/
No

352
3z
oz

L3Z
6z

81å
392

3z
392

6Z
oz
69o

3z
oz

6?*
.62tÊ

1_00å oz

Proportion
Àqree

l-

.74

.87
t-

.68

.74

.84

.93

.87

.9r

.84

.81

.96

.97

.94

.94

.90

.94

.78

Kappa

.5**

.28

.37 r,

. 4 3:b:b

10.
11.
12.
13.

L4.
15.
16.
1,7 .
18.

19.

.43

.81***

.24

.62***

.61*

.62't<

.47

.50**

P
o\
o\

942 0å

552 232
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The Physical Health Scale:

Proportion agreement and kappa scores for the Physical-

Heal-th scale are presented in Tabte 8. Agreement ranged

from.81 to l and al-l- items reached the criteria for
retention. The test-retest reliability for the totat scale

score \^/as acceptable and statisticaJ-J-y significant (r:.65,
N:31, p<0.001) .

The two questions designed to measure consistency of
responding (Item 1 rrDo you feel sick often?rr and item 2 -
rrDo you feel healthy most of the tirne?") acted weII as

incompatible staternents, with rnost respondents showing

consistency (942), thus indicating that acquiescence does

not necessarily occur al-l the time.

The self Esteem Scale

Tab1e 9 shows the proportion agreement and kappa scores for
the SeIf Esteem Sca1e. Proportion agreement ranged from .61

to 1. Two items (Iten 6 -rrDo you feel that sometimes you

are no good at all?" & item 9 - I'Do you feel that your life
is not very useful?tt) failed to meet criteria for retention.
ft may have been that respondents had difficul_ty with the

double negative involved in both questions.

The two questions designed to check consistency of
responding (itern 8 -rrDo you feel- that you are a happy

person?rrand itern 13 rrDo you feel that you are sad most of
the tirne?") þ/ere answer'ed appropriately (972). The

test-retest reliabiì-ity for the corrected total- scare score

was moderately significant (r:0.59, N:31, p<O.OO1).



TABLE 8: Test-Retest reliability for satisfaction with physical health

Question

L
2
3

5.

Do you feel sick often?
Do you feel healthy most of the tine?
If you are sick is there someone to
look after you?
Do you worry about being sick?
If you are sick can you take time off
work?
When you are sick can you go to a
doctor?
Do you like the doctor that you go to?
Can you trust the doctor that you go to?
Do you want to change your doctor?
Do you have problems that hrorry you a lot
Is there anything that you are afraid of?

* P<0. 05, ** p<0. 01, ** p<0. 001

Yes/
Yes

3z
942

842
r6z

100å
902
872
L9e"
262
L9z

No/
No

972
oz

roz
7 1,2

oz
3z
6z

7rz
5sz
682

742 62

Proportion
Agree

t_

.94

.94

.87

.80

1
.93
.93
.90
.81_
-87

Kappa

1

.7 4* r,

.64**

.26

.46

.61*

.7 4***

.59***

.67***

4.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
t_L.

-o\
co



TABLE 9: Test-Retest reliability for satisfaction with self-esteem

Question

Do you feel that

.you can be proud of yoursel-f?

.everything you do goes wrong?
when you do something you do
there are lots of good things
you?

10.
11.
12.
13.
]-4.
15.
16.

it well?
about

Yes/
Yes

942
L6z
872

81å
872
232
452
972
422
942

1002
902

3z
972
352
772

No,/
No

oz
552

39o

oz
3z

392
262

3z
19z

3z
oz
3z

eoz
oz

352
r-0å

Proportion
Agree

.94

.7r

.90

.81å

.90

.61

.7I
1
.61
.97
1
.90
o2

.97

.70

.87

Kappa

.36*

.38

t-
2
3
4

5
6
7
I
9

.you can do things as well as most peopte?

. sometimes you are no good at all?

.you are a useful- person to have around?

.you are a happy person?

.your life is not very useful?

.you can do anything if you really try?

.you are a good person?

.you can handl-e most probJ-ems?

.you are sad most of the tine?

.most people l-ike you?

.people are hard to get al-ong with?

.you like the way you look?

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001

.38

.20

.4r**
1
.17
.67

.46

.46

.40**

.54*

F-
o\
\o
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OveralI Satisfaction:

The overall average satisfaction score \^/as cal-culated by

adding all the scores on each individual- item retained in

each scale and dividing by the total nurnber of items.

Test-retest reliability of the corrected scale total was

high (r:0.78, N:31, Þ(:O.001). As a measure of construct

validity, the extent to whi-ch the sub-scal-es correlated with

the total score hras measured. Pearson coefficients were

hiqh for the Residential PJ-acement, the lllork placement,

fnterpersonal Relationships, and Se1f-Esteem Sca1es (r=0.68,

N=31, P<0.001; r--.'72, N:31, p<0.001; r:0.68, N:31, p<O.001;

r:0.63, N:31, p<0.001 respectively) but moderate for the

Financial Status and Physical Health Scales (r:O.42, N:31_,

p<0.01i r:0.51, N:31, p<0.01 respectively).

Internal Reliabilities :

To measure the internal consistency of the six retained

scales, Cronbachrs alpha was applied, using the SpSSX

subprogramme RELIABILfTY (SPSS fnc., 1986). The internal
consistencies of each scal-e (i.e. with those items already

identified as unreliabte removed) on both occasions are

presented in Tabre l-0. As can be seen the alpha measure for
internal consistency ranged from .4I to .BO on the first
administration and from .37 to .87 on the second. On the

first administration, alpha ranged from rnoderate for the

Interpersonal Relationships Scale, Financial Status Scale,

the Physical- Health Scal-e and the Self-Esteem Scale - to
good - for the Residential Placement scale and Work

Pl-acement Sca1e. On the second administration, alpha
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coefficients for the Interpersonal Relationships Scale and

the Physical Health Scale were moderate, and good for the

Resj-dential- Pl-acement Scal-e, Work Pl-acement Sca1e, Financial

Status Scale, and Seff-Esteem Scale. These results are

interpreted as indicating that the scales have an acceptable

degree of internaL consistency.

The Five Faces Scores:

As previousÌy indicated, at the end of each of the

residential, work, leisure and financial satisfaction
scales, participants hrere asked to indicate how they felt
about their situation on a scale represented by five
rrcartoon-type" faces. These rang'ed in appearance from very

unhappy to very happy, with the centre face being neutral.

TABLE 10: Internal Consistencies for the Satisfaction Scales

ScaIe

Cronbach I s

First

Adninistration

AJ-pha

Second

Adrninistration

Residential- Pl-acement Scale

Vtork Placement Scale

Interpersonal- Relationships ScaIe

Financial Status Scale

Physical Hea1th Scale

Self-Esteem Scal-e

.59

.80

.47

E'

.42

.6r

.87

.37

.65

.51

.66.4L
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The test-retest reliabiJ-ity of the five faces scores hras

examined and the resul-ts are presented in Table 11. [As

outlined above, the leisure tirne scale was deleted from the

questionnaire because of poor test-retest reliability. I As

can be seen, the test-retest correlatj-ons on the five faces

$/ere statisticalJ-y significantly refiable for the three

TABLE Ll-: Test-retest rel-iability of the Five faces score

and correl-ation with satisfaction scales.

r

Test-Retest correlation of the Five Faces score

Residential Face

Work Face

Financial Face

.422\*

.77 ***

.38*¡k

Correlation of Five Faces score with Satisfaction Scale

Score

Residential Placernent

Work PLacement

Financial Status

First

Administrati-on.

.13

.49*r<

-. l-5

Second

Adrninistration .

.t6

.7 6***

-.L7

* : p<. 05 , * * -- p<. 01, ***: p<. OO1
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remaj.ninq sets of five faces, although the coefficients for
the residential- faces and the finance faces were small. In

these two instances the test-retest reliabilities for the

faces score \¡/as less than the test-retest reliability for
the total score for the scal-e, indicating that the global

measure of satisfaction may not be as stabl-e a measure of
satisfaction as that obtained from the scale.

The correlations between the score on the five faces

and the score on the rel-evant satisfaction scale are also

presented in Tab1e l-1. Às can be seen, only satisfaction

with work placement correlated significantly with the face

score: it may therefore be that the globa1 measure of

satisfaction and the items in the various scales are not

measuring the same thing. Hohrever, because subjectsl

ratings \¡rere reliable, the five faces were retained in the

next study to see if increasing the number of particJ-pants

would improve the correlations.

Summary:

Reliability of the seven scales rnaking up the RSQ was

measured in two ways. Firstly, test-retest retiability of

individuaÌ items was found to range from .52 to L, with the

majority being above .75. To be retained in the scales, âD

item required .75 agreement or more, oE lie between .65 and

.74 supported by a significant kappa coefficient. In totaÌ,
only 72 j-terns (4 from the Residential Placement Sca1e, L

from the hrork Placement Scale, 5 from the Leisure Time

Scale, and 2 from the Self-esteem Scale) h/ere deleted

because of poor individual test-retest reliabil-ities,
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indicating a hiqh consistency of responding between testing
occasions. Secondly, test-retest reliability of the total-

score on each of the seven scales was examined. OnIy one

the l-eisure tirne scale - r^/as found to have less than

acceptabl-e test-retest reliability and this scal-e was

therefore eliminated frorn further anal-yses. Test-retest

reliabilj-ties for the other six scales ranged from moderate

to good.

However, it is possible that these test-retest
reÌiabilities were infl-ated by acquiescence sj-nce there was

not an equal balance of questions that required ttyesrr and

rrnorr ans\Àrers to receive a positive score. That some

inconsistency in responding occurred is evident from an

examination of the pairs of questions that hrere used as

measures of consistency. In the main, those questions

requíring opposing answers to be consistent h¡ere poorly

answered, with most respondents providing ttysstt ans\¡/ers on

both items. Hov/ever, acquiescence did not occur on all
questions. It seems probable that inconsistency occurred on

questions which participants had difficuJ-ty understanding

like ones which involved quantitative concepts. It is also

possibJ-e that the questions were not interpreted as exact

opposites and inconsistency occurred because respondents

responded to the pairs as different questions. Measuring

consistency of respondi-ng v/as al-so affected by low

test-retest reliability of some of the paired items

requiring opposite responses.

The internal- consistency of the scaLes (Cronbachts

alpha) ranged from moderate to good . In addition, the
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external validity of the scal-e was tested by correlating
scores received on each of three of the scales with a rating
of satj-sfaction for each scal-e rnade by the respondent, based

on the presentation of five cartoon-type faces. Although

the respondents rati-ngs r^/ere rnoderately reliabÌe on

test-retest, correlation between the total score on the

scale and the score on the five faces was significant for
only the Work Placement Scale. Thus it seems likely that,
for the other two satisfaction scales, these were not

measuring the same construct as the rrfacesrr procedure.

Content validity was not examined but the argurnent for
content vaJ-idity j-s made on the basis of the steps fotlowed

in devel-oping the j-tems. NunnaJ-ly (1967 ) claims that there

are two rnajor standards for ensuring content validity; these

are a representative collection of items and a sensible

method of test construction. It is argued that these

conditions have been met in the construction of the

questionnaire as a large area of literature v/as searched and

a model was developed that was based on models used for
measuring quality of life in nondisabled populations.
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CHÀPTER FOUR continued

STUDY 2

The aim of this study was to test the reliabil_ity of the

staff questionnaire and to provide a form of external_

validation for the Resident Satisfaction euestj_onnaire

(RSO) .

IiÍETHOD

Participants:
Twenty one staff members (7 males and 14 femares) who worked

with the residents in their house completed the

questionnaires, âs described in Chapter 3. Apart from staff
in the cornmunity houses, staff had either undergone, oE were

undergroing, a three-year training course in intell_ectual
disability, entitting recipients to registration with the

Nurses Board of South Àustral_ia. Staff in the community

houses were part-time, and had completed an in-service
training course run by the institution.

Procedure

À' staff member in the house where the resident rived and who

knew the resident well was given the questionnaire (Appendix

2) to complete it in his/her olrn tirne but as soon as

possible. Approxirnately one week after the questionnaire

had been completed and returned, the staff mernber was asked

to compl-ete the same questionnaire again. This arlowed for
measurement of the test-retest reriabirity of the scale. rn

addition, a different staff member, who was familiar with
the resident, lrras asked tc complete the questionnaire, whi-ch
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allowed for the measurement of the j_nter-rater reliability

of the scaÌe.

RESUI,TS

subjective Scale: Items 1-19.

Items 1-19 dealt with staff perceptions about the

satisfaction of the residents who were being interviewed as

part of the study and formed the subjective part of the

staff questionnaire. The results of test-retest and

inter-rater reliability are presented below.

Test-Retest Reliability:
The test-retest reliabil-ities hrere calculated for Items

1-19, the subjective iterns of the sca1e, using both percent

agreement and also Pearson Product Moment Correlation

Coefficients (These are more appropriate for these rating
scales than Kappa which is appropriate only for
dichotomously rated scales). Results are presented in Table

12. As can be seen, percent agreement for the items ranged

from 46å to 803. Pearson correl-ations ranged from .39 to
.87, with all correl-ations significant at the .01 level.
This indicates acceptable rel-iability within staff when

making subjective judgements about a residentrs satisfaction
with aspects of his/her lifestyle.



TABLE L2z Test-retest and Inter-rater agreement for Staff Questionnaire
Items 1-19.

Question

Test-retest
Percent

N Agree r

1

2

3

In general, how happy do you think
this person is with his/her life?
In general, how happy do you think
this person is?

How happy do you think this
person is with his/her residentiaL
placement?

How well pJ-aced do you think this
person j-s in this house?

How satisfied is this person with
his/her current work placement?

How well placed is this person in
his/her current work placement?

How satisfied do you think this
person is with his/her lifestyle?

Inter-Rater
Percent

N Agree r

64 .3835 B0 .54,b*

35 74 .59,k:k

35 7 4 .79r,',t

35 60 .53*'b

35 65 .60*'b

35 77 .47*tc

35 77 .39*

28

28

2A

27

64 .56**

63 .25

56 .16
P
!
CO4

5

6

7

27 70 .48*

27 56 -. 1t_

28 6t- .0

cont....



TABLE 12 cont

Question

8. How bored does this person get?

9 How well does this person occupy
hin/herself on holidays from work?

10. How satisfied do you think this
person is with his/her financial-
affairs?

11. How well- does this person manage
his/her financial- affairs?

12. How many friends does this person
have?

13. How lonely do you think this
person is?

L4. How often does this person visit
his/her family?

L5. How well physicall-y is this person?

16. How often does this person complain
of feeling unwell?

cont....

Test-retest
Percent

N Agree r

35 60 .53*:k

35 54 .61'k'k

33 7 6 .70'k'h

30 73 .72tçr,

35 74 .'77*tc

35 57 .56*

3 5 54 .82r,r,

35 77 .7ztcrt

35 46 .47**

Inter-Rater
Percent

N Àgree r

2A 64 .48*'k

28 39 .18

27 59 . 53:t

27 44 .09

28 50 .35

28 50 .35

28 43 .85:k'k

28 50 .34

28 72 .77**

l--
\J
\o



TABLE 12 cont

Question

L7. How high is this personrs level of
self -esteern?

18. How much do you think this person
Likes the way he/she looks?

19. Hor^/ many visits, letters, phone
call-s has this person had with any
members of his/her immediate farnily
during the past L2 rnonths?

Visited a famiì-y member
Family member visited person
Person wrote or phoned famiJ-y
Family wrote or phoned person

* = p,0.01, ** : p(0.001

Test-retest
Percent

N Agree r

35 72 .74tt

35 74 .65**

Inter-Rater
Percent

N Àgree r

61 . 62tc r<

43 .19

35
35
35
35

71
60
72
54

28

28

26
28
27
28

58
50
59
54

l--
@
Oa

b
c
d

.87**

.83:t*

.86**

.83**

. 81* rk

.48*

.65**

.69**
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Inter-Rater Reliability :

fnter-rater rel-iabil-ities for j-tems 1-19 are also presented

in Tab1e L2. As can be seen the percent agreement rates

ranged from 392 to 722. This measure is very strict, since

to get a perfect score the two raters have to agree on the

same score and Pearson correLati-on coefficient is a more

lenient measure of the relation between the two scores.

However, âs can be seen, reliability on this measure ranged

from -.11 to .81 and only 11 of the 22 items had

coefficients that were significant. Thus staff did not

always agree with each other on subjective ratings of a

personrs feelings. This may be due to staff seeing each

resident for a different amount of time; and some staff
completing the guestionnaire may not have known the resident

for as long as the other staff member cornpleting the form,

or may have seen the resident under different circumstances.

The subjective items h¡ere to be divided into sub-scales

(as discussed in Chapter 3) to correlate with the seven

satisfaction ratings of the RSQ. However, since a number

of the items in this section had to be deleted, this was not

possible and a composite score v/as instead calculated from

items which had significant test-retest and inter-rater
reliabilities. Eight items (items 3, 5, 8, 10, 14, !6, 17,&.

19 d,b, c,d) had signifj-cant test-retest and inter-rater
reliabilities at the .01 l-evel. Four had inter-rater
reliabilities that hrere significant at the . 05 1eve1 (Items

I, 12, 13, and 15) and significant test-retest
reliabilities. Thus a total- of 12 i.tems were accepted for
further analysis.
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Objective Scales: Scales 20, 2L, 242

The three scales in this section \^/ere concerned with

the measurernent of objective items in order to examine the

degree of responsibil-ity, autonomy, and decision rnaking

permitted by staff to residents. Initial-Iy, each scale

consisted of three response categories and Percent Agreement

h¡as calculated. However, whilst test-retest reliability was

adequate for each scal-e, inter-rater reliability turned out

to be very poor, resulting in the elimination of many of the

items. This may have arisen because staff interpreted
questions differently (as the questionnaires were completed

by staff without the author present); or it could reflect
different work practices on the part of staff in the houses.

However, the strictness of the method used to measure

reliability nay have Ìed to the less than desirable results
(i.e. for agreement to be scored staff had to tick exactly

to same category). Given this, the results v/ere analysed in
a slightJ-y different format. The tables of these results
are presented as Appendix 4. Instead of the three response

categories (for example, rrstaff onl-yrr, rrPerson with

assistancerr and rrPerson al-onerr, âs in Scal-e 20) two response

cateqories v/ere estabÌished. The first category of rrstaff

Only" \^/as retained (the O/O colurnn in the previous Tables

which are presented as Appendix 4) and the other two

combined to make a single category of 'tAssistancerr.
Followinq recoding, proportion agreement figures for each

question v/ere again calculated. fn addition, the statistic
Kappa was caJ-cu1ated, there now beinq a 2x2 contingency

tab1e. These results are incl-uded in the summary tables



TABLE 13: Staff Questionnaire Scale 20 Test-Retest and Inter-Rater Reliabilities
Revised.

Question
Test-Retest

Proportion Kappa
Agree

In your situation, who has the most responsibility for the following:

Inter-Rater
Proportion Kappa
Agree

t-
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Cleaning the bedroom
Serving own meals
Preparj-ng meals
Food Shopping
Washing clothes etc
Mending cl-othes
Banking money from work/pension
Spending money
Deciding how much money
to save each week
Maintenance of the grounds
Setting the tabl-e
Doing the dishes
Shopping for suppJ-ies for the
house
Paying bil1s
Cleaning living rooms
Cleaning dining rooms
Cl-eaning the kitchen
Making sure all- tasks are
performed as necessary

.98

.86

.83

.82

.94

.77

.97
1

.97

.77

.89
-92

.97

.94

.86

.88

.80

.94

.37

.63*rt

.64***

.64***

.86***

.46rrrt

.94***

.90***

.54***

.54*

.53*

.94***

.85***

.62r<'*

.57 r<

.35*

.86,***

.93

.61

.66

.68

.61

.57

.85
1

.7r

.68

.79

.86

.7r

.7r

.83

.86

.86

.68

.5*
-. 05

.08

.33'k

.02

.65**

-.07
.42**

.38*

. 42't

.35

.42

.62**

.32*

l--
co

10.
1l-.
12.
13.

14.
t_5.
t_6.
L7.
L8.
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presented. For this reorganisation, the same criteria used

for acceptance of results from the RSQ. That is, iterns

which had a .75 or more proportion agreement were accepted,

regardless of kappa scores. Where proportion agreement lay

between .65 and .74 iterns v/ere accepted if there was a

significant kappa score, otherwise they were rejected.

Scale 20

This scale was developed to measure responsibitity for
performing househol-d tasks and consisted of 18 items.

As can be seen from Table 13, al-I items met test-retest
cri-teria for acceptance. However, items 2, 3, 5, 6, and 9

had poor inter-rater reliability and hrere not retained for
further analysis. A total- score was calculated by

allocating a score of 0 to responses ín the "Staff onlyrl

category and a score of 1 to responses in the I'Assistancerl

category and the reliabil-ity of this total score tested by

Pearson Product Moment Correlation. Both the test-retest

coefficient and the coefficient for inter-rater reliability

were acceptable (r:.57, N:27, p:.001).

Scale 2Iz

This 22-item scale was designed to measure degree of

autonorny afforded to residents. ResuLts are presented in

Table 1-4. Rather than the rrstaf f on.Iyrr and rrAssistancetl

categories the categories 'rNot at aLl and rrAll-owedrr v/ere

used. Items 2t I, 16, 20, and 23 h¡ere rejected since they

failed to meet the criterion on either test-retest or
inter-rater reliability. The rel-iability of the total score



TABLE L4z Staff Questionnaire - Scale 2I, Test-Retest and
fnter-Rater ReI iabil- ities .

Question
Test-Retest

Proportion Kappa
Agree

N=35
Is allowed to:

Inter-Rater
Proportion Kappa
Agree

N=28

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6,
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
]-4.
15.

16.
L7.
18.
cont

Invite visitors for a meal
Have a pet
Go out alone
Stay up late on week nights #
Stay up late on weekends
Stay out late on week nights't
Stay out late on weekends
Get up late on weekdays *
Get up l-ate on weekends *
Stay out overnight
Make hirn/herseÌf a snack
llatch TV
Make him/herself a drink
Use the telephone
Withdraw money from his/her
bank account
Drink al-cohol- in the house
Drink alcohol- outside the house*
fnvite a boy/grrlfriend home

1
.84
.94
.83

t-
.79
.97
.73

.86

.80

.74

.97

1
.90

1
1
1
1

.55't*

.45't

.L9

. 53 ***

.60*

.63**

.46*

.38*

1
.63
.89
.93

l-
.96
.97
.50

1
.82
.96

1
1
1

.82

.79

.79
1

.29tÊ

-.06

.44,\

.r6

.16

\¡



TABLE 14 cont....

Question

L9.
20.

Leave his/her room untidy *
Stay home without a medical
reason
Keep a key to the house
Decorate his/her room
Lock his/her room from the
inside
Lock the bathroom from the
Lock the toilet from the inside

2L.
22.
23.

24.
25.

f N:31
* N=34

Test-Retest, N=27 Inter-Rater
Test-Retest

Test-Retest
Proportion Kappa
Agree

Inter-Rater
Proportion Kappa
Agree

.97 z
.7r

1
.86
.94

.97
1

. 94 ***

.31

1** *

.85***

.93***
1** *

.36

.72

.85
1

.61

l_

.89

.66***

.26

.7 Irr *

.07

1***
.7 2***

P
co
o\
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was calculated for both test-retest and inter-rater

reì-iabiJ-ity. Both coefficients \^/ere good (r:.78, N:31,

p<.001, and r:.69, N:27, p<.001 respectively) indicating

that the scal-e, in its revised form, has an acceptable

degree of reÌiabil-ity.

Scale 242

The deqree of decision making aJ-lowed the resident in
running the household v/as measured by this 3O-itern scale.

Results are presented in Tabl-e 15. In this instance the
rrStaff OnIy[ categ'ory was retained and the |tAssistanceil

cateqory was replaced by 'rDecided'r. As can be seen all but

iten 1,9 in the test-retest meet the criteria of either .75

or more proporti-on agreement or between .65 and .74 with a

significant kappa score.

Use as External Validation

Composite total scores were calculated for each of the

scales from the Staff Questionnaire in order to compare them

with RSQ results. For the subjective ratings (fterns 1-19),

a total score \¡ras cal-cul-ated by taking the average of the

ratings from both test-retest and inter-rater scores. Total_

scores for each of the three objective rating scales (Scal_es

20, 2I, and 24) v/ere calculated, as expl-ained previously, by

adding the score received on each. of the items retained.

The total score used for compari-son here was an average of

the ratings frorn both test-retest and inter-rater scores.

The subjectj-ve score (fterns 1-19) and the scores from the

three objective scales r{ere then correlated with the scores



TABLE 15: Staff Questionnaire
Reliabilities.

Scal-e 24, Test-Retest and Inter-Rater

Question
Test-Retest

Proportion Kappa
Agree

N:35

In your situation who is most involved in d.eciding the fotlowing:

Inter-Rater
Proportion Kappa
Agree

N:2 8

1. What he/she will do on the weekends
2. Where to go on his/her holidays
3. What time to take a shower
4. hlhat tirne to go to bed
5. What time meals are served
6. What the daily menu is
7. What food to buy for the house
8. What tirne to get up in the rnorning
9. hlhat the rul-es of the house will be
10. !,Iho he/she will- share a room with
11. When the house needs to be painted
L2. Whether a particul-ar staf f

member should be fired
13. How much money he/she shoul-d

save each week
1-4. Ì{hen staf f have days of f
L5. Whether a particular resident

is adnitted
16. How helshe spends his/her money
),7 . When staff take holidays
18. Whether a particular staff

rnember will be assigned to the
house

cont....

1
.91
.97
.97
.94
.92
.98
.83
.86
.89
.86
.86

.83

1
.95

. 88 ***

.84***

.96***

.62***

.7 2***

.54t<

.65***

.32

.7 5***

l_

.97
1
t-
.86
.82
.82
.93
.67
.82
.7 1,

.75

.86

.93

.57

t_

.93

.89

.69***

.63***

.64t

.7 9***

.33*

.17

F
@
co

t_

l_

1



Tabl-e 15 cont....

Question

25.
26.
27.

When he/she takes his/her holidays
Irlhen to punish bad behaviour
How to punish bad behaviour
What helshe will do weeknights
What eguipment to buy for the house
When he/she is ready to move
out of the house
What time househol-d tasks are done
What he/she wears
What leisure activities he/she
wil-l- participate in *
What clothes he/she buys
Choose whether or not to go to
go to work (i.e. be unernployed)
Choose what his/her job
(occupation) wiLt be

28.
29.

30.

*N:34 Test-Retest reliability

Test-Retest
Proportion Kappa
Agree

N:3 5

Inter-Rater
Proportion Kappa
Agree

N=28

1,9 .
20.
2r.
22.
23.
24.

.69

.77

.68

.94

.85

.86

.95

.80

.94

.14

.44rçt

.58***

.70***

.'/ 2***

.7 8***

.87***

.54**

.7 Itc t

.86

.50

.53
l_

.83

.57

.74
1
1

.68

.79

.89

.26
-.02

.89
1
1

. 63 ***

.04

.40*

.28
t--
co
\o
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the sections in the RSQ (which were the

on both testing occasions) . Resul-ts are

16.

averag'es

presented

As can be seen, very few of the correLations h¡ere

signifj-cant and those that h/ere were only of moderate

significance. The composite subjective score of staff rated

satj-sfaction was significantly correLated with onÌy one of
the Resident Satisfaction scales. Satisfaction with
Residential- Placement was significantly negatj-vely related
to the subjective rating of the personrs satisfaction by

(r:-.4L, N:31, p(. OO1) indicating that those peopJ_estaff

that staff rated as weÌl satisfied were more J-ikely to
express lower satisfaction. Why this result occurred is not

clear.

The objective scales of the Staff Questionnaire v¡ere

more correlated with the RSQ scales than the subjective

score (fterns 1-19). The degree of responsibility allowed a

person was moderateJ-y correl-ated with satisfaction with
financial- status (r:.31, n:31, p(.05), satisfaction with

interpersonal- relationships (r:.38, N:31-, p(. 01) , and

overall satisfaction (r:.35, N:31, p<.05). The degree of
autonomy allowed an individual did not correlate with
satisfaction, whereas the degree of decj-sion making aJ-l-owed

a person hras related to expressed satisfaction. Deqree of
decj-sion making al-lowed is correlated with satisfaction with

work placement (r:.34, N:31, p(.05), satisfaction with
financial status (r=.28, N:31, p:.06), satisfaction with
interpersonal relationships (r:.37, N:31-, p(.O5), and

overall satisfaction (r:.33, N:3L, p(.05). This indicates



TABLE 16. Correlation of Subjective and Objective guestions from Staff Questionnaire with Scores from
the Resident Satisfaction Questionnaire

Residential
Placement

llork

Financial
Status

Inter-
Personal
Relationships

Physical
Health

SeIf
Esteem

Overall
Score

Subj ective
(Items 1-19)

-. 4 1**

.2r

.L2

.16

-. 09

-. 09

-.02

Scale 2O
(Responsibility)

. t_6

.35

.31-*

.38**

-.14

.05

.35*

Scale 2I
(Autonorny)

.02

.26

.23

.27

.07

-. L8

.20

Sca1e 24
(Decision Making)

.10

.34rt

.28r,

.37 *

.09

-. 03

.33*

-\o
F
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that objective factors in an individuaÌrs environment can

affect an individualrs expressed satisfaction.
However, since the subjective score (Iterns 1-L9) frorn

the Staff Questionnaire did not correlate with the RSe

(other than in a negative direction on residential
placement), there j-s obviously some discrepancy between

serf-rated satisfaction (i.e. the score obtained from the

RSQ) and satisfaction as rated by another (i.e. Items 1-t-9

from the Staff Questionnaire). This does not mean, hor,ùever,

that the self-rated satisfaction of the participants shourd

be discounted. In fact, âS the objective ratings v/ere

correlated to some extent with self-rated satisfaction this
indicates that staff ratings of satisfaction are less

reliabl-e measures of satisfaction than self-ratings.
A oneway Anarysis of variance was conducted to examine

differences between placements in the degree of
responsibility (scate 20), autonomy (scale 2r) and autonomy

(Sca1e 24) allowed the residents and staff ratings of
resident satisfaction. It was expected that, as the

intermediate and group home settings were designed to
encourage the developrnent of independence and

responsibil-ity, residents in these settings woul-d be alÌowed

greater freedom, autonomy and decision rnaking

responsibil-ities than residents in the institutional
setting. The means and standard deviations for the three

placernents are presented in Table 17.

There htere significant differences between placements

with respect to the degree of responsibility allowed (F=
oll'¿rzt

6.11, I'ii.€.i-, p(.01) ; the degree of autonomy allowed to the
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TÀBLE 17. Means and Standard Deviations of Staff Ratings on

the Staff Questionnaire by Placement

Pl-acement N Mean SD

Item 1-19 (subjective score)

Institutional setting

Intermediate setting

Group Home setting

Scale 20 (Responsibifity)

Institutional setting

Intermediate setting

Group Home setting

Scale 2I (Àutonomy)

Institutional- setting
Intermediate setting
Group Home setting

ScaIe 24 (Decision Making)

fnstitutional setting
Intermediate setting
Group Home setting

6

6

19

19

19

15.35

22 .67

L4.33

7.O3

5.20

3.83

3.77

.4L

3.04

2.O4

3.77

.98

3.07

4 .63

6

6

8.37

11.83

L2 .67

17.42

2I.33

20.T7

14 .68

19 .67

6

6

I9

6

6 18.00 .63
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dF lrzs
residents (F:7.94, , p(.01); and degree of decision

making allowed (F:6.76, p<.01). fn all cases those in

the institutional- placernents received the l-owest scores.

scheffé post-hoc tests reveared significant differences
between the groups (at the .05 level) with the institutional
placements receiving significantJ-y Lower scores than the

group home pracement on the responsibility scaÌe (scale zo),

and significantJ-y lower scores than the intermediate setting
on both the autonomy and decision-making scales (scares 2L

and 24). The results of these anaÌyses show that the

institutional- residents are arrowed l-ess responsibirity,
l-ess decision making, and l-ess autonomy than residents in
either the group homes or the intermediate settings.

There was also a significant difference between the

groups with respect to the staff ratings of satisfaction
(Items l--19 of Staff Questionnaire), with those in the

intermediate settings receiving higher scores than those in
the institutional or group home placements (F:3.48,

p<.05). However, a Scheffé post hoc analysis failed to
reveal any differences between the groups at the .05 level.

Given that there were differences between the

placements in the objective ratings, and. that the objective
ratings are related to expressed satisfaction, it could be

predicted that those in the institutional- settings would be

less satisfied than those in the intermediate and group home

placements. This difference v/as al-so predicted on the basis
of the literature review. A oneway Anarysis of variance \^ras

conducted but there were no significant differences between

the groups with expressed satisfaction in any of the areas.
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Summary:

The staff questionnaire was designed to measure+ both staff
ratings of resident satisfaction and objective ratings of
the degree of autonomy, responsibility and decísion making

al-l-owed resj-dents. rnitial anal-ysis reveal-ed difficulties
with inter-rater reliabiÌities. However, a less strict
method of cal-culating percent agreement irnproved

reriability ratings so that scores could be calculated for
staff rated resident satisfaction (subjective measure) and

for the deqree of autonoily, decision making, and

responsibiì-ity allowed residents (objective measures) .

These measures were then compared to resj-dentsr self-rated
satisfaction, âs obtained from the RSe. Sel_f-rated

satisfaction was correlated with the objective measures from

the staff questionnaire but not with the subjective measure,

suggesting that objective factors in an individualrs Iife
may affect satisfaction. It also indicates that staff rnay

not be good judges of residents' satisfaction. The

correlation with the objective measures gives some support

to the external validity of the RSe.

Foll-owing this work, two further studies hrere conducted

to examine the external validity of the RSe. The resurts of
these are presented in the foLlowing chapter.
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CHÀPTER FIVE

ESTÀBLISHING VÀLIDITY

This chapter presents the results of Studies 3 and 4, the

airn of which was to examine the external validity of the

Resj-dent Satisfaction Questionnaire (RSa). First, the

numbers of particJ-pants in each placement setting was

expanded beyond those participating in Study It in order to
determine if there were any differences between the three

settings (institutional, intermediate, and community group

horne) with respect to expressed satisfaction with lifestyle.
On the basis of the literature review, it was predicted that
those people residing in the comrnunity would be more

satisfied than those in the institutional or intermediate

settings. fn addition, satisfaction scores were correl-ated

with other measures, such as presence and extent of

behaviour problem, whether additionat handicaps $/ere

present, â9ê, etc., in order to examine further the external

val-idity of the questionnaj-re. In Study 4, an additional
group of intellectually disabled people, living in a

supervised cornmunity setting provided by another agency, hras

studied in order to test the generaÌj-sability of conclusions

drawn from Study 3. On the basis of the literature review

of satisfaction studies with intellectually disabled people

Ìiving in the community, it was predicted that satisfaction
in this group would be similar to that found in the
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community group home group.

STUDY 3

I,fETHOD

Participants

An additional 31 participants hrere interviewed and the data

obtained incorporated with data from Study 1. El-even of the

additional participants interviewed were from the

institutionaÌ setting, making a sampÌe from this setting of

30 participants. There were l-8 males and 12 females ranging

in age from 18 years l-0 months to 43 years (rnean : 27 years

10 months, SD: 6 years 2 months). The length of time spent

in residence at the institution ranged from six months to L4

years 7 months (mean : 5 years 8 months, SD: 5 years 2

months) .

An additional six residents were interviewed from the

intermediate setting. The final sarnple therefore comprised

11 participants (7 ma1es, and 4 females). Ages rangred from

29 years L0 months to 50 years 2 months (mean : 34 years 10

months, SD: 5.98). The rnernbers of this group had been in
their current pl-acement for an averaqe of 5 years (range l-

year 2 months to 13 years, SD: 3 years 7 months).

The community group home sample was increased to 20

participants by the addition of 14 participants. (One

additional participant was excluded because she faiLed to
rneet the criteria for internal consistency). This sample

then comprised 10 females and 10 males with ages ranging

from 23 years to 46 years 6 months (rnean : 32 years 9
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months, SD:6 years 3 months). Participants of this group

had been resident at their current placements for an average

of 2 years 4 months (range 2 months to 5 years 6 months,

SD:l year 6 months). Descriptive data are summarised in
Tables 18 and 19.

There r^rere no significant differences between the

groups with respect to sex (F <1.0). However, there was a

signifi fference between the group with respect to age

(F=6.79 p<0.01), the residents of the institutional
sample being younger than the other samples. There was also

a significant difference between the groups with respect to

length of time in current placement, with those in the

comrnunity group homes having been in their placements a

shorter period of time than the other two groups (F:5.4O,

TABLE 18: Description of Sampl-e

Samp1e N Male
Mean

Female Age
Mean Ti-me

in Residence

Institutional setting
Intermediate setting
Community Group Home
Setting

30
11
20

18
7

10

I2
4

10

10m
10m
9m

27yr
34yr
32yr

5yr 8m
5 yrs
2yr 4m

TABLE 19: IQ Level

SampIe Borderline Mild Moderate Severe

Institutional Setting
fntermediate Setting
Comrnunity Group Home
Setting

3
1
0

t2
6

13

o
1
o

15
3
7
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dl ),s8
, p<o. 01) .

r^/ith respect to
There was no difference between the groups

IQ (X2:. 63 , d,f:2, p>O . O5 ) .

Procedure

A procedure sirnilar to that used in Study 1 was followed for

this study, except that instead of the initial l-36 item

version of the RSQ used previously, the modified version was

read to the additional participants. Scores for
participants in Study l- were corrected for the guestions

that had been removed from the original- questionnaire.

The additional participants in this study v/ere

interviewed on the one occasion only. Instead of compteting

the Staff Questionnaire, the staff hrere asked to complete,

for each individual, the Behaviour Assessment Sca1e (BÀS),

which is a scale desi-gned to measure the severity of

behaviour disorders (Note 4). This scale was also completed

for those people who had participated in the first study.

STUDY 4

The aim of this study was to compare RSQ results from the

previous studies with those from a sample of intellectually

disabled adults who were not part of the services provided

by the agency involved in the previous studies and who hrere

functioning at a sJ-ightl-y higher level of independence and

higher l-evel of intellectual- functioning than participants

in the previous studies. In effect, therefore, the present

study explored the general utility of the RSQ across a wider

range of abilities than previously obtained. As both the
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community groups v¡ere in similar situations of training for

independent living, it was predicted that satisfaction in

the new group woul-d be the same as in the community houses,

with both these higher than in the other two groups.

METHOD

Participants:

An additional 17 adul-ts with an intellectual disability
participated. All \^¡ere residents at an independent living
accornmodation complex provided by an agency that also

provided supported employment. The aim of programmes

organised at both the supported employment placement and the

independent living accommodation is to provide

rehabil-itation to people with disabilities arising both

through intellectual or physical disabiLities. At the tirne

of the interview, there h/ere 52 residents in the independent

Iiving complex, which had originaJ-J-y been established along

the lines of a motel. The residents either had physical

disabilities or were borderline to rnildly intellectually

disabl-ed. Each person had his/her own room. ÀIthough the

compl-ex had originally been established as a motel,

services that are traditionally supplied by motels (e.9.

servj,cing of roorns), were provided only to those who were

unable to do these things f or themsel-ves. Most of the

people who participated in this study v/ere expected to do

their own washing and clean their own rooms. Meals $/ere

provi-ded in a central dining room but residents were
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expected to help tidy up following the meal-.

The 8 male and 9 femal-e participants from this setting
rangTed in age from L6 years 6 months to 59 years (Í:33years

4 months, SD:13years 9 months) and hrere of moderate to

borderl-ine intel-lectuaL disability (exact IQ scores were not

availabl-e on the resident's f ile at the motel- but the

category of disabitity resultant frorn intelligence testing
was recorded on the file). Tab1es 20 and 2I provide

descriptive data on the sample, âs compared to the groups in
studies 1 to 3.

There v/ere some differences between the qroups with

respecr ro age (F:2. tr(ïr'J¿, p<0.05) , with rhose in rhe

institutional setting being younger than the other groups;

and with respect to time spent in current placement (F:3.69,

TABLE 20: Description of Sarnple

Sarnple

Mean

N MaIe Fernal-e Age

Mean
Time in

Residence

fnstitutional- setting
Intermediate setting
Community Group
Home setting
Independent Living
Cornplex

20 10 10

30
11

18
7

L2
4

9

1Om
1Om

4m178

27yr
34yr

32yr

3 3yr

5yr 8m
5yr

2yr 4m

3yr 4m

9m

TABLE 2Lz IQ Level-

SampJ-e Borderline Mild Moderate Severe

Institutional Setting
fntermediate Setting
Community Group Home
Setting
Independent Living
Complex

J

1
0

5

I2
6

13

15
3
7

o

0
1-

0

oT2
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df lrtt
, p,0.O5). Those in the community group homes and the

fndependent Living Complex had spent less tj,me in their
placernents, reflecting the transient nature of these

settings (i.e. the settings r,{ere designed to have a flow

through of people. As residents moved to more independent

settings, their places r¡/ere taken by new people) .

There was a difference between the groups with respect

to IQ (\2:IO.I2, df:3, p<0.05), with the new group

functioning at a higher IQ level- than the previous groups,

with all of the participants fal-ting into either the mild or

borderline categories.

RESULTS

The means and standard deviations for the qroups in the two

studiesr oD each of the six satisfaction scales in the

modified version of the RSQ, are presented in Table 22.

Results of the Oneway Analyses of Variance are presented

below for each satisfaction scale.

Satisfaction with Residential Placement:

It was predicted that members in the community group home

would be satisfied with the qual-ity of their l-ives than

people in either the intermediate setting or the

institutional setting. Analysis revealed that there were

significant differences between the groups with respect to
expressed satisfacti-on with residential- placement (F= 4.Bgl

p<0. 01) .
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TABLE 222 Group means and standard deviations for
satisfaction scores on various s ales of the RSQ.

Mean SD

Residential Placement :
Institutional setting
Intermediate setting
Community Group Home setting
fndependent Living CompÌex

Work Placement:
rnstitutional setting
Intermediate setting
Community croup Home setting
Independent Living Cornplex

Financial Status:
Institutional setting
Intermediate setting
Community croup Home setting
Independent Living Complex

Interpersonal Relationships:
Institutional setting
Intermediate setting
Community Group Home setting
Independent Living Complex

Physical Health:
Institutional setting
rntermediate setting
Community croup Home setting
Independent Living Cornplex

SeIf Esteem:
Institutional setting
Intermediate setting
Community croup Home setting
rndependent Living Complex

overall Satisfaction:
Institutional setting:
fntermediate setting:
Cornmunity Group Home setting
Independent Living Complex

72.73
69.9
80.35
88.35

78. 10
72.82
78. 10
83.06

6L. 07
63.0
69.25
64 -35

61. 50
68. 18
7]-.2
74.35

84.10
89.36
83.35
86.35

86.30
84 .45
88.00
89.29

73.70
7L.45
78.00
82 .59

9.78
T2.54
9.26
7.34

14.38
t-8.63
13.25
13.34

18.50
20.2L
]-9.28
25.47

12.86
L4.82
13.35
LL.32

13.30
9.7r

LO .23
11.83

9.27
12 .87

9 .65
7.O5

8.20
12.62

9 .65
9 .69
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Scheffé post hoc analyses confirmed significant

differences, at the O.05 l-evel, between the intermediate

setting and the community group home settings, with the

community qroups being more satisfied than the intermediate

group; and between the institutional and cornmunity groups,

again with the community group being more satisfied. The

difference between the institutional and intermediate

settings was not significant.

À significant difference was also found between the

groups when the additional, independent living setting was
olÍ3rU

added (F:L2.52,'iiffi, p<0.001) . A Scheffé post-hoc test

revealed that there were significant differences (at the .05

level) between the intermediate setting and the group home

and independent Iiving settings,' and between the

institutional setting and the independent living complex.

This was reflected in the responses to some of the guestions

in this scale.

For example, those in the motel sample v/ere more

satisfied with the area in which they lived as fewer wj-shed

to live in an other area Q7Z) compared to those ín the

intermediate, institutional and group home samples (7321

63eo, and 3oeo respectively) . None in the motel sample felt

that staff were hard to get alonq with whereas 362 in the

intermediate setting, 2oZ in the institutional setting and

25e" in the community group home setting felt that staff were

hard to get alc.rng with. In addition, all in the rnotel-

sample felt that they had enough freedom to do what they

wanted, whereas only 73eo in the interrnediate sample, 832 in

the institutional sample and 85eo in the community group home
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sample feLt that they had enough freedom.

This outcome indj-cates that the community groups expressed

greater satisfaction with residential- placement (which

included such aspects as the physical location of the group

homes, the other residents in the house, the staff who

worked in the houses, the in-house responsibilities, and the

rules and restrictions that were irnposed) than groups in the

institutionaL and intermediate settings.

Satisfaction with lÍork Placement:

There $/as no significant difference between the groups with

respect to expressed satisfaction with work plac

either of the studies (F<l-.O in Study 3 and F:l-.

p>0.05 in Study 4). This result was not surprising since

many of the participants in fact worked in the same work

areas so that there was no great difference in the type of

work placement attended by residents in the different
placement settings.

Satisfaction with Financial Status:

It was predicted that the community group home sample wouLd

be more satisfied than the other groups as they h¡ere in

receipt of a pension and thus had more disposabl-e income

than the other two groups, whose only source of finances

came from the money they received from working (about $7

$ZO a week) . However, although the results \trere in the

predicted direction (i.e. with the community group home

sample rnembers expressing more satisfaction than the

intermediate and institutional samples), difference between
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df ¿rsg
the groups htas not significant (F: 1.13, , p>O.05).

There \^/ere some differences in responses to individual-

questions. For example, fewer of the participants in the

comrnunity setting (50U) said that they ran out of money

before their next pay compared to the institutional (572)

and intermediate (732) settings. In addition, more of the

community sampl-e felt that they made enougrh decisions about

their use of money (452) than the institutionaL (2OZ) and

intermedj-ate (272) settings.

There was no significant difference between the groups

with respect to satisfaction with financial- status in Study

4 (F<1.0).

Satísfaction with fnterpersonal Relationships:

There was a significant difference between the groups with

respect to satisf ith interpersonal relationships in
Study 3 (F: 3.35, , p<O.05). However, a post hoc

anaì-ysis (Scheffé) reveal-ed that no two groups trrere

statistically significantly different at the 0.05 1evel.

However, in Study 4, the significant difference between the

groups held and Scheffé analysis reveal-ed a significant

difference between the institutional- setting and the
j-ndependent living cornplex (at the O.05 level). The

differences between the groups can be highlighted with some

responses to the questions in this scale.

For example, fewer in the institutional sample trusted

the people that they l-ived with (73e"), âs compared with the

intermediate (9f-U ), group horne (95U ) and independent l-iving
complex (892 ) sarnples. In addi-tion, more ir¡ the
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institutional sample felt that the peopte they l-ived with
got them into trouble (602 compared with 272 for the

intermediate, 35eo for the group home and 11? for the

independent living complex samples) and \^/ere not nice to

them (17% compared with 552 in the intermediate, 4sz in the

group home and 392 in the independent Iiving compJ_ex

samples).

Interestingly, l-oneliness, which has been reported in

the literature as a problem experienced by many

intellectual-l-y disabl-ed people l-iving in the community, was

arso a problem for the respondents in this survey. However,

more of the residents in the institutional and i-ntermediate

settings responded rrYesrr to the question 'Do you feer lonely

a lot of the tirne?'r (55å and 532 respectively), than those

in the group home or independent living complex settings

(45e" and 392 respectively) .

In addition, with respect to relationships with

famiries, fewer of the institutionar residents reported that

they saw their farnilies (g3u ) than the intermediate (1ooå)

and community settings (902), but not the independent riving
setting (B3U ). The resul-ts were consistent with the

tendency for more of the institutionar sample to report that

they courd not visit their famifies whenever they wanted to

and wanted to see more of them. Hovrever, those in the

independent Living setting fel-t that they courd see their

famirj-es when they wanted to, but did not want to see more

of them, indicating that this group had more difficulties

than the other groups in their relationships with famiries.
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Satisfaction with Physical Health:

Arthough some in the community samples indicated that v¡hen

they were sick they had no-one to Ìook after them (2SZ and

442 in the community group homes and independent living

settings respectivelyr compared with 7Z from the

institutional sampJ-e and Oeo frorn the intermediate sample) ,

and that they had problems that worried them a l_ot (60å in

the community group home cornpared with 33å for the

independent living | 3oeo for the institutional and 27eo for

the intermediate settings, differences between the three

qroups in terms of expressed satisfaction with physical

health r¡rere not significant in either Study 3 or 4 (F<1.0 in
both studies).

Satisfaction with Self-Esteem:

The comrnunity samples expressed higher satisfaction in the

area of self-esteem than the institutional and intermediate

settings, with many feeling that they were useful people to

have around (942 in the independent living and 80å in the

community group home settings, compared v¡ith 632 for the

institutionar setting and 732 for the intermediate setting),

aÌthough fewer of the community sample liked the way they

rooked (83?' and 80u in the independent living and community

group home samples respectively) compared to the

institutionaÌ or1 intermediate settings (932 and gIZ

respectively). However, the difference between the groups

with respect to expressed satisfaction on the serf-esteem

scale was not statisticalJ-y significant (F<1.0 in both

studies 3 and 4).
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overall Satisfaction:

An index of overal-l- satisfaction was computed by adding the

scores received on al-l the items and dividing the sum by the

total number of items. rn study 3 the interrnediate sarnple

expressed lower satisfaction than the institutionaÌ or

community group home settings suggesting that this setting

was not meeting the needs of j-ts residents. This suggestion

is supported by the responses to some of the questions in

this scale. For example, 9IZ of participants in the

intermediate sampl-e indicated that they wourd like to l-ive

in another house (compared with 35å of participants in the

community group homes and 652 of institutional

parti-cipants). Irlhen asked where they wanted to l-ive many

(in the intermediate sample) indicated that they wourd like

to move on to more independent living situations. Fewer of

the participants in the intermediate setting (Bze") fett that

their house was a nice prace to rive in, cornpared with 1oo?

of participants in the institutional- and community group

home settings.

However, although the residents in the community group

homes expressed slightly higher satisfaction than the

residents of the intermediate or institutionar setting the

difference was not statistically significant (F: I.99, 58

æ p>0.05) .

In Study 4 | the independent living setting had the

highest overaÌÌ satisfaction score and the difference

between the groups !ùas significant (F:5.O4, p<0.01) .

A Scheffé post-hoc analysis revealed significant differences
(at the 0.05 l-evel-) between the institutional setting and
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the

and

compÌex; and between the intermediate
settings.

Summary:

overall, the resurts indicate that the RSe is capabì-e

of discriminating between the groups examined here, with
participants in the independent riving comprex expressing
greater satisfaction than those in the institutionar and

intermediate settings but not, âs predicted, than those in
the community group home setting. The fact that overall
satisfaction in the independent riving complex is not
significantry higher t.han that for the community group home

setting, suggests that the outcome is not entirely the
conseguence of brighter individuals being better adjusted.

The results are consistent with the prediction that
living in the cornmunity, in serni-independent to independent

settings at least, l-eads to greater sati-sfaction than

placement i-n an institutional- or intermediate setting.
However, this difference is aLmost entirery the consequence

of satisfaction/dissatisfaction with residential pracement

(consisting of physical aspects of the house, social-

aspects, staff , in-house responsibitities, and ruLes and

restrictions) and interpersonal- relationships (consisting of
satisfaction with the people lived with, friends, and

family) .

correration of Expressed satisfaction with Five Faces score:
correrati-ons between satisfaction scal-es and the score
obtained from the judgements about the mood portrayed in the

independent

independent

I iving

I iving
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five faces \,vere made, âs in the previous study. There were

three scal-es where the faces were presented following the

yes/no questions (residential pJ-acement, work placernent and

financial status) and the results are presented in Tabre 23

below. As can be seen, in both studies, correlations were

weak but statistically significant for two of the three

scales. The correÌations between work placement

satisfaction and the five faces score for that scale \¡¡ere

the onl-y correlations that were not significant, which is

the reverse of the situation in Study I, where the work

correlatj-on was the only significant correlation.

The correl-ations do suggest that the rating on the five

faces and the satisfaction score are in part measuring the

same concept (i.e. participants who express a high

satisfaction with residentiar pracement, leisure time and

financial status do choose one of the happy faces on the

five faces scale).

Tabl-e 23: correration of satisfaction scores with score of
Five Faces.

Satisfaction ScaIe r N

Study 3:
Residential Placement
Work Placement
Financial Status

Study 4z
Residential Placement
Work Placement
Financial- Status
*p<

0.32**
0.13
0.23*

0.32**
0.17
o .29* *

61
6I
61

78
78
7B
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other Comparisons:

fn an attempt to further validate the questionnaj-re a

of other comparisons were made, as outl-ined below.

number

Satisfaction by place of enploynent

Previous research has suggested that type of work placernent

may affect satisfactj-on. For example, Seltzer and Sel_tzer

(r978) found that those who were competitively ernployed were

more satisfied than those in sheltered workshops, who had

once been cornpetitj-vely employed, and unernployed people who

had al-so once been cornpetitively ernployed.

All participants \{ere empl-oyed, except one, but none

\,^/as in competitive employment. The various work stations

were therefore categorised into three qroups. In Study 3,

qroup 1 comprj-sed 25 people and consisted of those people

who were employed in the Activity Therapy Centres ( (ÀTCs) as

described in Chapter 4) or v¡ho \,/ere still- at the Special

School (also described in Chapter 4). Group 2 comprised 8

people who were at the Craft Co-operative (described in

Chapter 4) or in Supported Employrnent. Clients working j_n

Supported Employment require l-ess supervision and training,

and perform work that requires greater skiIIs than clients

at ATCs. For exampJ-e, clients may work on assembl_ing

furniture or other items which are sold to the public and

receive a higher rate of pay than clients in the ATCs.

Group 3 comprised 2'7 people who were employed in a variety

of independent work stations, also previ-ousIy described in
Chapter 4.
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Oneway Analyses of Variance \,vere conducted on the

satisfaction scores for the six areas of the RSe, âs wel-l- as

the overall satisfaction, by the type of work placement

(Means and Standard Deviations are presented in Àppendix 5).

It was found that there was no significant difference

between the groups (Activity Therapy group, Supported

Employment, and fndependent work stations) with respect to

ex ed satisfaction with residential placement (F: I.07,
olc

, p>0.05) , or v¡ork pl_acement (F<f . O) .

There were significant differences between the groups

in expressed satisfaction with financial status (F:3.89,

p<0.01), those j-n independent workstations being more

satisfied than those in supported ernployment (Scheffé p<.05)

on both occasi-ons

There v¡ere no differences between the groups in
expressed satisfactj-on with physical health (F<1),

7self -esteem (F: I.29 , t p>0.05) and overal-Ì

satisfaction (F: T.75, p>0. 05) .

In Study 4, the sample consisted of 29 participants in

the ATC group, 17 in the supported enployment group and 31

in fndependent workstation positions.

There was a tendency for the supported employment group

to express more satisfaction with their residential

pi-acement than either persons occupyir-rg independent

workstation positions or the members of the ATC group but

the difference was not significant (F:T.24 p:>0.05).

There was nc significant difference between the groups with

respect to satj-sfaction with work placement (F < 1).
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The participants in the ATC and independent workstation
positions expressed greater satisfaction with financial

status than participants in the supported employment

positions qnd this difference was approaching significance
df ¿'w(F:2.92,1#, p:0.06).

The ì ndependent workstation participants expressed

slightly higher satisfaction with respect to interpersonal

relationships than the participants in the supported

employment or ATC positions but this difference \¡/as not

statisticall-y significant (F:L.22, p>0. 05) . There was

no difference between the groups with respect to expressed

satisfaction with physical- heaÌth (F < 1), self-esteem (F <

1) , or overall- satisfaction (F < t).

These resurts are similar to the resurts obtained in
study 3 and show that type of v¡ork placement may affect

expressed satisfaction, although differences were

significant in onry two of the areas (financial situation
and interpersonal- relationships). However. it was not

unexpected that there would be no differences with respect

to satisfaction with residentiar placement as there was

fairJ-y even distribution across work Ìocations of residents

from each residential setting.

comparison of satisfaction scores with presence of an

additional handicap

For the participants in study 3, informatj-on was avairable
on whether an additional handicap was present. ft was

predicted that those with additional handicaps, either
physical-, rnedical, or sensory, would be l-ess satisfied than
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those who did not have such handicaps. participants were

divided into two groups those who had physical, medical or
sensory disabilities (such as epilepsy, hemiplegia, deafness

or bl-indness, N:16) and those who did not (N:45) (Means and

standard deviations are presented in Appendix 5). There \^/ere

no differences between the groups with respect to

satisfaction with residential- pJ-acement (t: I.26, N: 6I,

p>0.05), work pJ-acement (t: 1.48, N:60, p>0.05), financial

status (t: I.20, N:61, p>0.05) , physical- heal-th (t: I.57,

N:61, p>0.05), or seLf-esteem (t:.97). However, there were

significant differences between the groups with respect to
satj-sfaction with j,nterpersonal relationships (L=2.35, N=61,

p<0.05) and overaLl satisfaction (L:1.97, N:61, p<0.05),

with those people with additionat handicaps being less

satisfied in both instances.

The resuLts confirm the prediction that the presence

of an additional handicap does have some effect on the

degree of expressed satisfaction, most particularl-y with

interpersonal relationshjps, thus providing further evidence

of the RSQ's validity. It may be that the presence of an

additional handicap such as epilepsy, which was common

amongst those with handicaps, affects interpersonal_

relationships either by reducj-ng the number of friends that

a person has or by restricting the frequency or freedom of
contact, especially if seizures are frequent. Overall,
people with additional handicaps expressed less satisfaction

with their tifestyle than those without handicaps.
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Comparison of satisfaction by presence of a behaviour

problem:

Previous research has shown that people with an intellectual

disabitity and who exhibit behaviour problems are the most

likely to have been returned to placements within an

institutional setting, and to have expressed less

satisfaction with their previous pl-acernent, compared to

those without behaviour problems (Seltzer and Seltzer,

1,978). A comparison of satisfaction scores was therefore

made, for participants in Study 3 | between those who had

very l-ow scores on the BAS (BAS <

very high scores (BAS >

between the two scores (N: 39). It was predicted that those

with behaviour problems would express less satisfaction than

those who did not have behaviour problems (Means and

Standard Deviations are presented in Àppendix 5).

Oneway Analyses of Variances showed that the difference

between the groups with respect to expressed satisfaction

with residential- placement was in the predicted direction

(i.e. those with behaviour problems being less satisfied

than those without behaviour problems and those in-between)
df ¿,sg

and was cl-ose to signifì-cance (F: 2.87, , p:0.06). There

\^/as no difference between the groups with respect to

expressed satisfaction with work pJ-acement (F<l), or

self-esteem (F<l). There was a significant difference

between the groups with respect to satisfaction with

financial- status (F= 4.0O, p<0.05), with a Scheffé

post-hoc analysis (0.05) revealing significant differences

between those those with severe behaviour problems and those
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rated as in-between and those with very low scores on the
behaviour problem scale- The difference between the groups

on satisfaction with interpersonaÌ relationships \^/as in the

predicted direction (with those with behaviour probrems

being l-ess satisfied) and was close to significance (F:

2-43, :O.10).

There was a significant difference between the groups

with respect to satisfaction with physical health (F:4.02,
p<O.01), with a significant difference between those

(Schef

differ

with severe behaviour problems and those in-between

fê, 0.05 l-evet). There was also a significant
ence with respect to overall satisfaction (F:3.6,
p<0.05) with those with behavior problerns having l-ower

overal-r sati-sfaction scores than those without behaviour

problems. A scheffé anal-ysis revealed that there was a

significant difference between those with severe behaviour

problems and those in-between.

Thus, it can be seen that the presence of a behaviour

problem does affect to some extent expressed satisfaction,

most particularly in the areas of financial status,

interpersonal- relationships, physical health and the overarr
satisfaction score, with those with severe behavi-our

problems expressing significantly less satisfaction than

those without such severe probJ-ems. The fact that the

questionnaire is reflecting this lower satisfaction on the
part of participants with behaviour probJ-ems adds further
vatidity to the questionnaire.
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Correlations:

Measures of satisfaction from the various scal_es of the

questionnaire (residential placement, v¿ork pì-acement,

financial status, interpersonal relationships, physi-cal

health, and self-esteem) including the overarl- satisfaction

score, \ivere correlated with â9ê, number of other residents

in the house, length of time in current pJ-acernent, and score

on the Behaviour Assessment scal-e. rt was expected that age

wouLd not affect satisfaction; that satisfaction wourd be

negatively related to the nurnber of peopJ-e riving in a house

and score on the Behaviour Assessment Scal_e; and that

satisfaction woutd be positivery related to rength of time

in placement.

Previously it has been shown that the placement groups

were significantry different with respect to age (with the

institutional sample having the younger rnernbers) . However,

as age was correl-ated with only one of the satisfaction

scal-es in Study 3 and three in Study 4, it was felt that

this difference did not confound the resurts presented in

the previous section. rn study 3, age was weakly correl-ated

with satisfaction with interpersonal rerationships (r: o.24 |

N- 6I, p<0.05), suggesting that the older participants

expressed more satisfaction with interpersonal relationships

than the younger particì-pants. This is perhaps not

surprising, because older people tend to have formed more

settled and stable friendships than younger people. In
study 4, age was again weakly correlated r¿ith satisfaction

with interpersonal relationships (r:.2I, N:76, p<O.05) and,

in addition, with satj.sfaction with financial status (r:.34,
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N:76, p<O.01). Age was also weakly correlated to overall
satisfaction (r:.20, N:76, p<0.05). In general_, it was

confirmed that age did not affect satisfaction.

The number of other residents in the l-ocation was

negatively correrated with alr of the scares in study 3 but

outcome was onJ-y significant for two of the satisfaction

scales and the overalÌ satisfaction score. The number of

other residents in the tiving situation v¡as weakly

negativeJ-y correl,ated with satisfaction with residentiar

placement (r : -0.33, N: 6I, p<0.01), which suggests that

the greater the number of other people in the l_iving

accommodation unit, the l-ower the expressed satisfaction is

with the pracement. There was arso a significant negative

correlation between expressed satisfaction vJith

interpersonal relationships and the nurnber of other people

living in the house (r: -O.37, N- 6I, p<0.001), suggesting

that those participants in houses with higher numbers of

others sharing the accommodation \^/ere l-ess satisfi-ed v¡ith

interpersonal- relationships than those in accommodation

where there were fewer peopre. This is partly reffected in

the responses to some of the items in that scale, âS fewer

of the institutional- sampì_e (who lived in accommodation

shared with the highest number of others) feJ-t that they

coul-d trust the peopl-e that they lived with (732 cornpared

with 9IZ in the intermediate setting and 95eo in the

community group home setting). More of the institutional

sampì-e responded that the people with whom they J-ived got

them into trouble (6ou in the institutionar sample compared

with 272 in the intermediate setting and 35eo in the
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commun-ity group home setting) and were not nice to them (632

compared with 552 in the intermedj-ate setting and 252 in the

community setting). More of the institutional- sample wourd

rather be tiving with someone el-se (i7Z) than was so in the

intermediate setting (552) or in the comnunity setting

(452) .

The correlation between the number of other residents

in the house and financial satisfaction approached

significance (r: -0.19, N:61, p:0.07) but was only a very

weak relationship. There was al-so a weak but significant

negative correl-ation between numbers in the house and the

overall satisfaction score (r:-O.25, N:61, p<0.05), which

confirrned that the higher the number of other peopte with

whom the participants had to share accommodation, the rower

the overall expressed satisfaction. In Study 4 none of the

correlations $¡ere significant.

The negative correl-ations with the number of other

people in the house foll-ows from the fact that participants

in the institutionar sampÌe live in houses with the largest

number of people and it was the institutional sampre which

showed significantly Iess expressed satisfaction in the

areas of residential placement, interpersonar rel-ationships

and overaÌr sat,isfaction. This suggests that satisfaction

coul-d be related to living unit size and that satisfaction

could be increased by decreasing the number of people in

Iiving units.

no significant

spent in current

There

length of

on any of

\,{ere correlations between the

placement and satisfaction

and only one scale in Study

t ime

the scales in Study 3
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4 (satisfaction with financial status) was weakry correÌatedwith time in current placement (r:.2I, N:72, p<0.05).However, it would be interesting to conduct l_ongitudinaLstudies of participants who rnove from ne setting toanother' to measure any chang'es in expressed satisfactionthat rnay occur over time.
For participants in Study 3, the score on the BehaviourAssessment scar-e (BAS) was neg,atively correlated with allthe scales, confirming that the higrher he score (i.e. theqreater the degree of behaviour prob,_em) the r_ower theexpressed satisfaction, but correl-ations were significantfor only three of the scales. There was a significantnegative correl_ation between score on the BÀS and expressedsatisfaction with financial status (r= .35, N_ 58,p<0. O1) , sug,gestingf that as the degrree of behaviour problem

,ä":==. 
tn"" expressed satisfaction with financial status

There was a significant rerationship between BÀs scoreand expressed satisfaction with interpersonar- rer_ati_onships(r=-o.26, N=58, p<0.05), suggesting that the more rnarked thedegree of behaviour probrem' the less satisfaction there iswith interpersonal_ relationships. Thls may be because aperson with a behaviour probrsm may have few friends due tohislher anti_social behaviour or may have difficulty in

^ .jl": _friends 
due ro poor interpersona.t skitts.Õ weaK but sigrnificant negative rerationship existed betweenthe score on the BÀS and overall satisfaction (r=_0.28,N=58, p<0.05) , sug,gesting that those partic.pants withhigher degrrees of behaviour problems tend t be less
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satisfied with their overall Iifestyles than those

participants with fewer or no behaviour probrems, although

the trend is only a weak one. The reÌationship between

expressed satisfaction and presence of a behaviour problem

was al-so refrected in the onev/ay anaì_yses of variances which

showed that peopì-e with behaviour probJ_ems \^/ere

significantry less satisfied in the areas of financial

situation, interpersonar relationships, physicar health and

overall satisfaction. rt is recognised, however, that arl
of the correrations obtained are weak and show only weak

trends, with few accounting for more than 10å of shared

variance. This is due to the difficulty of obtaining
reriabLe results from peopre with an intellectual disability
when using scares of this kind. However, the resurts do

show that there is a weak trend for particj-pants rated as

having behaviour probrems to express ress satisfaction than

those who are not so rated, and for people living in
accommodation with greater numbers of others to express less
satisfaction than those living in accomrnodation with fewer

people.

Satisfaction by Adnission to an Institution:

As previous research reviewed in chapter 2 has shown, the

effects of institutionarisation can rast for many years. rt
lvas therefore of interest to see if admission to an

institution has an effect on expressed satisfaction,

regardì-ess of current pJ-acement.

Oneway Analyses of Variance were conducted on two

groups, those who had never been adrnitted to an institution
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(N:f6) and those who had a history of institutional-
pracement (N:6r) (Means and standard Deviations presented in
Àppendix 5). rt was found that there lvere significant

differences between the groups with respect to satisfaction
with residentiaÌ ptacement (F:15 ..n, (Írþ,6o.0. OO1) , with
those who had never been admitted to an institution

expressing greater satisfaction with their residential
placement (1:86.56, SD:7.23) than those who had been

admitted to an institution (i:75.0, SD:11.05). Those who

had never been admitted to an institution arso expressed

more satisfaction wj-th their interpersonar relationships
(-x=73 - 5, sD:13 - 11) than those who had been adrnitted to an

institution (-X:65.97, SD:13.57) (F:3.96, 1Sn.O.05) .

They arso expressed greater satisfaction overarl than those

who had been admitted to an institution (F:6.50, F
p<0.01) .

There were no significant differences between the
groups with respect to satisfaction with work placement

p>0.05), or physical health (F < 1).

fnter Scale Correlations:

Relationships between the scales were examined using the

Product Moment correlation coefficient. A matrix is
presented in Tabl-e 24, and as can be seen, the scares are

generaJ-ly related to each other with the exception of the
Physical Health scale which correl-ated with onJ-y one other
scare Residentiar Pl-acernent. rt would therefore seem that
the scares tend to measure general- satisfaction rather than
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satisfaction with individual aspects of life satisfaction.

Construct val-idity of the test was supported by the fact

that all sub-scales of the questionnaire rv,¡ere significantly

correlated with the total score.

Factor Analysis:

A Factor Analysis was conducted using the Principal Axis

Factoring technique. OnIy one factor with an eigen value

greater than one $ras extracted and all of the variables

loaded on this factor, which accounted for 45.62 of the

variance. The highest Ìoading variabl-es were satisfaction

with Residential placement (.7r) and satisfactj-on with

Interpersonal relationships (.70) indicating that these are

the two most important factors in satisfaction with

lifestyle. The other loadings on the factor hrere

SeIf-esteem (.63), l,Iork Placement (.59), Financial Status

(.47) and Physical Health (.41) (Further data presented in

Appendix 5). These results indicate that the questionnaire

is measuring a general factor of satisfaction, rather than

the seven individual, components as originally proposed.

Summary:

The questionnaire has been found to discriminate between

qroups with respect to expressed satisfaction to a Iinited
degree, and it has been shown that pJ-acement in a community

setting leads to greater expressed satisfactj.on than

placernent in an institutional or interrnediate setting. This

may be related to the lower number of residents in the

communi-ty settings or to the greater degree of freedom and
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independence allowed to the residents in community settings

It has also been shown that work placement may also affect
expressed satisfaction in the areas of interpersonal

relationships and financial status, with persons in

independent workstation positions expressing greater

satisfactj-on than people in ÀTCs or supported employment.

The effect of placement in an institution can also affect

expressed satisfaction with those who have or had been

adrnitted to an institution expressing lower satisfactj-on

than those who have never been admitted to an institution.
The general utility of the questionnaire across a

broader range of abilities was tested and the results

remained consistent with the previous studies. The

additional- independent Iiving group studied was functioning

at a higher intellectual- l-eveI than the previous groups

studied but, despite this, these participants dj-d not

express greater satisfaction than the community group of

Studies 1 and 3, indicating that satisfaction is not

necessarily related to higher intel-Iectual functioning.

However, while the results of these studies support the

external validity of the RSQ, strong differences or

relationships were not found and thus validation is only

weak.



TABLE 24: Inter-Scale Correl-ations

Residenti-aI
Placement

Residentiat
PLacement

Work
Pl-acement

.36***

Financial
Status

.3L**

.33:k*

Interpersonal
Relationships

.52***

.4r**

.45***

PhysicaJ-
Health

.31-rr*

.22rc

.26*

.24*

OveraIl
Score

.7 6***

.7 2***

.63***

.7 4***

.43***

Self-
Esteem

.50***

.42***

.r6

.40***

.32**

Work
Placement

Financial
Status

Interpersonal-
Relationships

Physical- Health

Self-Esteem .61***

Overall- Score

* P<. 05 , * * p<. 01, *** p<. 001.

l.J
f.J
o,
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS

A revj-ew of the l-iterature on the care of people with an

intellectual disability showed that there is an increasing

trend ariüay from care in large institutions to care in
smal-1er cornrnunity units. I^Iith this trend has come a need to
evaluate the success of such community placements in order

to demonstrate that the quality of life of peopte with an

intel-l-ectual disabiÌity has been enhanced, or at l-east not

made worse, by placernent in the community. In the main,

eval-uative studies have focussed on measuring success in
terms of objective factors such as the use of community

resources, increases in adaptive behaviour, or adherence to
the principle of Normalisation. ft was shown that outcomes

of such research have varied and that community placements

have not arways been shown to be superior to institutional
placements. ft was argued that, while objective measures of
placement success are important, it is al-so important to
measure success from the viewpoint of an individual and that
a measure of client satisfaction with Iifestyre h¡as needed.
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This study aimed to develop a measure of client
satisfaction from an individuaÌts point of view. To this
end, a rnodel- of satisfaction, based on a model used by

sociologists for rneasuring the satisfaction of peopl-e

without handicaps, hlas deveJ-oped. Satisfaction with

Iifestyle hras felt to consist of satisfaction in seven

areas (residentiat placement, work placement, use of Ieisure

time, financiaJ- status, interpersonal relationships,
physical health and self-esteem). The Resident Satisfaction

Questionnaire (RSa) $/as then developed to measure

satisfaction with these tife areas.

The reliability of the RSQ \,\ras measured in two ways.

The test-retest reliability of individual items and scale

total-s was established. ,; total L2 items and one scale

!/ere removed from the RSQ due to low test-retest

rel-iabilities. The remaining scales had test-retest

reliabilities that ranged from moderate to good. However, a

problern was found to exist with acquiescence, which may have

inflated the rel-iabilities. Despite the fact that an

attempt had been made to control for acquiescence by using a

screenj-ng test before proceeding with the questionnaire, the

use of paired items scattered throughout the questionnaire

revealed that a degree of acquiescence had occurred.

However, acquiescence did not occur on aIl- paired guestions

and inconsistency of responding may have occurred a) because

respondents had difficulty with quantitative concepts that
\^/ere involved in the pairs or b) , where the question was

reversed, the respondents did not interpret the questions as

exact opposites of each other.
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Despite the problems with acquiescence it was felt that
the test-retest reliabil-j-ty of the questionnaire was

adequate. Future research could improve the questionanire

by: a) exarnining a more stringent means of screening for

acquiescence prior to administering the questionnaire; b)

balancing the number of positively and negatively worded

questions. One probl-em which existed with the questi-onnaire

\¡/as a lack of bal-ance between positive and negatively worded

questions (i.e. most questions \^/ere worded in such a way

that a ttyesrr response received a positive score) , thus

leading to potential probÌems with acquiescence. It is
recommended that future research in this area should try to

have a better balance with questions requiring both positive

and negative answers to receive a positive score; c)

continued use of pairs of questions requiring reversed

responding scattered throughout the questionnaire as another

means of controlling for acquiescence. These questions

would best be in the form of rrAre you a happy personrt vs

rrAre you a sad personrr rather than in the form of questions

which util-ise concepts as rrmorerr, rrlessrr, rrenoughrr as these

types of questions hlere shown to be problemrnatic for peopJ-e

with an intell-ectual disability to ansv/er. Respondents who

failed to ans\¡/er these questions consistently could be

excluded from analysis.

The internal- consi-stencies of each of the scal-es was

measured using Cronbachts alpha and were found to range from

moderate to good. Content validity was argued on the basis

of the method used in developing the questionnaire. In
addition an attempt was made to measure the external
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validity of the questionnaire usinq cartoon-type faces to
represent satisfaction. AJ-though respondents were

rnoderately rel-iabl-e on test-retest, the ratings of
satisfaction on the cartoon-type faces did not correl-ate

weII with the satisfaction scores on the RSQ. It is felt
that the cartoon faces may have been influenced by social
desirability as respondents generalì-y pointed to the happy

faces, perhaps expecting that this was what the interviewer
wanted.

In order to measure the criterion-related validity of
the RSQ, a Staff Questionnaire was deveì-oped that attempted

to measure both subjective ratings of resident satisfaction,
as perceived by staff, and objective measures of degree of
responsibility, autonomy, and decision-making allowed

residents. Difficulties hrere experienced with the

inter-rater reliabilities of this questionnaire, indicating
that staff did not agree between themselves as to how

satisfied residents were or how much infl-uence the residents

had on their l-ives. This may have been due to the fact that
different staff do indeed engage in different practices

within a house or that staff are not as rel-iable a source of

inforrnation as the residents themselves. To some extent the

differences may have arisen because the questionnaire was

left with the staff and not presented by an intervieh/er,
thus ì-eading to possible differences in interpretation of
the questionnaire. ft is recommended that, if the

questionnaire is util-ised in future research, it be

presented by an interviewer. Although difficufties v/ere

experienced with the staff guestionnaire, a combined score
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was calculable and was correlated with the results of the

RSQ. ft was found that staff rated satisfaction did not

correlate with expressed satisfaction of the resident but

that self-rated satisfaction correl-ated with objective

factors indicating that degree of autonomy, responsibil-ity
and decisi-on-making al-lowed residents may affect life
satisfaction. It also indicated that staff may not be good

judges of resident satisfaction. This supports the view

that it is important to consult the person, despite the

difficulties that may be encountered in doing so, when

evaluating how satisfied a person with an inteÌl-ectual
disabiJ-ity is with his/her Iifestyle. The resul-ts gave some

support to the criterion-related validity of the RSQ.

The number of respondents interviewed and the range of

intel-Iectual disability was expanded in two final studies to
test the construct val-idity of the questionnaire. Firstly,
a study was conducted to compare the residential

al-ternatives to determine the extent to which the RSQ

discriminated among them. On the basis of the fiterature
review it was predicted that institutional- residents would

be less satisfied than residents in the comrnunity and the

results did, to some degree support this hypothesis.

However, the difference was almost entirely due to
satisfaction/dissatisfaction with residential placernent and

interpersonal rel-ationships.

In general, the RSQ was shown to be capable of
discriminating between pì-acement settings and that
satisfaction was related to a number of other factors in a

person's life such as the number of other people living in
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the unit, presence of additional- handicap and so on.

However, reJ-ationships found \,"rere not strong and thus

support for the validity of the questionnaire was only weak.

Second1y, construct validity was examined by testing the

degree to which the seven sub-scales of the questionnaire

correlated with the total score. In all cases the

correlations were highly significant. Finally, factor
analysis was conducted which revealed that onJ-y one general

factor of satisfaction was being measured by the

questionnaire, rather than the seven sub-scal-es as had been

proposed.

Despite the problems encountered with acquiescence, it
is feÌt that obtaining degree of satisfaction from the

people most affected by placement in community settings
(i.e. the residents thernselves) is stil-I important. In this
respect, it is felt that the RSQ could be useful- as part of

an evaluation into the success of a given placement.

Satisfaction over tirne was not examined and future research

could examine longitudinaL changes in satisfaction, prior to

replacernent and at interval-s after relocation.



APPENDIX 1

RESIDENT SATISFÀCTION
QUESTIONNÀrRE

Name

Address:....

Date of Interview

I am here today to talk to you about the work that I am

doing and to ask you to help me with this work. I am

interested in tal-king to you and to other people here about

where you live and if you are happy with the way you are

living. I am asking these questions because I want to find
out what is good about the place as well- as what is bad

about it, and to find out what you want. this wil-l- help the

people who run these places know how they can be made

better.

This is not a test. there are no rì-ght or \^/rong

ans\^/ers to the questions. I just want to find out how you

feel about things. I wiII not tell anyone what you tell me

unless you r^/ant me to.
If you would rather not talk to rne you can say so no\^r.

if there are any questions that you do not want to answer,

then that is aÌright, just l-et me know. if you want tr: ask

me any questions as \,ve go through then stop me whenever you

want and ask them.
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1. What is your name?

2. Is today (wrong day)?

3. fs it raining/sunshining outside today?

4. Is this (vrrong address)?

5. .Are you Chinese?



2

RI]SIDENTIAI, PI,ACEMENT

Physical

Do you like the area (suburb) you live in?

Do you feel safe in this suburb (area)?

Is it a nice area to live in?

Is your house a nice place to live?

Do you like your bedroôn?

Do you feel safe in this house?

Would you rathcr live in a different area?

Would you rather live in a different house?

YES NO NOT SURE

I

2

.{

5

o

1

oU

9

10.

11.

t2.

r3.

14.

l5

i6.

I

)

J

4

5

6

7

B

Where?

Social

9. Are the people you live wich nice people?

10. Do too many people live here?

11. Do you have enough chance Ëo be alone if you
want to be alone?

12. Would you rather more people lived here?

13. Wou1d you rather be living by yourself?

14. Would you rathcr less people lived here?

15. Do you like the people you live with?

16. Would you rather live with someone elsc?

Mro?

/t
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18.

19.

20.

2I.

S raff

17. Do you like the staff who vork here?

11

23.

24.

Do you get crÍticised unfairly by staff?

Do the staff here help you with your problems?

Do the staff here make you do too much?

If you had a problen, would the staff here
help you?

Do you think the staff pick on you?

Are the staff here hard to get along with?

Would you like the staff here to teach you
more things?

YES NO NOT SURE

T1

1B

19.

20.

27.

22.

îa

Lq-

25

26-

27.

2B

1A

30

31.

What?

In- House Responsibili ties

Do you like to do jobs around the house?

Do you have enough jobs to do?

Does doi-ng your jobs take up too much time?

Do your jobs make you feel useful?

Do you have too many jobs here?

Do you mind doing the (laundry erc.)

Would you rather have someone else do the jobs
for you all the time?

25.

26.

¿t.

28.

29.

30.

3r.

/4.
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'1 ')

33.

34.

35.

Ru1es and Restrictions

36

Arc there too many rulcs around here?

Do you have enough freedom to do what you vrant?

Do other people te1l you vhat to do too much?

Are you allowed to make up your mind about the
things you want to do?

Do you vant the staff to tell you what to do
more often?

Can you do what you \./ant to when you r+ant to?

Can you go out whenever you want to?

Can you go out without telling the staff
whcre you are going?

37.

38.

39.

General

40. Is this rhe right place for you to be living? Why?

41. rs Ehis place better than the last place you vere J-iving? t{hy?

42. What do you like best about living here?

YES NO NOT SURIì

')a

J¿{.

35.

36.

37.

20JU.

39

43. rs there anything that you do not like about riving here?

lc
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44 Do you think thaL you have trecn
to do vell here?

taught all fltc things thaL you nccd to clo

45 ' Is there anythÍng that you wourd like to learn that you are not being taught?

46- rs it better or \./orsc living hcre than at MÍnda? (For ex-residents)

47. Would you rather be livj_ng in the comnuniry or Minda?

48' I{ere are five faces. one has a very big smile (point) vhich rneans that he Ís
very h.ppy' one has a big frown (point) vrrich means he is very unhappy.

One has a litcle smile (point) which means he is happy, one has a litt1e
frown (point) which means he is sad, and one has no smire and no frown
(point) which means that he is not happy and not sad. point to the face r¡hich
best tells how you fcel most of the time abouL where you live, i-ncruding
tlte house you livc in, thc people you live wlth, the jobs you do, the
rules, and the staff.

aÞ
-\ 

-
O a

gJ-

-.

<D
\--.)-

a

/o
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1

2

J

4

5

WORK PLÂCEMIìN1'

Physical

Task.

Do you like tire place vhere you work?

Is it a nice building to vork in?

Is it a nice Place to vork?

Do you have to stand on your feet too much?

Do the days secru Loo long at vork (ie 1it<e
they will never end)?

Would you rather be working somewhere else?

Where?

YiJS NO NOT SURE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

tI.

t2.

6

7.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Do you like the jobs (tasks) that you do at

Do you think your work is Ínteresting?

Does your job make You feel useful?

Is your work boring?

Do you have enough to do at work?

Would you rather be doing different jobs?

\./hat?

vrork?

/t
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Social

13. Do you like the people you vork wi-th?

14. Are the people you work with ever not nice to you?

15. Do che pcopl.e you work r+ith talk too much?

16. Are the people you work vith nice people?

17. Wou1d you rather be vorking with dj-fferent people?

Who?

Sraff

YES NO NOT SURE

13.

t4-

15.

16.

L7-

1B

19

20

2r.

22.

23.

24

25

26

¿t.

18.

i9.

20.

2t.

))

12

Do you like the

Do the staff at

Do the staff at

Do the staff at
a good job?

Do the staff at

Do you vrant. the
th ings ?

staff at vork?

vork help you when you need it?

work pick on you?

work tell you when you are doing

vork teach you enough?

staff at work to teach you more

What?

Ie-Y-

24. Do you get paid enough money for working?

25. Do you gct paid less than you are worth?

26. Do you think your pay is bad?

2-Ì. Do you get paid enough for the work you do?

/e
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1A

General

Is thc right place for you to bc working? Why?

29. \.Ihat do you like best about working there?

30- rs there anything that you do not like about working there?

31- Here are the five faces again. One has a very big smile (poinc) v¿hich means

he is verv happy, and one has a very big frown (point) and he is very unhappy.

One has a little smile (poinc) vhich Ineans he is happy, one has a little

frown (point) and he is unhappy, and one has no smile and no frown (point)

which means he is not happy and not unhappy. Point to the face which best tells
how you feel about where you vork, including t.he people you work vith,

the staff thcre, the money you gct, and the type of job you do.

{Þ

l

-___CD CD
{'--r-

"--\,

ap
\-i\l-

a a qE)

/9.
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I

I,EISURIì TTMI]

Free Time

Do you have cnough to do in your spare time?
(ie whcn you are not vorking or doing your jobs)

Do you have enough spare ti-me?

\{ould you like to do more things in your spare
time than you do now?

Do you wish you had more spare time to do things?

Is it easy to flnd things to do in your spare
tÍme?

Are you ever bored?

Do you'want. someone to show you more things to
do with your spare time?

t{hat?

I{olidays

YES NO NOT SURIì

I

2

3

4

5

6

B

9

10.

11.

12.

13.

2

3

4

5

6

7
7

B.

a

t0

1I

Do you have enough holidays from work?

Do you do enough Ehings i-n your holidays?

Are your holidays from work borlng?

Do you vish that there were no holidays from
work (ie that you vorked aU. year)?

\^/ould you like mo¡:e holj.days from vork?

Do you do inLeresEing things in your holidays
from v¡ork?

T2

13.

/ to.
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10

i4. I{ere are tfte fivc faces again. Therc ís the one with the very big smile

(point) and there is tlie one with the very bj-g frown (point). Thc rest

are in-be¡ween. Point to the one that best tells how you feel most of the

time about your spare time, including the things that you do in your spare

time, hor¡ much spare time you have, and your holidays frorn vork.

_ õ<D (D
{_}

-v

AD
\-h.¡-

@ qE)a

/n
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NANCIAI, STA'fUS

10.

11.

t2-

Do you have enouglt money to spencl?

Do you sPenrl too rnuch moneY?

Would you like to have morc money to spend?

Do you have enough money to buy thc things that
you need?

Do you have enough money to go out vhen you vant

to?

Do you run out of money before your next pay?

Do you decide how to spend your money?

Do you spend your money the vay you want to?

Should you make more dccisions about what you

will do with Your moneY?

Would you like someone to teach you how to look

after Your moneY better?

Do you have enough money to buy special things
when You want to?

YES NO NOT SURIÌ

I

2

3

4

6

7

B

9

10

11.

Hcre are the five faces again. [{cre is the one with the big smile (poinc)

and here is Lhe one with the big frown (point).'the rest are in-between'

Point t.o the one vhich Lel-ls how you feel most of thc time about

the amount of money you have, including the vay you spend it'

------.\ 

-
@ @ a qf)

'-a,

CD (Drt) o
.? ¿

<D
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NTERPERSON A], IìDì,ATIONSIIII)S

esidential

Do you likc the people you live with?

If you vcre to move, would you livc witl-r then
again?

Can you trust the people you live with?

Are the people you live with nice people?

Do the pcople you llve \{j-th get you into trouble?

Are the people you live with cver not nice to you?

Would you rather be living r.ri-th someone else?

YIJS NO NOT SURE

I

2

4

5

6

7

B

9

10-

lI.

L2.

i3

14.

15

16_

17.

tB.

19.

t{ho?.

B

Friends

Do you have enough fri-ends?

Do you spend enough timc vith your friends?

i0. Is it hard to find friends?

I 1. Would you like to have more friends?

L2. Do you feel lonely a lot of the tÍme?

13. Do you go out with your friends vhen you want to?

14. Do you choose your fricnds?

FamiIv

15. Do you see your family?

16. Would you like to sce more of your family?

17. Do you Likc visiting your fgamily?

18. Would you like your family to visit you more
often?

19. Can you visit your family vhenever you want to?

9

/tz
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I'IIYSICAL III]AI,'I'II

1. Do you fccl sick often?

2. Do you fcel healthy most of thc time?

If you arc sick, is there anyone Lo look
after you?

4. Do you 'r/orry about beÍng sick?

If you are sick, can you take time off r¿ork?

\^/hen you are sick can you go to a doctor?

Do you like the doctor that you go to?

Can you trust the doctor that you go to?

YI]S NO NOT SURIì

I

2

J

4

5

6

l

B

9

10.

tl

5

6

7

B

9 Do you vant
a different

to change your doctor (ie go to
doctor)?

10. Do you have problems that vorry you a lot?

I I. Is there anytl'ring that you are af raid of?

What?

What?

--/ru-
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t4

SE[,II IJS'I'IiBIf

Now I am going to ask you some qucstiotts abouL
how you feel about Yoursclf -

Do you feel that:

1.......you can bc proud of yourself?

2.......cverything you do goes wrong?

3.......when you do something you do it well?

.there are lots of good things about you?

S.......you can do things as well as most people?

6......sometimes you are no good at all?

7....,.you are a useful person to have around?

.you are a happy Person?

your life is not verY useful?

i0.....you can do anything if you rea11y try?

i1 you are a good person?

12.....you can handle most problens?

13.....you are sad most of che time?

l4.....most people like you?

15...-.people are hard to get along with?

16. . . . . you like the vay you look?

VI¡C
I ¡,. ) NO NOT SIJRE

1

2

4

5

6

l

B

9

10.

11

12-

13.

r4

15.

16.

B

9



APPENDJX 2

INI)IVIDUAI, PIìOI¡ILIì

Nanre of residenL: . . .

Narne of staff rnenrber

¡lddress of group homc/placcrnent:

Date

Please answer the foLlowing questj-ons about

(please circle the response vhich you feel best describes the person)

1. In general, hor+ happy do you think this person is with his/her lÍfe?

Di-ssatisfied NeuLral" SatisfiedVery
Dissatisfied

Very
Satisfied

2. In general,

Very
Unhappy

hov happy do you

Unhappy

Ehink this person is?

Neut al

3 IIow happy do you think this person is with his/her currenL reside¡rtial
placemen t ?

I{appy Very
Itappy

Very
tla p py

Very Well
Placed

Very
Satisfied

llappy

4. How well placed do you tlli¡rk this person is in this house?

Very
Unhappy

Very Badly
Placed

5. llow saLisf ied is

Very
Dissa tis f i-ed

Unha ppy

Iiadly
I)laced

tltis ¡rcrson witlr

Di ssa L is t ietl

Neu tral

Neutral Well
Placed

his/her currc¡lL work place¡nent?

NeuLra l. Sat-isf iecl

/'¿.
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6- llow well placed is Lhj-s pcrson in his/her current work placenrcnt?

Very lla<lly
Placed

7 llow satisfied do you Lhink tlris person is with lris/her lifestyle?
Very
Dissatisfied

B. Ilow bored does this person geL?

Bored Not Very
Bored

Neutral

Very
Bad 1y

Well

lìad 1y
Placed

Di ssa ti s fi ed

NeuLral

Ncutral

Neutral

l,/el1
Placcd

Satisfied

A Few More
Than Average

No t muclr

Very Well
Placed

Very
Satisfied

Not at all

Very
Well

Very
Satisfied

Lots

Not at a1l

Freq uen t 1y

9 Ilow well does this person occupy him/herself on holidays from vork?

Very
Badly

Badly Well

Very
Bored

12. Ilow many friends does this I)ersorì

None Very F.ew

10' Ilow satisfied do you think this person is wÍth his/her financi-at affairs?
Very
Dissatisfied

Di ssa t is fied Neutral Satisfied

11. I{ow well does this person manage his/lier money?

Badly Neutral Very
We I1

have ?

Abou t
Average

13. IIow 1one1y clo

Very LoneIy

you think

Lone Iy

this person is?

NeutraL

14. llow ofte¡l <loes Elrj.s person visit

Nevcr Rarely

lri.s/lrer fanrily?

Seldom 0f te¡r
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15. liow well physì-cal1y is this person?

Very
Unheal tlry

16. IIow of te¡r does

Very
0f Len

L7. How high is Lhis

Very
Low

18. How much do

Unli ea I Lhy Âveragc IIealtliy

Lhj.s person complain of feeling u¡rwe11?

Ofren Seldonr Rarely

person's level of self-esteern?

Low Average IIi gh

Ver y
Ileal thy

Never

Very
llj-gh

you think this

Dislikes

person likes the way he/she looks?

Neutral LikesGrea tly
Dislikes

19. Ilow many visiEs, letters, phone calls has this person had with any

rnembers of his/her immediate family during the past Lwelve months?

a. Visite<i a f anrily nenrber

b. Iìami1y meml.¡er vj-sited person

c. Person wrote or phoned farnily

d. F-amily wrote or phoned person

Likes a
Lot

Never 0¡rce
0nly

2-6
Times

7-r2
Times

>12
'I'ime s

/a
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20. In your siLuation, wlto has tlre ¡nost respo¡lsiL¡i1j-ty for tlle following:

l.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

o

10.

11.

12.

13.

r4.
15.

16.

17.

tB.

Cleaning tlte bedroom

Serving own meals

Preparing meals

Food slio¡rping

Waslting ctrotltes etc.
Mending clothes
Ilanking rloney fron work,/pension

Spending money

Decj-ding irow ntuch money to save each week

Maintenance of Lhe grounds

Setting Lhe table
Doing the dishes

Shopping for supplies for the lrouse

Paying l¡iI1s
Cl eaning living rooms

Cleaning the di¡ling roonì

Cleaning ti¡e kitchen
lulaking sure all Lasks are perfornred
as rìecessary

+ AssisLance may be f ronr oLlter reside¡rts or staf f '

Please make any comments Lhat you feel necessary rcgarding Lltc above.

Â1o¡re
vi th
Assistance*

Sraff
0n1y

L

)

-) .

;
5.

6.

7.

I
9

10.

It.
i2.
r3.

14.

15.

16.

rl .

tB.

t\
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allowetl t<¡:

Invite visitors for a meal

Ilave a pet

Go out alone

Stay up late on week-nights

Stay up late on weekends

Stay out late o¡r week-nigltLs

Stay out late on weekends

Get up late on week-days

Get up late on weekends

SEay out overnight
I'fake Irim/herself a s¡rack

VJatch TV

Make hin/hcrself a drink
Use the Lelephone

\{itlidraw money from his/l¡er L¡ank
account

Dri¡rk alcohol in Llle house

Dri.nk ¿llc<¡ho1 ouLsidc the house

Invite a boy/girlfriend Itome

Leave his/her room unLidy

Stay honre from work wiLhouL a
nledi.cal rcasor.r

Keep a key to the ltouse

Decorat.e his/hcr roonì

l,ock his/her roonr fronr tlle inside
Lock the bathroonr fro¡n tlre insidc
Lock Lhc toilet frorn Lhc inside

I

l

7_

l)

+

t

J

7

3

)

l

2

l)

\
5

ÂL any

Tilne

Only witli
sLaff
perrnission/
at certaín
times

I'lo t
at
aI1

2

3

4

5

6

7

o
O

9

1C.

ll.
12.

13.

I4

l5
ló
T7

18.

i9.

20.

2t.
22.

¿J

Lq

/lr¿).

/o
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2

'lease make any commenLs that you feel arc rìecessary rn rel¿rtio¡t to the above.

What tj-me is this person expected to be home by if they go out at night?

(Please specify if this is different on weekends)

What time is tl¡is person expected to be j_n bed?

(Please specify if this is different on veekends)

3

/t
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24. In your siLuation, wlto is rnosL involvcd in deciding Lhe following:

1.

2.
.)

4.
(

6.

7.

Õ.

a

10.

11.

12.

What he/she wii1l do o¡r weekends

Where to go on his/her holi<iays

What time to take a shower

What time to go to bed

What ti-me nleals are scrved

l^Jirat tire daily menu is
What food to buy for the house

WhaÈ time to get up in the morning

l{hat tlie rules of the house will be

Who he/slie will share a roorn wiLli

When the liouse needs to be painted

\,/hether a particular staff nrember
should t¡e f ired.
l{ow ¡nuch money he/she shoultl save
each week.

When staff have days off
i^/hether a parEicular residenL is
a drni t ted

IIow he/she spends his/her nìoney

When staff take holidays
Whether a ¡tarticular staff person
will be assigned Lo Lhe house

When he/she takes liis/her holidays
When to punish bad behaviour
Ilow Lo punish bad behaviour
What he/she will do on wecknighLs

l{haL equipment to buy for Lhe house

Wlten lre/sl¡e is rea<jy to ¡nove ouL
of Lhe house

WhaL Linre liousehold tasks arc
pe r fo rmcd

WIra t hc/slle wears

r.3.

14.

15.

r6.
r7.
to1U.

19.

20.

2I.
))
23.

¿L+ .

')(LJ

A1o¡re

wiLh oLlter
rcsiderìcs &/or
staff

Sraff
0n1y

i
2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

t0

11.

L¿.

Ì3.
r4

15

l6

17.

i8.
19.

20

'2r 
.

22.

¿J.

/4

L)

'26.26.

/e
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24. . /cont.

27. Whac leisure activities he/she
will parEicipaLe in

28. What clothes he/she will buy

29. Choose whet.her or not to go to
work (ie to be unemployed)

30. Choose what his/her job (occupation)
will be

Please make any conunenLs that you feel are necessary in relation to the above.

Alone

;i;,'åin.'
resident,s &/or
staff

Sraff

0n1y

27.

28

29.

30



APPENDTX 3

Illustration of the calcul-ation of the statistic Kappa.

Sample Contingency Table.

Do you feel safe in this suburb (area) ?

Fi-rst Administration

Second Administration

Yes No

Yes .81 .03 .84

No .03 .13 .16

.84 .16

Ihe proportion of agreement obtained is .81 +

.13 : .94. Chance l-evel is cafcul-ated from the marginats of

the two cell-s which represent agreement. The chance

probability of a rryes-yes'r result is .7T (.84 x .84) while

the chance probability of a 'rno-norr combination is .O2 (.16

x .16) , resulting in the proportion of ag,reement expected by

chance as .73 (.7I + .O2). Kappa is calculated as:

p obtaj-ned p by chance

k

1 p by chance



[úIhere k

chance :

: Kappa, p obtained : proportion obtained, p by

proportion obtained by chance)

For this example,

.94 .73

k .78

1 .73

This indicates that 782 of the cases represent agreement

beyond that one would expect on the basis of chance. The

statistical significance of kappa can be determined by the

calculation of a standard error term:

p by chance

ko

Iwhere ko

\ N(1 - p by chance)

standard error of Kappa, N : sarnple

.73

ko: .30

\ 31(1 .7 3)

.74

si-ze l

z

k

ko .30

2.6 (p < .01)



6

Please make any commenLs LhaL you feel arc rìcccssary r¡t rel¿rLiotì to the al¡ove.

22. What time is Ehis person expected to be home by if they go out at night?

(Please specify if this is different on weekends)

23. l^/hat time is this person expected to be in bed?

(Please specify if tliis is different on veekends)

/t



Staff Questionnaire Sca1e 20: Test-Retest and Inter-Rater
Rel-iabilities Revised.

Question

Cleaning the bedroom
Serving own meals
Preparing meal-s
Food Shopping
frlashing clothes etc
Mending cl-othes
Banking money from work/pension
Spending money
Deciding how much money
to save each week
Maintenance of the grounds
Setting the tabl-e
Doing the dishes
Shopping for suppl-ies for the
house
Paying bills
Cleaning living rooms
Cleaning dining rooms
Cleaning the kitchen
Making sure aII tasks are
performed as necessary

Test-Retest
AB

Inter-Rater
AB

In your situation, who has the most responsibility for the fottowing:

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
at

9

ez
2rz
292
322
292
5rz
372

oz

382
542
r7z
IIZ
ez

892
652
s42
50å
652
262
602

100å

5eZ
402
692
772
7rZ

4z
4z
7z

2rz
7Z

462
2rZ

oz

2rz
46e"

7Z
7z

182

gge"

579"
s9z
472
542
II9"
642

100?

502
259"
7 6e"
792
682

10.
11.
12.
13.

18U 792
342 432
geo g 0å
62 862

oz
329"

oz
O9o

7L9"
362
792
862

L4.
15.
L6.
17.
18.

292 652 Lgz 502

A: Staff OnIy rated on both occasions
B= Àssistance given or performs task alone rated on either occas|on.

rc
-Ð
trrI
z.
U
X



Staff Questionnaire Scale 2I: Test-Retest and Inter-Rater Retiabil-ities Revised.

Question

Is allowed to

1. Invite visi-tors for a meal OZ 100å Oå 1OOå
2. Har¡e a pet 652 L9Z 372 262
3. Go out alone 32 9]-2 OZ g9Z
4. Stay up l-ate on week nights # lZ 80å OZ 932
5. Stay up late on weekends OZ 1_00å OZ tOOå
6. Stay out late on week nights:t OZ 792 OZ 962
7. Stay out Ìate on weekends OZ 972 OZ 972
8. Get up late on weekdays * 322 4IZ I4Z 36eo
9. Get up l-ate on weekends * 0Z IOOZ OZ 100?
10. Stay out overnight 92 812 OZ g2Z
11. Make him/herself a snack OZ 1OOå OZ 962
12. I{atch TV OZ 100U OZ 100å
13. Make hi-m/herself a drink OZ 1OOU OZ 1OOZ
14. Use the telephone OZ 100å OZ 100å
15. Withdraw money from his/her

bank account L7 Z 692 I]-Z T Ieo
16. Drink alcohol- in the house L4Z 662 42 iseo
17. Drink al-cohoL outside the house* L2Z 622 42 7SZ
18. Invite a boy/qirlfriend home OZ 972 OZ 1OOå
19. Leave his/her room untidy ,t 38å 592 362 472
20. Stay home without a medical reason I4Z 572 1JZ 612
2I. Keep a key to the house 572 432 46eo 39eo
22. Decorate his/her room OZ 862 OZ 1OOå
23. Lock his/her room from the inside 682 262 SOZ l-l-Z
24. Lock the bathroom from the inside 66eo 3IZ 642 362
25. Lock the toilet from the inside 292 7IZ 2IZ 6g2
f N:31 Test-Retest, N:27 Inter-Rater
* N:34 Test-Retest
A = Not at all-, B : Only with staff permission/ at certain times /or

Test-Retest
AB

N:3 5

Inter-Rater
AB

N:2 8

At any time



Staff Questionnaire Scale 24: Test-retest and Inter-rater Reliabilities Revised"

Question

In your situation who is most invol-ved in deciding the following:

Test-Retest
AB

N:3 5

Inter-Rater
AB

N=2 8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I

9

i{hat he/she wiIl do on the v¡eekends
Where to go on his/her hol-idays
What tirne to take a shower
What tirne to go to bed
i^Ihat tirne meals are served
What the daily menu is
What food to buy for the house
What time to get up in the
morning
hlhat the rules of the house
will be
Who he/she wil-l- share a room with
When the house needs to be
painted
I,{hether a particular staff
rnember should be fired
How much money he/she should
save each week
When staff have days off
$thether a particular resident
is admitted
How he/she spends his/her money
When staff take holidays
Whether a particular staff
member witl be assigrned to the
house
lrlhen he/she takes his/her
holidays
cont..../

432 432 2re" 462

oz
oz
oz
oz

402
492
492
262

ez
662

100?
862

oz
100u
100u

r-00å
eLz
972
972
542
432
492
572

80u
202

0å
ez

oz
0å
oz
oz

252
462
432
Lg9"

oz
642

932
572

oz
932
892

1003
972

Lo03
100å
6rz
362
392
752

822
7z

oz
oz

t-00å
oz
oz

10.
11.

]-2.

13.

L4.
L5.

]-6.
r7.
t-8.

19.

862 oz

62 77e"

752 oz

oz 862

1002
oz
0?

62 632 4z 822



Staff Questi-onanire Scale 242 Test-retest and Inter-rater Rel-iabilities Revised cont.

Question

20.
2r.
22.
23.
24.

When to punish bad behaviour
How to punish bad behaviour
I'Ihat he/she wiII do weeknights
!{hat equipment to buy for the house
When he/she is ready to move
out of the house
What tirne household tasks are done
What he/she hrears
What leisure activities he/she
will participate in *
What clothes he/she buys
Choose whether or not to go to
go to work (i.e. be unemployed)
Choose what his/her job
(occupation) will be

25.
26.
27.

Test-Retest
AB

N:35

Inter-Rater
AB

N:2 8

28.
29.

602
5tz

oz
3 49"
402

402
oz
oz

242
rg9"

17z
17z
942
51U
462

492
l_oou
1002

7L2
6rz

362
392

oz
292
2rz

18å
oz
O9o

oz

L4Z
r4z

1002
542
362

542
1_00å
100å

682
7227z

30. geo g5å oz gez

*N=34 Test-Retest reliability
A Staf f onì-y,
B : Person with other residents and/or staff or Person alone



Staff Questionnaire Scale 20: Test-Retest and Inter-Rater Reliabitities

Test-Retest
O/ f/ 2/ Percent*
0 1 2 Àgree

Inter-Rater
o/7/ 2/
012

Percent*
Agree

Question

In your situation, who has the most responsibiJ-ity for the following:
t-
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Cleaning the bedroom
Serving own meal-s
Preparing meals
Food Shopping
Iniashi-ng clothes etc
Mending clothes
Banking money from work/pension
Spending money
Deciding how much money to save
each week
Maintenance of the grounds
Setting the table
Doing the dishes
Shopping for suppLies for the
Paying bill-s
CJ-eaning living rooms
Cleaning dining rooms
CJ-eaning the kitchen
Making sure al-l- tasks are
performed as necessary

å Agree is the surn of totals in
Staff only 1- Person with

29 47 18 94
columns.

2 : Person alone

9
2I
29
32
29
5t_

18
34
I
6

38
54
I7
t_1

9

T4
15
43
4I
L2
T4
40
47

50
29
l_1
26
53
3t_

9
20
I4

57
a:

3
47

9
3

29

15
3

57
46

3

51
54
51

80
7T
72
77
88
74
80
77

82
66
77
77
94
86
77
86
74

4
4
7

2T
7

46
2I

32

21,
46

7
7

18

11
4

48
39

43
32

57
39
56
64
47
54
7I
46

50
57
43
29
68
68
50
50
50

7
50
32

36
2I

4
11
43
2I
I4
I4

4

4
39

I4

L4
4

39
18

4

29
29
29

10.
1t-.
12.
13.
14.
1-5.
16.
17.
18.

*
0

house

preceding
assistance

1836457



Staff Questionnaire Scale 2Lz Test-Retest and Inter-Rater Reliabitities.

Question

allowed to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
o

10.
11.
12.
13.
L4.
t-5.

Invite visitors for a meal
Have a pet
Go out alone
Stay up l-ate on week nights #
Stay up late on weekends
Stay out l-ate on week nights:t
Stay out l-ate on weekendsO
Get up late on weekdays *
Get up late on weekends *
Stay out overnight
Make hirn/herself a snack
l{atch TV
Make hirn/hersel-f a drink
Use the telephone
Withdraw money from his/her bank
account
Drink alcohol in the house
Drink alcohol outside the house*
Invite a boy/girlfriend horne
Leave his/her room untidy *
Stay home without a medical reason
Keep a key to the house
Decorate his/her room
Lock his/her room from the inside
Lock the bathroom from the inside
Lock the toilet from the inside

L6.
17.
1B.
1,9 .
20.
2r.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Test-Retest
o/ r/ 2/ Percent
0 1 2 Agree

N=35

Inter-Rater
f/ 2/ Percent
I 2 Agree

N=28

T4
12

0
38
I4
57

0
68
66
29

40
13
57
49
20
65
69
38
18
61
37

o
29
34
40

54
4L
40
4I
57

57
7

23
T4
63

9
20

3
59

0
46
83
63
51

6

6
I2
54
I2

0
31
43
2L
29
43

97
84
83
66
83
74
89
74
76
70
83
83
92
86
63

74
65
94
91
7L
89
63

9
94
74

o/
0

4
4
0

36
l-1
46

o
50
36
2I

29
11
36
57
11
82
61
32
11
68
27

o
2L
32
46

68
39
2I
39
6I

4
25

0
0
4

29
7

2I

50
96
75
46
I4

4
L4
32

0
0

32
64

7
36
50

75
56
57
64
72
82
68
46
72
68
7I
96
96
79
7),

75
57
55
75
72
82
89
57

100
75

ïs

0
65

3
3
0
0

32
0
9
0
0
0
0

T7

7
61

0
7
0

61
0

0
37

0
0
0
0
o

L4
0
0
0
0
0
0

11

0
20

3
0
3

$ N:31 Test-Retest, N:27 Inter-Rater * N=34 Test-Retest
0: Not at all, 1 = OnIy with staff permission/ at certain tirnes, 2: At any time.



Staff Questionnaire Scale 242 Test-Retest and Inter-Rater Reliabilities.

Question

In your situation who is most

1.
¿.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
L2.

l-3.

T4.
l_5.

L6.
17.
L8.

19.
20.
cont

involved in deciding the follow

Test-Retest
O/ r/ 2/ Percent
0 1 2 Agree

N:35

Inter-Rater
L/ 2/ Percent
I 2 Àgree

N:2 8

0
0
0
0

40
49
49
26
43

9
66
86

100
86

51
66
20
34
40
45
49
20
43
63
20

0

57
T7

34
6

54
43

0
0
o
6
0
3
0
0

o/
0

43
l-8
2I

0
64
75

32
7I
2I
32
54
36
39
57
46
50

7
0

75
L4

I4
4

36
29

0
0
o
7
0
4
0
0

46
75
57
61
79
82
82
82
68
54
7I
75

93
57

What he/she wiII do on the weekends
Where to go on his/her holidays
What time to take a shower
What tirne to go to bed
blhat time meal-s are served
What the dail-y menu is
What food to buy for the house
What tirne to get up in the morning
What the rules of the house will be
Who he/she will- share a room with
When the house needs to be painted
Whether a particular staff member
should be fired
How much money he/she should
save each week
Vühen staff have days off
Whether a particular resident
is admitted
How he/she spends his/her money
l,lhen staff take holidays
!,Ihether a particular staff
member wiII be assigned to the house
When he/she takes his/her holidays
When to punish bad behaviour

B6
7I
74
77
80
93
97
51
86
74
86
86

0 100
0 91

74
100
100

63
77

0
0
0
0

25
46

6431160 0321446

0
100
l_00

0
6

57
0
0

93
57

0
93
89

4
36

57
93
89

79
50

0
0

o
0

0
0

6
60

18
0
0

38
0
0

1-7

0
0

0
0



Staff Questionnaire Scal-e 24: Test-Retest and Inter-Rater Reliabil-ities cont.

Quest j-on

2r.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.

Test-Retest
O/ r/ 2/ Percent
0 1 2 Agree

N:35

Inter-Rater
o/r/2
01

|rf=

Percent
Àgree

54
7I
82
57

64
57
61

54
61

2
28
0
6
0
0

4

How to punish bad behaviour
What he/she wilL do week nights
What equiprnent to buy for the house
When he/she is ready to move
out of the house
What time household tasks are done
I^Ihat he/she $tears
What leisure activities he/she
will participate in *
What cl-othes he/she buys
Choose whether or not to go to
go to work (i.e. be unemployed)
Choose what his/her job
(occupation) will be

51]70
02637

345L0
40433

69
63
86
B6

39
0

29
2I

1,4

25
54
36

46
18
32

54
54

40
0
0

46
34
38

0
54
32

86
89
7I

0
39
29

18
0
0

0
7

28.
29.

24
L9

62
36 1,9

9 94
74

o
0

30. 967L288

2 : Person alone

068068

*N=34 Test-Retest reliability

0 : Staff only,
1 = Person with other residents and/or staff,



APPENDIX 5

Satisfaction with Lifestyle by
Means and Standard Deviations.

Pl-ace of Employment
N:60.

Group N Mean SD

Satisfaction with Residentiat Placement

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Enployment
fndependent lrlork Station

Satisfaction nith l{ork Placement

ActÍvity Therapy Centre
Supported Enployment
Independent Work Station

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Employment
Independent Work Station

Satisfaction with Physical Health

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Enployment
Independent Work Station

Satisfaction with SeIf-Esteem

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Ernployment
Independent l,rlork Station

Overall Satisfaction

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Enployment
Independent Work Station

25
(]

27

25
I

27

73.12
72.25
77.OO

75.20
78.75
78.44

66 .32
49.00
68 .22

64 .52
56. 13
7L.04

B4 .52
85.38
85.67

87 .60
8I .25
87.11

74.48
69.75
76.85

Il-.66
8.60

10. 65

13.79
12 .53
]-6.44

L6.82
20 .20
L7.23

13 .43
10.45
12.77

13.T2
10.69
]-0.67

8.60
9 .57

11. 33

Satisfaction with Financial Status

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Employment
fndependent Work Station

25
8

27

25
8

27

25
8

27

Satisfaction with Interpersonal Relationships

25
I

27

25
B

27

8.74
5.99

l,L .29



Satisfaction with Lifestyle by
Means and Standard Deviations.

Place of Employment
N:77.

Group N Mean SD

Satisfaction with Residential Placement

Satisfaction nith Financial status

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Employment
Independent Work Station

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Employment
Independent Work Station

Satisfaction with Work Placement

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Employment
fndependent Work Station

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Enployment
Independent l,rlork Station

Satisfaction with Physical Hea1th

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Employment
Independent Work Statj-on

Satisfaction with Self-Esteem

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Empl-oyment
fndependent lrlork Station

Overa1I Satisfaction

Activity Therapy Centre
Supported Ernployment
Independent Work Station

29
T7
31

29
I7
31

29
I7
31

29
I7
31

29
L7
31

29
T7
31

29
17
31

75.48
80.59
78.39

75.97
79.24
80.32

67.86
54.7L
67 .35

66.3I
65.88
71.00

85.17
85. 18
85.77

87.86
86.24
86 .97

75.83
76.35
77.8I

12.80
11. l8
10.59

13.35
13.63
76 .23

17.02
2L.24
20 .48

Satisfaction with Interpersonal Retationships

13.33
14.72
12.14

12.73
13.10
10.07

8.51
o 'ìo

10.71

8.55
8 .25

IT.27



Satisfaction with Lifestyle by Presence of a Behaviour
Problem. Means and Standard Deviations.

Group N Mean SD

Satisfaction with Residential placement

Satisfaction with Financial Status

Low BAS
fn-Between
High BÀS

LoW BÀS
fn-Between
High BÀS

Satisfaction with Work Placement

Low BAS
In-Between
High BAS

Low BAS
fn-Between
High BAS

Satisfaction with Physical Health

Low BAS
fn-Between
High BAS

Satisfaction with SeIf-Esteem

Low BAS
fn-Between
High BAS

Overall Satisfaction

Low BAS
fn-Between
High BAS

13
39

9

13
39
I

13
39

9

13
39

9

13
39

9

72.3r
77.03
68 .44

7 s.46
78.54
73. O0

68.77
66. 15
48 .44

69 .3I
66.80
57. 00

86. 15
86.62
75. O0

84.77
87.79
83.56

75.00
76.36
68 .22

II. 82
10.48

7 .60

10. 60
15. 65
16. 65

13.20
L7 .IL
27 .45

9 .54
14.43
14.51

10.78
11.66

9 .84

8.35
10.00

7 .2I

7.L9
ro .28
6.70

Satisfaction with fnterpersonal Relationships

13
39

9

13
39

9



Satisfaction with Lifestyle by Presence of an Additional
Handicap. Means and Standard Deviations.

Group N Mean SD

Satisfaction with Residential Placement

No Addit j-onal Handicap 45 7 5 .7 6
Additional Handicap 16 7I.82

Satisfaction with Work Placement

No Additional Handì-cap 44 78.82
Additional Handicap 16 72.50

Satisfaction with Financial Status

No Additional- Handicap 45 65.84
Additional Handicap 16 59.19

Satisfaction with Interpersonal Relationships

No Additional- Handicap 45 68.29
Additional Handicap 16 59.13

Satisfaction with Physical Health

No Àdditional Handicap 45 86.20
Àdditional Handicap 16 80.88

Satisfaction with SeIf-Esteem

No Additional Handicap 45 87.27
Additional Handicap 16 84.44

overall Satisfaction

No Àdditional Handicap
Àdditional Handicap

45
16

76.13
70.69

11. 16
9.38

13.85
l-6. 61

18.23
2L. 15

13.39
13 .42

11. 61
TT.79

9 .67
LO.97

9.74
8.7 6



Factor Analysis Results Principal Axis Factoring

Variable Factor Eigen
Value

Percent
of Variance

Residential- Placement
I{ork Pl-acement
Financial Status
Interpersonal-

Relationships
Physical Hea1th
Self-Esteem

Sactor Matrix

Residential Placernent
llork Placement
Financial Status
Interpersonal Relationships
Physical- Hea1th
Self-Esteem

1
2
3

4
5
6

2.735
.903
.808

.66r

.462

.431_

45.6
15. O

L3. s

1t_. o
7.7
7.2

Factor 1-

.7r

.70

.63

.59

.47

.4r



Satisfaction with Lifestyle by Admission to an Institution.
Means and Sttandard Deviations.

Group Mean SDN

Satisfaction with Residential Placenent

Àdrnitted 61
Never Adrnitted 16

Satisfaction with Work Placement

Adnitted 61
Never Admitted l-6

Satisfaction with Financial Status

75. 10
86. 69

77.03
82.63

65. 6l_
57.50

65 .97
73.50

84.95
86.50

85.72
9),.69

74.98
81. 63

IL .23
7.OL

15. 16
II.26

18.70
25.10

1,3 .57
l-3 . 11

1,2 .87
10.39

9 .82
5.84

9 .54
8.13

Satisfaction with Interpersonal Relationships

Admitted
Never Admitted

Admitted
Never Admitted

Satisfaction with Physical Health

Adnitted
Never Adnitted

Satisfaction with Self-Esteem

Adrnitted
Never Admitted

overall Satisfaction

Adrnitted
Never Admitted

6l_
16

61
16

6I
16

61
16

61
16



Note 1: Fifty Years of Sympathetic Care and Practical
Service. Printed by the Board of Managernent of Minda Home
Incorporated on the occasion of the Jubilee Anni-versary of
Minda Home Inc. December 1948. Printed by The Advertiser
Printing Office, Adelaide, 1-948.

Note 2z Le Breton, J. The Intellectual-l-y Handicapped
Person, Accommodation and the Developmental Model. Paper
presented at the Symposium on Accornmodation for the
Disabled, Candberra, ACT, 1982.

Note 3: Accreditation Council for Services for Menatlly
Retarded and other Developmentally DeJ-ayed Persons Standards
For Services for Developmentaly Delayed Individuals.
Chicago, I11.: Joint Commission on the Accreditation of
Hospitals, I978.

Note 4z Tustin, R.D., Kent, P.4., Bond, M. and HaskiIl, S.
Assessj.ng Severity and Types of Behaviour Disorder. Paper
submj-tted for publ-ication, December, L987
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